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NOTI CES

When U.S. Government drawings, specifications, or other data are used for
any purpose other than a definitely related government procurement operation,
the Government thereby incurs no responsibility nor any obligation whatsoever,
and the fact that the Government may have formulated , furnished, or in any
way supplied the said drawings , specifications or other data, Is not to be
regarded by impl ication or otherwise, or i n any manner li censing the holder
or any other person or corporation or conveying any rights or permission to
manufacture use, or sel l any patented invention that may in any way be
related thereto.

FOREWORD

This document was prepared by the Applied Technology Division of Tl~ Defense
and Space Systems Group, One Space Park, Redondo Beach, CalifornIa 90278.
It describes work performed under Contract F04611-76-C -0003, Job Order No.
O10000PP wi th the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory, Edwards AFB , CA
93523 . The period of performance represented by the report extended from
2 September 1975 to 1 July 1976.

This work was sponsored and di rected by the Air Force Rocket Propulsion
Laboratory (PFRPL) . Curtis Selph provided program management and technical
guidance for the AFRPL . Program management at Tm~ was provided by M. N.
Huberman.

This report has been reviewed by the Information Off ice /DOZ and is release-
able to the National Technical Informati on Service (NTIS). At NTIS It will
be avai lable to the general public , incl uding foreign nations . This report
is unclassified and suitable for general public release.
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technical development is needed in many areas before the concept can be
operationally Implemented.

In order to minimize the required collector area , laser concepts are prefer—
red over ml ayes . - Large diameter microwave receivers wi ll have to be of the

~1~ ~ tenna recti fy ng antenna) type since conventional receiving reflectors( cannot be fabricated to the precision requi red for efficient large scale collec-
tion. Thus microwaves will require electrical ly powered proupislon. This resul

( In additional thousands of pounds of power conditioning equipment and radiation
L. structure for heat rejection from the electrical subsystem. - -1.—~~ If space based laser transmitter concepts are to be cost effective they will

requi re the availability of megawatt level space nuclear or solar power
~tations~ Reactant powered space based laser can not be cost effective because
of the expense of transporting the reactants to orbit.
---~ In view of the large total energy requi red for each mission, ground based
transmitters will be most cost effective when they are operated closed cycle
from central station electric power. - 

S• Laser transmi tting ranges greater than several hundred nauti,çal miles wi ll
result in excessive collector sizes . Therefore, ground based —transmitters

i s  appl ications wil l be restricted to orbital functions which can be performed at
1pi~ n~~~~~j  ~~~~~~~~~ Thus , synchronous altitude functions such as ci rculari-

~~‘ zation and reposi tioning in orbit will not be feasible with ground based trans—
( mi tting stations , fly—by range considerations will limit thrust periods to 50
~~~ seconds (40 of orbital arc) .

T~ 1hree promising applications have been identified. The laser powered tug can
be cost effecti ve compared to an advanced cryogenic tug. Apsidal rotation
COI’U~Ctl0fl and drag make—up are two other missions where signifi cant advantages
may be realized for the l aser powered concept ’~-Extensive hardware development is required. Critical areas include the
~~~~~~~~ thrusters, thruster reaction ch anter windows and the collection and
c~~ling subsystems. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The objective of this program is to assess the feasibility of the
beamed energy propulsion concept for Air Force missions. The work is
divided into three major tasks : 1) system studies , 2) theoretical anal-
yses of the coupling mechanisms between the beamed energy and propellant
working fluid, and 3) preparation of a test plan for the experimental
investigation of the coupl ing processes for various laser/propellant
combinations.

The basis of the beamed energy concept is for an orbiting vehicle
to convert an incoming energy beam into propulsive energy. The major
system payoff is increased specific impulse and concomitant weight sav-
ings. Achieving this goal will depend on the emergence of several new
technologies: 1) beamed energy generation and transmission to the receiv-
ing vehIcle , 2) energy reception and coupling Into the propulsion system,
and 3) generation of high specific impulse at relatively high thrust
levels.

In principa l , either microwave or laser energy beams are capable of
providing the propulsive power. However, fairly early in this study It

• was determined that microwave concepts result in excessive weight and
size penalties for the target vehicle. Consequently, later portions of
the study dealt solely with laser beams.

A prime concern has been to identify meaningful missions which do
not require gigawatt power levels. As shown in Section 3 of this vol ume,
satellite propulsion applications appear more promising than atmospheric
missions in that they offer several opportunties where excessive laser
power is not required and where propellant weight reouctions will result
in significant cost savings.

For orbiting satellites there are still several constraints which
drive the mission requirements toward high power levels. They Include:

• Short thrusting periods due to range and line-of-sight geometry
con stra ints

• Heavy payloads in order to off-set the cost -and weight of the
laser receiver system - 
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• High total impulse In order to achieve propellant weight savings
suffIcient to offset the systen fixed weight penalties.

As a result of the above considerations, the most promising missions
utilize thousands of pounds of propellant at approximately 800 to 1000
seconds specific impulse. The total energy requirements are ~‘lO~ joules.

The laser source for energy transmission to a given orbiting vehicle
can be based either In space, on an aircraft or on the ground. Reactant
powered space—based lasers are uneconomIcal because the weight of the
laser reactants transported to space exceeds the propellant weight savings
for the target vehicle. Therefore , to be cost effective , a space-based
laser transmitter has to be either nuclear-electric or solar-electric
powered. Since megawatt-level space nuclear- or solar-powered sources will
not be available for several decades, ground based transmitter concepts
have been selected as offering the opportunity for earliest implementation.

When suitable power sources become available, space—based transmitters
-
~ will have the lowest operating power requirements of the three siting

options . Atmospheric absorption and refraction losses will be eliminated.
Thrust duration constraints due to atmospheric slant-angle absorption and
horizon limiting effects will be relaxed. The allowable thrusting periods
can be signifi cantly extended and the laser range shortened when the
transmitter satellite track parallels the receiving satellite track.
More frequent thrusting will be possible since there will no longer be

H a need to synchronize thrust periods wi th an earth-bound 24-hour period
of rotation. As a result of these potential mission advantages the low
power space—based transmitter has received considerable emphasis in many
parts of this report. However , the discussions also provide considerable
insight into the ground—based transmitter concept .

SectIon 2 of this volume suninarizes the various mission concepts
which were initial ly considered and then provides more detailed analyses
of those ground—based transmitter concepts which offer the opportunity
for earliest implementation. These are:

• Apsidal Rotation and Nodal Regression Correction

• Drag Make-up

• Reusable Laser Powered Tug for Orbit Raising to Synchronous
Altitude and Return
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The first two missions can be performed with a 10 MW laser . The
reusable tug requires a 500 MW laser. The apsidal rotation correction
mission requires one year of 49 feet per second per day correction for
an 8,000 pound Inert weight. This mission can be performed with 8,000
pounds of 800 second specifi c impulse space storable propellant. For
a “conventional ” 220 second specific impulse hydrazine system, 93,600
pounds would be needed, clearly an Impossibl e requirement. Using similar
assumptions for the drag make-up application , a propel lant weight advan-
tage of approximately 3300 pounds/year can be achieved for an average
drag torce of “ 0.03 pound .

A complete systems weight and cost comparison has been made between
- the laser powered tug (LPT) and an equivalent advanced cryogenic propel-
lant tug (ACT). The costs of the two mission concepts were found to be

- 
- approximately equal . However a $1 million cost woul d result for the LPT

if shuttle costs escalate significantly. The tug mission requirements are
suninarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Tug Mission Requirements

Initial Orbit Altitude 100 NM Circular

Final Orbit Altitude 100 NM by 19 ,323 NM Elliptical

One-Way tiV 8128 fps

Payload to Synchronous Altitude 6000 lb

Retrieval Payload 1350 lb*

Payload reduction results from propel lant expenditures of 3,000
pounds for circularization and station acquisition , 300 pounds
for AVCS and 1350 pounds for decircular-ization and rendezvous.

The mission parameters for the competing tug concepts are suninarized
in Table 2. The LPT uses 1000—second specific impul se hydrogen propel-
lant. The ACT uses L02/1H2 propellant at 470 seconds specific impulse.

The ACT requires a 7-day round trip duration; the LPT a 28-day
duration. The 28—day round trip is a compromise between longer mission .

~~ *
durations which minimi ze laser power requirements and shorter durations
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Table 2. Laser Powered Tug (LPT) and Advanced
- Cryogenic Tug (ACT ) Comparison

______________________________________ LPT ACT

Thrust (lbf) 5609 15,000

Specific Impulse (seconds) 1000 470

Round Trip Duration (days ) 28 7

First Ignition Weight (ibs) 11 ,735 11 ,321

Burn-out- Weight (lbs) 4,361 3,514

which (1) allow for a sufficient number of reuse opportunities during a
reasonable calendar time and (2) minimize LH2 boil-off and fuel cell
consumption. An alternative means of reducing laser power would be to
decrease the payload. However,

5 
significant reductions below 6000 pouncs - -

orbit—raising capability would seriously compromise the number of available
applications. - ,

The first ignition weights are 11 ,735 pounds for the LPT and 17,321
pounds for the ACT. Thus the shuttle payload weight saving for a launch—
to—parking orbit is 5586 pounds. The burn-out weights for shuttle trans-
port back to earth are 4361 and 3514 pounds for the LPT and ACT respec-
tively, resulting in a 847 pound weight saving for the ACT return trip.
However this differential is of second order in comparison to the ascent

weight advantage for the LPT.

The high specific Impul ses postulated for candidate missions are
predicated on the laser’s ability to directly heat a hot gas core while
the chamber walls are cooled by Incoming propellant so that the average
gas temperature exceeds that of the thruster structural materials. This
is the same principle that arc jets have been based on and its success
for the present application will depend on the ability of the laser beam
to be absorbed directly into the propellant.

For short term applications such as orbit raising , hydrogen is the
preferred propellant. Its low molecular weight should make specific -~
Impulses In excess of 1000 seconds easily attainable as has been demon-
strated with arc jets. However, it will have to be seeded with other

4
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substances to provide sufficient coupling to the laser beam. For long
term orbit applications , space storable propellants are preferred. As
discussed in Volume 2 of this report , methyl alcohol is an interesting

- propellant for this application because of its ability to form CO
molecu les an d carbon par ticles, both of which aid in the laser absorp-
tion probess. Other potential laser/propellant combinations are also
discussed in Volume 2. -

The use of electric propulsion in conjunction with the conversion
of beamed laser power into electrical power has been ruled out. The
additional efficiency loss in converting the laser beam into electrical
energy and the higher power requirement of an electric propulsion system
increase the laser power requirement by almost one order of magnitude.
Since the power requirements already exceed present laser system capa-
bilities , any further increase would be highly undesirable. An additional
negative factor is that the required thrust levels are several orders of
magnitude greater than presently planned electric propulsion capabilities .
The weight and thermal integration requirements of the power conversion
and conditioning system pose further potential problems.

In addition to development of the propulsion device itself, the laser
powered propulsion concept will depend to a great extent on the future
parallel development of several non-propulsive technologies, I .e. , high
powered lasers, pointing , tracking and collecting subsystems, and space-
craft attitude control technology . Fortunately, the required parallel
development is being pursued for other applications and need not be
charged directly to the propulsion task. Similarly, although a separate
transmitting station is required , such stations will probably be used for
other military purposes and thus may not be a direct charge to the
propulsion task.

• Several system and mission planning considerations require more
detailed future study. These include further definition of the range
of allowable spacecraft trajectories and orbits, attitude control and
pointing requirements during thrusting, and the operational spacecraft
configuration impl ications for accommodating the laser receiver to

• provide unobstructed optical paths from the transmitter and to the
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thruster. Specifications need to be developed for coordinating propel-
lant flow with ground-based laser initiation and shut—off . A preferred -

•

throttling philosophy (propellant flow and/or laser power) will have to
be defined to maintain optimum thruster performance as the range varies
during thrusting.

Volume 1 of this report contains the systems study portion of the
program. Section 2 of this volume summarizes the analyses of the recom-
mended systems concepts. Section 3 presents the more detailed mission
requirements. Sections 4 through 8 then discuss the major subsystem
aspects of a beamed energy propulsion system, namely, beam transmitting
station, propagation , pointing and tracking, beam collection and coupling ,
and finally the thruster subsystem.

Volume 2 of this report is a theoretical treatment of the coupling
mechanisms for various laser/propellant combinations . The main emphasis
has been on particulate and molecular absorption mechanisms which do not
require the high electron densities associated with efficient inverse
bremsstrahlung absorption . Relatively large thruster chamber dimensions
have been assumed in order to minimize the risk of l aser damage to the
chanter walls. This has the added advantage of relaxing dimensional
tolerances and ultimately producing weight and cost savings in the form 

- 

-

of a lighter , less dimensionally rigid , concentrator system.

Volume 3 contains additional classified data related to laser systems.

1.1 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The following paragraphs are major conclusions and recommendations
of this study.

Beamed energy propulsion is technically feasible. No fundamental
obstacles have been identif led. However, considerable additional study
and technical development are needed in many areas before the concept
can be operationally implemented .

In order to minimize the required collector area , laser concepts are
preferred over microwaves . Lar ge d iameter m icrowave rece ivers will have
to be of the rectenna (rectifying antenna) type since conventional receiv-
leg reflectors cannot be fabricated to the precision required for efficient

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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large scale collection. Thus mi crowaves will require electrically powered
propulsion. This results in additional thousands of pounds of power con-
ditioning equipment and radiation structure for heat rejecti on from the
electr ica l subs~rstem.

Ground based transmitter concepts offer the opportunity for earliest
implementation. Space based laser transmitter concepts can potentially
lower the power requirements but to be cost effective they will require
the availability of megawatt-level space nuclear or solar power stations.
A reactant powered space based laser will not be cost effective because
of the expense of transporting the reactants to orbit.

In view of the large total energy required for each mission , ground
based transmitters will be most cost effective when they are operated
closed cycle -from central station electric power.

Laser transmitting ranges greater than several hundred nautical miles
will result in excessive collector sizes. Therefore, ground based trans-
mitters applications will be restricted to orbita l functions which can be
performed at low orbital altitudes. Thus , synchronous altitude functions
such as circularization and repositioning in orbit will not be feasible
with ground based transmi tters. When high altitude space based trans-
mitter concepts do become feasible the range of potential applications will

• be correspondingly enlarged . For stationary transmitting stations, fly-by
range considerations will limit thrust periods to 50 seconds (4° of
orbita l arc).

Three promising applicati ons have been identified. A laser powered
tug has been shown to be potentially cost competitive with an
advanced cryogenic tug. Apsidal rotation correction and drag make-up
are two other missions where significant advantages may be real ized for
the laser powered concept.

Considerable additional study and technical development are needed
before the beamed energy propulsion concept can be operationally imple-
mented. Critical hardware areas include the lasers, thrusters, thruster
reaction chamber windows and the collection and coupling subsystems.

j~~. 7
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Additiona l systems studies needed to more firmly evaluate the
potential payoffs include the following :

• Detailed mission planning and optimization for each of the three
candidate missions. Drag make-up and apsidal rotation correction
should be combined into one mission .

• Detailed tradeoffs of the benefits of thrusting at higher altitudes
in order to achieve less drag and longer available thrusting periods
at the cost of larger required collector areas.

• Detailed thrust scheduling tradeoffs for the reusable l aser powered
tug.

• A separate laser collection and coupling system design study to
fully assess the impact of this massive and complex subsystem.

• Careful assessment of the impact of start and stop losses on total
propellant consumption for short thrusting periods.

• Additional iteration of the present study results at the several
hundred megawatts laser power level. The greatest needs are in
the areas of atmospheric propagation , collection and coupling,
and thruster design . Greater emphasis should also be placed on
thermal integration .
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2. M ISSION SELECT ION AND TRADEOFF S

This section discusses the selecti on and analysis of various missions
for beamed energy propulsion . The beamed energy is assumed to be provided
by a laser since , as discussed in  Section 5, microwave beams do not appear
practical for this application . A major emphasis has been to determine those
mission concepts which have the chance for earliest implementation , i.e.,
those which do not require ei ther gigawatt laser power levels or space_ based
solar or nuclear megawatt power sources . As the result of an extensive se-
lection process based on the above considerations , the following missions , which
utilize ground based laser transmi tters, have been chosen as offering the -

‘

greatest promise:

1. Apsidal Rotation and Nodal Regression Correction
2. Dra-g Make-Up
3. Reusable Tug for Orbi t Raising to Synchronous Al ti tude

It will be shown that 8,000 pounds of laser powered 800 second specifi c
impulse propellant will perfo rm an apsidal rotation correcti on mission that
would otherwise requi re 93,600 pounds of conventional 220—s econd specific
impulse propellant. For the second mission , above , a laser powered pro-
pellant wei ght savings of approximately 7,500 lbs/year for compensating an
average drag force of ~ 0.07 pounds will be shown.

The section concludes with a detailed weight and cost comparison of a
laser powered space tug (LPT) and an advanced cryogenic -tug (ACT). It will be
shown that the LPT is cost ftompetiti ve with the ACT . Furthermore, a $1 million
advantage may result for the LPT if shuttle costs escalate in the fQture .

2.1 SPACE BASED TRANSMITTERS

A major consideration for beamed energy propulsion is that the added
cost of providing laser power must be less than the cost savings achieved
by havi ng to boost less propellant to orbit. This section shows that this
consideration leads to the conclusion that the space based transmi tter concept
must use either solar or nuclear power in order to avoid excessive reactant
transport costs.

• V
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The propellant weight (W v) required per pound of delivered inert weight
Is given by:

W~~= W 0-l
where: 55

= exp L~V/gI5~ = initial total spacecraft weight

= veloci ty increment, ft / sec

g = 32.2 ft/sec
= specifi c impulse , seconds

The present study assue speci fic impulses of the order of 800 to 1000
seconds for beamed energy systems. These replace specifi c impulses of 300
seconds for conventi onal upper stages , 470 seconds for advanced cryogenic
upper stages and 220 seconds for hydrazine auxiliary propulsion .

Figure 1 show s initial total spacecraft weight per pound of final pay -
load versus &I for the speci fi c impul ses of interest. As would be expected ,
the advantages of high ~~ increase dramatically with ~V. For laser systems
of limi ted power , the implication is that low total mass , hi gh E~V missions
are favored for beamed energy propulsi on.

The total propulsive energy (at 100% system efficiency ) required per
pound of delivered inert mass is:

E0 = 21.8 W~ ~~ Joules /pound of payload

Figure 2 shows the total energy requi rements as a function of ~V. Thus ,
neglecting inefficiencies , total laser energies in the range of 3 to 100
megajoules are requi red per pound of del ivered inert mass. Therefore, hi gh
M missions with thousands of pounds of payload will requi re of the order of
1011 joules.

The total laser energy requi red per pound of propellant weight saving
is equal to:

Eo
W , Conventional - W , Beamed
p p

and is plotted in Figure 3. These resul ts show that even at ê~V = 50,000 ft/
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second , which Is considerably hi gher than most practical mission requirements,
a 100% efficient system would require 500 kilojoules to save one pound of
300 second speci fic impulse propellant . This means that a reactant powered
space-based laser system capable of deliveri ng 500 kl l ojoules per pound of
reactant would requi re one pound of laser reactants to save one pound of
propellant for the assumed ideal sys tem. Actually the case is even worse
when one incl udes the rocket efficiency , optics train losses , and propagation
losses. These will at least double the energy requirements . The laser powered
rocket system ’ s large fixed weights due to the collecting and coupling sub-
system will further reduce the potential advantage. Since the major laser
reactant cost for space based transmitters is for transport to space , there

can be no net economi c gain.

The tradeoffs are a little better when substituting beamed energy for
a 220 second specifi c impulse auxiliary hydrazine system . However , taking
system efficiency estimates into account , the 500 kiloj oule / lb crossover
still occurs in the neighborhood of 50,000 ft/second. Lower laser system
effi ciencies or other system inefficiencies would require even higher LV’ s
to make the concept cost effective . As can be seen from Figure 1, even for

a very high specific impulse system , very high M missions can resul t in
excessively high propel lant mass fractions . Thus , a major concl usion is that
space based transmi tters should not be reactant powered and therefo re wil l
have to await the availability of megawatt nuclear or solar space power stations.
Therefore , the earliest opportunities for laser propulsion will be with ground
based transmitters .

2.2 GROUND BASED TRANSMITTE R

This section studies ground based transmitter concepts with special
emphasis on the scheduling requirements for transmitting sufficient energy
to the orbiti ng propulsion system. The mission model assumed a directly
overhead orbital track. Figure 4 is a schematic of a laser powered spacecraft
des ign based on the two mi rror concept discussed in Section 7. Systems which
employ one large mi rror and severa l smaller ones are also possible.

2.2. 1 Power Scheduling for Ground Transmi tters

The calculations will assume the following effic iency estimates for
coupling to a 100 nm alti tude satellite :

1 
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= 50% rocket efficiency*

= 54% propagation efficiency

= 80% optics train

= 

~0 ~P ~R 
21.6% total laser utilization efficiency

Thus , a 10 144 sea level based laser can produce 2.16 MW of ideal thruster
kinetic power. Thi s will produce a thrust of 99.1 lbs . at 1000 seconds specifi c
impulse.

The laser range and requi red col lector area change signi ficantly as the —

satellite moves along its path. Figure 5 shows the around observer angle as
a function of orbital arc angle. A satellite track through 20 of orbital
arc past zenith appears to the ground observer as beginni ng di rectly overhead
and ending 51.7° past zenith . There is a factor of 1.6 increase in range
and 2.6 increase in collector area . At 100 nm altitude , thrusti ng through
+ 2° of orbital arc allows 50 seconds of fi ring time . At hi gher altitudes

and the same relative range rati o a longer thrusti ng period at decreased
drag can be achieved at the cos t of a larger col lector. Another option is
to use higher power levels to increase the thrust to drag ratio, thus maki ng
the latter effect less significant. The present study assumes that thrusting
is limi ted to approximately + 2° of orbital arc, i.e., approximately 50
seconds per shot. This will then be used to calculate the thrust and power
levels required to achieve the mission L~V. This choice is based on the fact
that the range starts to increase rapidly past 2° and the slant angle through
the atmosphere becomes appreci able. A sugges ted future study is to develop
a quantitative basis for optimizing the allowable arc excursion.

The total mission propulsive energy (E) is gi ven by:

ET 
= nTLNTPL

Is the net result of all efficiency factors involved in the conversion
of laser power incident on the spacecraft into propulsive power. This

definition allows for regenerative heat recovery due to the routing of pro-
pellant flow through coolant loops . Thus, the rocket efficiency is equal
to the ideal propulsive power di vided by the incident laser power.
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where

P1 Laser Power

~TL, 
a Total Effi ciency = 0.216

N a Number of thrust periods/mission

I = Duration of thrust period = 50 seconds

In one 50 second thrusting period, a 10 MW laser will produce roughly 55

100 megajoules of propulsive power. Based on the previous efficiency assump-
tions the power deposition on the collecto r is 4.32 4. This would be equiv-
alent to 100 suns for a 32 m2 collector. The beam on time amounts to approx-
imately 1% of the total orbit period. If solar energy were used, the sun
would be available for most of the orbital period . Thus, for a 32 m 2

collector area, which is probably somewhat smaller than will be requi red by
the laser system, the sun will -provide as much total energy per orbital period
as a 10 4 ground based laser. Solar power wou ld have the advantage of allowi ng
continuous fi ri ng and spiraling out to synchronous orbit at significantly
lower thrust levels. Power would st - i l be available at synchronous orbit for
further propulsive maneuvers . The collector slew rate would be lower than
for a l aser system. This would reduce -lemands upon the collector drive
mechanism and the spacecraft altitude control system. The situation would
favor solar power even more for missions where ground based transmi tters
limi t the number of thrusting periods that are available. Thus, one recom-
mendation of this study is that a solar powered tug be given serious con-
sideration as a viable orbit raising option.

2.2.2 Orbit Raising

A ~V of 8128 ft/second is required for orbit raising from 100 nauti cal
miles circular orbit to synchronous altitude. The total propulsive energy
required per pound of delivered inert wei ght is 6.26 Mj/lb at 1000 seconds
speci fic impulse. Thus , for a 10 megawatt laser , a minimum of 50 or 60 shots
are required to orbit raise 1000 lbs inert weight. With one earth station
It would In pri nci ple be possible to provide one thrusting period per day if
the orbit raising impulses are controlled to synchronize perigee arrival wi th
the earth’s rotation. Since the 100 NM circular orbit Is only 16.3 periods/
day while a 100 NM perigee x synchronous alti tude apogee orbit is 2.3 periods/
day; only 14 successIve harmoni cs are available for daily synchronization.

.
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Thus , 50 or 60 consecutive thrusting days would not be possible. Further-
more, harmon ic synchronizati on wou ld mean fi ring at less than ful l capability

-: for most thrust periods, thus further increasing the total number of periods
required. The total orbit raising operation could then take up a significant
fraction of a year.

An alternative strategy Is to positi on several launch stations at equal
latitude and different optimally selected longitudes. Another alternati ve
Is an aircraft based transmi tter to provide launch station mobility.

Conventional transfer orbits are usually at approximately 25° InclInation.
A polar based transmi tter station combined with a polar transfer orbit would
allow firing once every orbit. However, the additional AV requi red for plane
changing (1) to achieve the Initial polar parking orbit (‘ii 30,000 fps ) and
(2) to change to the equatorial plane after orbit raising (“ . 15,000 fps at
synchronous altitude) would result in excessive wei ght penalti es .

An additional consideration for mission planning is that unless the
transfer orbit is at 63.4° inclination the perigee altitude will continually
drift due to apsidal rotation of the elliptical orbit. At 25° inclination,
apsidal rotation can be as high as 13° /day for low apogee alti tude. Since
the magnitude of this effect decreases rapidly with increasing apogee alti-
tude , the degree to which the incl ination can deviate from 63.4° will depend
on the magnitude of the initial ~V Increments. It may be possible to correct
the apsidal rotation by firing nonsynivietrically around peri gee. Another
possible solution Is to use equatorial transfer orbits in conjuncti on with

55 an equatorial ground station. However , this would increase the total mission
4~v.

The discussion till now has assumed a 1000 pound inert weight delivered
into eccentri c synchronous transfer orbit. The collection system mass will
be at least of the order of 500 pounds . This could be jet tisoned before
circularization if a retrieval descent is not planned; however , hal f the
remaining weight would still be required for a conventional apogee kick motor
sys tem. In either ease the remaining synchronous payload is too small by
an order of magnitude to be practi cal . It thus becomes apparent that powers 

- 55 -

in the 100 4 range will be required to deliver meaningful payloads in a
reasonably short time period.
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As a result of the preceding discussions , two sharply conflicting de-
sires emerge: (1) a desire to utilize low power laser transmitte rs to mini-
mize the requi red development lead time and (2) the need to deliver meaning-
ful payload masses . Arbitrary mission compromises will have to be made on
a case-by-case basis. A detailed analysis of a reusable tug for orbi t
raising is given in Section 2.4.

2.2.3 Apsidal Rotation and Nodal Regression Correction

Apsidal rotation correction is an operation calling for a wi de range
of daily veloci ty Increments depending on the orbit inclinati on, eccentricity,
and apogee height. The instantaneous power and total propellant requirements
depend upon the payloa d mass , choice of orbit and the total mission duration.
The requi red thrust level varies over the life of the mission as a consequence
of propellant mass depletion.

In order to achieve the desired correction without perturbing other
orbital parameters , thrusting is required not at perigee but instead at
least at two other locations. Figure 6 illustrates a possible thrusting
strategy for apsidal rotation correction. The thrust is applied at symmetric
points with respect to perigee. For a spacecraft orientation fixed in inertial
space one thruster will do. However, provision must then be made for changing
the collector orientation relative to the spacecraft (and thruster) for the
two points. A more common mission is for the satellite to maintain constant
orientation relati ve to the earth . This simplifi es the collector orientation
problem, but requires two thruster orientations . For a 100 x 300 nauti cal
mile alti tude orbit, the average fi ri ng alti tude is approxImately 200 miles ,
resulti ng in a factor of 4 greater collecto r area than for a 100 mile perigee
altitude. The 200—mile alti tude allows firing periods of 100 seconds/shot.
Long-term space storable propellant with a maximum 800 seconds specific impulse
capability will be required. The total delivered dai ly impulse for two firings
per day at a nominal 125 lb thrust level for the 10 MW transmitter is 2.5 x
10~ lb secs/day. Figure 7 shows the resultant daily ~V as a func tion of
ini tial total satellite mass.

The assumed Initial mission requirements are a one year life and 50%
of the total Initi al wei ght dedi cated to propellant. From Figure 1 we can
see that the 50% weight factor for 800 seconds specific impulse occurs at ‘

.20
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Figure 6. Thrusting Schedule for Ap~idal Rotation Correction.
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= 18,000 fps. This averages out to 49 fps per day over the year. This
is equal to the required apsidal rotation correction for a 100 x 300 nautical
mile altitude orbit at either 55° or 90° inclInation. The resultant initial
spacecraft mass from Figure 7 Is 4800 pounds initial weight for a 3 MW laser
firing twi ce daily or a 16,000 pound capability for a 10 MW laser. Thus , at
800 seconds specifi c impulse a 10 MW laser propulsion system will provide
apsidal rotation correction for one year of an 8,000 pound inert weight pay-
load. By comparison , performing the same mission with 220 second specific
impulse hydrazine would requi re 93,600 pounds of propellant as compared to
8,000 pounds of 800 seconds specifi c impulse propellant. Clearly, the mission
would never be attempted with conventional propellant. This mission Is also
equivalent (except for col l ector size) to a 4 year, 12 fps/day, nodal re-
gression correction requi red for a 100 x 300 nautical mile orbi t at 25° or
63° inclinatIon.

2.2.4 Drag Make-Up

The assumed mission is a 100 x 300 nautical mile altitude orbit of a
364 ft2 frontal cross-sectional area satellite. The drag at peri gee will
be approximately 0.73 lb and , due to the rapid drop-off with al titude , the

• average drag throughout the day is roughly 10% of the maximum drag . Thus
the total impulse is 6284 pound sec/day which can be satisfied by a daily

• 50 second beam-on time for a 10 MW laser 124 lb.F thrust system (800 seconds
I~~). The propellant consum ption for this mission is 6284/800 = 7.86 lbs/
day or 2870 lbs/year. The equivalent hydrazine usage would be 10436 lbs/
year at 220 seconds specifi c impulse.

A major complication for the drag make-up application wil l be the
perigee lati tude dri ft due to apsidal rotation . Thi s will have to be treated
in more detail in specifi c mission studies . Potenti al solutions are to either
( 1) develop a thrusting schedule which simultaneously corrects drag and apsidal
rotation, or (2) always use a 63.4° inclination orbit , or (3) use an equa-
torial orbit. Option (2) will probably still require residual apsidal rotation
corrections. Nodal regression does not present a similar problem since thi s
can always be compensated for by a judicious choi ce of orbital period.

2.2.5 Ci rcularization , Change-Of-Plane and Repositioning in $ynchronous Orbit

The propagation studies have shown that impractically large col lector
areas, In excess of lO~ m

2, are needed for beaming to synchronous alti tude.
- 22
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Thus the missions of interes t must be confined to low altitude firings , i.e.,
orbit raising and low altitude orbital control applications . This consider-
ation elimi nates orbi t circularization, change-of-plane and repositi oning at
synchronous altitude as potential missions .

2.3 AIRCRAFT AND MOUNTAINTOP-BASED TRANSMITTERS

These are essentially vari ations of the ground based transmi tter concept .
The propagation calculati ons for the DF laser showed that for an aircraft
based -laser approximately 20% more power can be del ivered into 23% less col-
lector area. Transmitte r mobility would be another advantage. The major
disadvantage would be the unavilabi lity of low cost ground based electrical
power. The mountaintop based transmi tter would have a propagation cap-
ability intermediate to the aircraft and sea level transmitter. This would
be achieved at the cost of restricting the number of avai lable locations.

2.4 REUSABLE TUG

An interesting potential application of beamed laser propulsion is ~
reusable laser powered tug to provi de round trip transport of a satellite
between a 100 nautical mile alti tude parking orbit and a 100 nautical mile
by synchronous altitude elliptical orbit. The one-way E~V is 8128 feet per
second. A 6000 lb payload is delivered to synchronous alti tude. A 1350
pound payload is retrieved. This is compatible wi th a mission profile where
the initial 6000 pound payload is reduced to 3000 pounds at start of life
on-station as a consequence of post-deployment orbit circularization , plane
changing and stati on acquisition maneuvers . Further payload weight reductions
prior to retrieval include “~ 300 pounds for on-station auxiliary propulsion
and 1350 pounds for plane-changing and decirculari zation prior to recovery
by the tug.

The laser powered tug (LPT) uses 1000 second specifi c impulse hydrogen
propellant. The advanced cryogenic tug (ACT ) uses L02/LH2 propellant at
470 seconds specific impulse. The NASA Baseline Space Tug Configuration
Definition has been used to provide initial subsystem weight estimates
as a basis for design Iteration . For example , It was possible to immediately
determi ne that the tug burn-out weight would be in the 3000 to 4000 pound

. range. This Item provided the Inputs needed for ini tial propellant weight
estimates which in turn modified the burn-out weight estimate . The calcu-
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l atlons were then Iterated unti l self-consistent weight breakdowns were
achieved.

The ACT requi res a 7-day round tri p duration ; the LPT a 28-day duration.
The 28—day round tri p is a compromise between a longer mission duration which
minimizes laser power requirements and a shorter durati on which (1) al lows
for a sufficient number of reuse opportunities during a reasonable calendar
time and (2) minimizes 1)42 boil-off and fuel cel l consumption. An alte rnative
means of reducing laser power would be to decrease the payload . However,
signi ficant reductions below 6000 pounds orbit raising capability would
seriously compromise the number of avai lable applicaitons .

2.4 .1 Weight Breakdow n

Detailed weight breakdowns for the cryogenic and laser tugs are given
in Table 3.

The first i gnition weights are 11 ,735 pounds for the LPT and 17,321
pounds for the ACT . Thus the wei ght saving for a shuttle launch to parking
orbit is 5586 pounds . The burn-out wei ghts for shuttle transport back to
earth are 4361 and 3514 pounds for the LPT and ACT respecti vely resulting
in a 847 pound weight savi ng for the ACT return trip. This penalty is of
second order in comparison to the ascent weight advantage for the LPT .

Most weights were scaled di rectly from the MSFC Baseline Tug . The

body shell and mounting structure were assumed proportional to fi rst ignition
weight. Tankage and insulati on were assumed proportional to propellant
weight in order to obtain the same fractional boil-off rate as calculated
for the MSFC study. Weights for the payl oad and umbilical interface , acti ve
and passive thermal controls and avionics , have been taken directly from the
MSFC study. The l5,000/lb.F thrust main engine from the MSFC study has been
retained for the present advanced cryogenic tug. An average 470 second speci fi c
impulse has been assumed. The laser powered thrust is 5609 pounds , which is
what would be requi red for the ascent to be achieved with 14 equal firi ngs of
50 seconds duration each . Thruster weight has been assumed to scale less
than linearly to allow for fixed weights and the laser powered device ’s
greater complexity. The i deal thrus ter exhaust power is 122.3 megawatts
for the LPT.

Only one feed, fill , drai n and vent system and one propellant loading
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Table 3

Detailed Weight Breakdown

___________________________________ Weight (lb.)

Advanced
Cryogenics

________________________________________ 
Laser T~ Tug

STRUCTU RE

Body Shell 190 280
Fuel Tank & Supports 367 113
Oxidizer Tank & Supports --- 65
Thrust Structure 11 29
Mounting Structure 31 31
Payload & Umbilical Interface .?~i .

- 

862 781

PROPULSION

Engine 200 442
Feed, Fill , Drain & Vent 128 256
Pneumatic & Press 135 61
Hydraulic 29 63
Propellant Loading & Measuring 25 50
APS ~~ 810 1137

ThERMAL CONTR OL

Active Thermal Control 70 70
Fuel Tank Insulation 78 24
Oxidizer Tank Insulation -- 11
Insulation Purge 100 53
Passive Thermal Control 41 41

304 199

AVIONICS

Navigation Guidance & Control 154 154
Data Management 158 158
CommunicatIons 72 72
Measuring System 92 92
Electrical Power and Distribution 560 410
Rendezvous & Dock ing

1071 921
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__________________________ Table 3 (Conti nued)
__________________________________ Weight (lb.)

Advance d
Cryogenics

______________________________________ Laser Tug Tug

LASER COLLECTION AND COUPLING

First Mirror (94.6 m2) 522
Concentrator (31 m2) 171
Structure & Drive Motors 100
Sensors & Dri ve Electronics 23

818

10% GROWTH CONTINGENCY INCLUDING
FASTENERS 387 304

TOTAL DRY WEIGHT 
- 

4252 1~42
_

UNUSABLE RESIDUALS -

Trapped Propellant 19 40
Trapped Gases 4) 88
Fuel Bias -- 17
Hydraulic Fluid 55 1 5
APS Reserve 25 9
APS Trapped 16 6
Trapped Water - -

-i 7

. 
109 172

BURN OUT WEIGHT 436 1 3514
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _  _ _

XPENDABLES

LOX Boiloff --— 35
Fuel Boiloff 571 44
Start/Stop 114 77
Fuel Cell Reactant 

55 
Z99.

1385 331

-PROPELLANT RESERVES 63 134

USABLE PROPELLANTS

LH2 5679 1893LOX --- 11358APS 247 90
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  

5926 1334L
FIRST IGNITION k~EIGHT 

— 
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and measuring system are needed for the monopropellant laser tug. The
pneumatic and pressurant systems were scaled to total propellant volume.
The hydraulic system for thruster gimballing is scaled to thruster weight.
Apart from the di fference in propellant and tankage requirements, identical
auxiliary propulsion systems were pos tulated for the two missions .

The APS propellant is a small fraction of the total tug wei ght. Based
on the MSFC numbers , the APS propellant requirements were scaled as approxi-
mately 7.35 x lO~ pounds per day per pound of first igni tion weight. The
APS propellant tankage weight fraction was assumed to be 20%. The main
weight impacts of the thermal control are the weight variations with vol ume
of the fuel tank insulati on , oxidizer tank insulation and insulation purge.

The avionics systems weight for the two tug concepts was assumed to be
constant wi th the exception of the fuel cell reactant and tankage requirements .

-
~ The main factor here is the four times l onger operational period for the

LPT. Addi tional fuel cell reactants for the laser collection system will be
relatively negligible because of the short total thrusting time .

The laser collector system weight is domi nated by the mi rror and col lector.
The propagation studies indicated that a 50 to 100 m2 collection aperture area
would be required for a 2.5 m diameter transmitter. For the system weight

• 
cal culated here, it has been assumed that at a total of 125.6 m 2 of collection
area are requi red. This is a conservati ve assumption if a workable one mi rror
system can be devised. For a two mirro r system the assumpti on is optimisti c
since it requires a 31 m2 concentrat or area preceded by a 94.6 m2 fi rst

mi rror. The mi rror area ratio is what would be required for a 100 nm altitude
flyover through ± 2° of orbital arc around perigee centered directly over the
transmitter. It may be possible to reduce the required mi rror size by lo-
cati ng the ground station further down track but this would require further
study . The reflector specifi c wei ghts are 2.5 Kg/rn2 .

The unusable residuals have been scaled in proportion to the relevant
reactants volumes . Fractional hydrogen boil-off was scaled to mission duration.
The ACT start/ stop and fuel cell reactants were taken directly from the
MSFC study. The LPT start /stop was based on an equivalent one second propellant
usage per firing . This is highly optimistic and future detailed thruster . -

design studies should gi ve high pri ori ty to estimating start/stop consumption .
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As previously stated, fuel cel l reactant requi rements were assumed proportional
to total mission duration .

2.4.2 Energy and Power Requirement

Total i deal propulsive energy for the mission is 1.24 x 10 ’’ joules
(8.56 x 1010 joules up, 3.82 x 10 10 down). For fourteen equal ascent firings
of 50 seconds each the average propulsive power is 122 megawatts. The same
propulsive power would be applied during descent. However the total descent
firing time would be only 313 seconds as compared to 700 ;econds for ascent.
The laser power requi rements will depend on the various propagation and
coupling effi ciencies . Fi gure 8 shows the total laser power requi rements
as a function of system efficiency . A conservative goal is 24.5% total
sys tem efficiency wh ich requi res 500 megawatts laser power and 5.06 x l0 ’~
joules for the enti re mission. Thi s would be compatible with 80% optics
train efficiency , 54% propagation efficiency and 57% rocket efficiency . The
57% rocket efficiency may be optimistic for a space storable propellant such
as methanol but be conservati ve for seeded hydrogen .

A rough estimate to the energy cost lowe r limi t can be obtained by
assuming a 30% electrical-to- laser conversio n efficiency and an electrical
power cost of 2.54t per kilowatt-hour ($6.94 x iO~~ per joule ) which is the
present cost of commercial electric power. The total energy cos t per mission
would then be $ ll.7K , which would be negligib le. Reactant powered lasers
would cost appreciably more. For example , for a laser efficiency of 100
kilojoules/pound and a reactant cost of lO~ per pound ; i.e., a laser energy
cost of $l0 6 /j oule; the total miss ion energy cos t is $506,000. Figure 9
shows total mission energy costs for various combinations of laser efficiencies
and reactant cos ts . It can be seen that total reactant cos ts will probably
always exceed $100,000 and may easi ly reach $1 ,000,000; thus providing a
powerful argument for the cost benefi ts of c’~ntra1 stati on power in conjunction
with a closed cycle. The closed cycle would also circumvent the logisti c
prob lem of supplyi ng 106 pounds of reactants per mission .

2.4 .3 Thermal Considerations

The laser power incident on the reflecting sys tem is 216 megawatts . The
highest power density occurs for a cross-sectional area of the order of 31m2 .
For a reflector absorptivi ty of 0.002 , a reflecto r specifi c weight of 2.5 Kg/rn2

• 28
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and a heat capacity of 0.2 cal/gm/°K (800 joules/Kg/OK) the ten~erature rise
during a 50 second pulse would be 348°K. This may be tolerable. However,
further specific design analysis will be required before the possible require-
ment for additional heat transfer hardware can be ruled out.

The smallest, and hence most critical , reflecting component to receive
the full beam is the concentrator. Since the concentrator orientati on is
fixed relative to the spacecraft and propulsion uni t, the most straight-
forward sol ution would be to route i ncoming propellant through a concentrator
heat exchanger. The first mi rror is greater than three times more massive
than the concentrator, and hence will have a much l ower average temperature
rise even though receiving a greater portion of the incident beam.

The potential exists for huge heat fluxes throughout the thruster
structure. Obviously, acti ve cooling is requi red. The approach taken here

-
~ is to assume that incoming propellant is the coolant (i.e., regenerative heat

transfer) and that practically all the laser energy exi ts through the exhaust
gas. To achieve this in practice may require highly complex intri cate thermal
designs. The thermal inertia of the thruster unit itself will considerably
dampen thermal transients since the thruster weighs 200 pounds as compared
wi th a propellant mass expulsion of 280 pounds for each 50 second thrusting
period. However, careful thermal integration with the remainde r of the
spacecraft is still a major requirement.

2.4.4 Cost Comparisons

The three main cost elements for a reusable tug are (1) recurring mission
costs, (2) tug manufacturing cost, and (3) research and development costs.
This section discusses the major cost di fferentials between the LPT and ACT.

2.4.4.1 Recurring Costs Per Mission

The major recurring costs are (1) shuttl e transport, (2) tug refurbish-
ment and maintenance , and (3) reactant and energy costs. Amortized menu-
facturing and R&D costs will be treated separately.

The major transport cost is the shuttle launch to orbit. The cost to
the Air Force for carrying 65,000 pounds to parking orbit has been quoted
as being $15.2 million (2), which averages out to $233/pound for ascent, re-
sul ti ng in a $1,404,000 launch cost advantage for the LPT over the ACT.

- 
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A future shuttle launch cost escalation of $10.8 million would result in an
additional $1 million dollar cost advantage for the LPT. This assumes that
weight, not volume, is the limiting cost analysis factor. It should be noted,
however , that the LPT will fill approximately 900 ft3 greater volume than
the ACT as a result of Its greater hydrogen tankage requi rement. The laser
collection and coupling will also take up additional volume wi thin the cargo
bay . Because of their sizes these elements wil l have to be stowed disassembled
and then assembled in space. The 6.3 m diameter of the 31 m2 circular con-
centrator exceeds the inner diameter of the shuttle bay. The first mi rror
length of approximately 19 meters exceeds the length of the shuttle bay.

The heavier burn out weight of the LPT (by 847 pounds) results in a
corresponding weight disadvantage for the shuttle trip back to earth. No
simple charge formulas for return trips have yet been developed. Current
NASA thinklng~~’~ is to provide a free ride back if it can be scheduled i nto
a normal return flight, i.e., no extra flight requi red. Thi s however, neglects
the cost impact of extra fuel that must be carried by the shuttle to handle
the Increased return mission weight. To the extent that the latter cost is
ultimately passed on to the user it will decrease the round trip cost advant-
age to the heavier burn out weight 0f the IPT.

The longer mission duration for the LPT should not significantl y affect
retrieval costs. The 7—day round trip durati on for the ACT woul d make it
possible in pri nciple to return on the same shuttle flight. However, since
approximately 60 shuttle flights per year are anticipated , LPT return sched-
uling on succeeding flights should be no problem provi ded that the cargo
bays are suitably standardized. If the return flight must carry addi tional
interface hardware on the way up, there would be a cost impact.

2.4.4.2 Propellant and Energy Costs

Table 4 shows the propellant costs per mission figured on a basis of
3d/pound for L02 and 4O~/pound for LH2. APS propellant and fuel cell reactant
cost differentials are negligible In comparison with propellant costs. As
can be seen from Table 4 there is a $1413 cost advantage for the ACT due to
the lower cost of oxygen compared to hydrogen.

:
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Table 4
Tug Prope l lan t Costs per Mission

LPT ACT
LH2 $2550 $788
L02 --- 349

Total $2550 $1137 
____

The energy costs at 2-l/2~/KWH and 30% conversion efficiency are $11 .7K
per mission based on early 1976 i ndustrial electric costs. This number is
small enough so that a factor of 10 increase due to l ower efficiency or higher
energy costs will not seriously affect the major mission cost comparisons.

For reactant powered l asers, a reactant cost of $0.05/lb , would result in a
mission reactant cost of from $100K to $1M depending on the laser efficiency
(see Figure 9).

Ground station operation and maintenance will be of the order of $1
million per year. This can either be amortized over perhaps 10 flights per
year or complete ly charged to othe r functions that the station performs .
The latter considerati on follows from the fact that the primary impetus for
developing high power laser systems will probably be for either weapons or
other energy transmission applications , with the propulsion function servi nq

55 - as an add—on capability . The present s tudy ass umes that the ground station
costs will be borne by non—propulsive cormni tments.

There is not sufficient i nformation to assess tuq refurbishment and
maintenance costs between fl i ghts . For the purposes of this study refurb-
ishment and maintenance costs per flight will be asslkmed to be 10% of the

initial tug cost; $4.04M and $3.17M for the LPT and ACT respectively.

2.4.4.3 Fabrication Costs

At the present level of definition Insufficient i nformation is available
to fully cost each competing tug concept to the accuracy requi red for mean-
ingful R&D and fabrication cost differentials. However, weight cost compar-
isons have been derived from the use of the SAMSO Unmanned Spacecraft Cost
model , adjusted for inflati on, complexity and technol ogy. The resultant
numbers were then compared and averaged on an approximate dollar per pound
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basis wi th two current spacecraft projects; the Defense Support Program
spacecraft and the FLTSATCOM Space Vehicle. The resultant recurring producti on
costs average out to $9,500 per pound of dry weight, which translates to

$40.4 million for the LPT and 31 .7M for the ACT. The cost differential is
$8.7M per tug, or $174K/mission based on a 50 mission life.

Overall spacecraft R&D costs can run 2 or 3 times the recurri ng manu-
facturing cost. Assuming a total buy of the order of 4 to 6 tugs, DDT&E
will add an additional 50% ($87K) differential to the effective tug amort-
ization cost per mission. These considerations would apply to typical space-
craft related development programs . In addition , the LPT requires develop-
ment of a fundamentally new propulsion technology prior to initiation of a
specific engine development. The overall complexity is roughly equivalent
to that of ion propulsi on , which has cost of the order of $lOOM to develop
to its present status . Assuming a similar cost amortized over 200 missions
for the LPT would add an additional $500K/mission. Adapting the technology
to other applicati ons would greatly decrease the per mission allocati on .
For the present exercise it is assumed that other applications effect a
factor of 2 decrease to $250K/mission in amortized DDT&E costs.

2.4.4.4 Cost Differential

The various cost elements are summarized in Table 5. It can be seen
that the LPT has a potential cost advantage of $BOOK/mission . Furthermore,
future escalati on of shuttle launch costs coul d add another $1 millio n to
the LPT cost advantage. Figure iG shows the LPT cost advantage as a function
of shuttl e l aunch cost.

.34
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Table 5

Per Mission Cost Differential of LPT Compared to ACT (76 dollars)

Millions of Dollars

Shuttle Transport to Orbit -

Reactants + 0.001
Energy 

- 
+ 0.012

Ground Station Maintenance b
Tug Refurbishment and Maintenance + 0.870
Tug Production Costs + 0.174
Spacecraft R&D + 0.087
Laser~ Propu lsion Technology R&D + O .2 SO

c

- Total Cost Differential -

a — Future escalation of shuttle costs could result in an additional $1M/
mission advantage for the LPT

b - $1 ,000,000/year costs assumed to be amorti zed by non-propulsive commitments
c — $100M R&D costs amortized over 400 missions (includes applications other

than tug)
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2.5 SU1TIARY

Both space based and land based transmi tters have been initi ally con-
sidered for beamed laser propulsion systems. For space based reactant
powered lasers, the calcul ations showed that the required reactant weights
will always exceed the propellant weight savings for the target vehicle.
Consequently, to be cost effective, a space based laser would require either
nuclear or solar space power sources in the megawatt range. Since no
such sources are currently under development it has been concl uded that
the earliest opportunities for laser propulsion reside with ground based
transml tters.

For ground based transmitters laser range considerations indicate that
beam transmission periods should be limi ted to approximately +2° of
orbital arc centered around azimuth . For a 100 nautical mile alti tude
satellite this corresponds to -a 50 second burn time .

Based upon the above considerations three missions were determined to
be feasible for beamed laser propulsion applications . These were; 1)
apsidal rotation and/or nodal regression correction ; 2) drag make-up and

- - 3) a reusable tug for orbit raising to synchornous altitude . The first two
missions can be performed with a 10 megawatt laser while orbit raising will

55 

require of the order of 500 megawatts.

For aps idal rotation or nodal regression 8,000 pounds of laser powered
space storable 800 second specifi c impulse propel lant will perform a mission
that would otherwise require 93,600 pounds of conventional 220 second hydrazine.
For drag make-up, a 10 megawatt laser power system can produce a propellant
weight saving of approximately 7,500 pounds per year.

Signifi cant weight advantages exist for the laser powered tug as com-
pared to an advanced cryogenic propellant powered tug . Thus a significant
reduction in the cost of shuttle transport to orbit can be afforded. However
these cost advantages tend to be cancelled out by other costs associated
with the laser powered system.

For any of the mission concepts studied energy costs can be quite
significant for reactant powered lasers . The energy costs will not be a

55 sIgnifi cant factor for closed cycle lasers which employ available central
station power.
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3. MISSION REQUIREMENTS

The mai n motivation for beamed energy Is to provide a means of pro- —

viding higher than conventional specific impulses in order to achieve
corresponding propellant weight savings . One of the first tasks required
for the program was to identi fy mission requirements which would potenti ally
offer the greatest propellant weight savings and hence the greatest opportunity
for cost effective applicati on of the beamed energy concept.

The initial mission requirements work emphasized space based transmi tter
concepts in order to maximize the avai l able target view time , thus allowing
longer energy transmission intervals and correspondi ngly lower average power
levels for a given total energy requi rement. This strategy could potentially
avoid having to develop special ultra—high power laser systems
solely for propulsion appl ications. Later on in the program it became
apparent that reactant powered space based laser systems would requi re
space transport of excessive quanti ties of reactants . Thus , to be
effective, space based transmitters would require the development of mega-
watt nuclear or solar power sources . - .Since ground based transmi tter concepts
have no such requi rement, they would be expected to be cost effective at an
earl ier implementati on date.

The discussion that follows relates mainly to the space based trans-
mi tter concept. However, the results can be easily modified to apply to
ground based transmi tter concepts as requi red. The main correction required

would be to recalculate the available thrusting periods for ground based
transmitting geometries. The power requirements would then be scaled
according ly.
3.1 PROBABLE AIR FORCE MISSIONS

The probable Air Force missions fall into two categories ; missions
within the earth ’s dense atmosphere and geocentric space missions . The
probable atmospheric missions consist of:

. Aircraft take off and landing

. Aircraft rapid cl imb to altitude

• Aircraft cruise
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• Air to air missile

• Air to earth missile

• Earth to earth ballistic missile.

The probable space missions are:

• Earth launch to low parking orbit

• Communications , navigation , and reconnaissance , geocentric
circular and eccentric orbits .

• Repositioning in synchronous orbit

• Maintaining orbit position

The geocentric ci rcular orbits incl ude synchronous altitude at 19,323
NM, medium al ti tude of 11,000 NM, and low altitudes of 600 and 450 NM. The
eccentri c geocentric orbi ts incl ude those as high as 21 ,000 NM apogee with
100 to 300 NM peri gees . Lower eccentri c orbits at alti tudes of 600 x 250
and 300 x 74 are also possible.

Synchronous orbit repositioning can be required wi th or without - pl ane
change . The repositioning requirement could be for survivability against
attack , replacement of a malfunctioning satellite , or inspecti on of another
vehicle.

Maintaining orbit position incl udes: -

• Stationkeeping

• Drag make-up

• Nodal regression

• Apsida l rotation

Statlonkeeping requires removing the perturbations that result in drift
In East-West, North-South and Radial directions. These perturbing forces are
secular , long term; and diurnal , daily.
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3.2 VELOCITY INCREMENT DETERMINATIO N

The veloci ty increments were established by calculation , use of
references , and previously prepared curves . For the geocentri c orbits ,
equations were deri ved for changing alti tude and ci rcularization of the
orbits . These derivations are shown in Appendi x A.

3.2.1 Atmospheric Mission Velocity Increment Determination

Velocity increments for the atmospheric missions involving aircraft
takeoff , landing or rapid climb to altitude, were calculated by assumi ng a
representative final velocity and providing a vel ocity increment band that
would encompass the generation of the needed velocity and overcome the
associated drag .

A velocity of about 150 mi l es per hour is assumed as the final veloci ty
needed to complete a take—off maneuver. A change in speed from about 150
to about 1000 miles per hour and the associ ated clint to alti tude constitute
the next maneuver. It follows that 200-400 ft/sec encompas s a reasonable
range for take off and 1000 to 2000 ft/sec for clint to altitude .

Air to air missiles accelerate to about 3000 mi les per hour which
requi res a veloci ty increment of 4000 to 8000 ft/sec. The veloci ty increments
for ballisti c missiles are listed in the TRW Space Data Book , third edi tion ,
page 69. They are:

IRBM , 1000 NM range, 12,230 ft/sec

ICBM , 5000 NM range, 22,610

ICB M, 10,000 NM range, 25,350

For the earth launch to 100 NM parking orbit , NASA TMX251O by Rom ,
Franke , and Putre , calculate the requi red veloci ty increment as 30 ,000
ft/sec including drag losses and an assumed average gravity constant of
O .8g.

3.2.2 Geocentric Ci rcular Orbit Veloci ty Increment

The veloci ty Increments for circular orbit raising from a shuttle
parking orbit of 100 nauti cal miles are shown in Fi gure 11 whi ch plots data
given in the TRW space log , third edi tion , page 32. Use of the curve
results In the following values :
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Circular Orbit Velocity
Altitude, Increment

NM ft/sec
19,323 (synchronous) 13,000
11,000 12,000

600 1,600
450 1,200

The veloci ty increments needed to provide the above orbits including
pl ane changes were obtai ned from Figures 12 and 13, which have been taken from
the AF Space Planners Gui de. The nunters were conbined vectorally to obtain
an approximation of the total needed increment. The values are shown below.

Circular Orbit Plane Velocity
Al titude Change Increment

NM - Degrees ft/ sec

19,323 20 13,600
40 15,264
60 17,060

11,000 20 12 ,170
40 13,890
60 18,440

600 20 8,650
40 17 ,075
60 25 ,550

450 20 8,830
40 17 ,540

- 60 26,280

3.2.3 Eccentric Orbit Velocity Increments

For the eccentri c orbits , the requi red velocity increment calculations
are shown in Appendi x B. The resul ts are shown in Table 6. In all cases
the veloci ty increments are for an initial 100 nautical mile alti tude
ci rcular parking orbit.
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Table 6. Velocity Increments to Achieve Eccentric Orbits

Plane Velocity
Change, Increment ,

Maneuver degrees 
— —- 

ft/ sec

ECCENTRIC , NO PLANE CHANGE
Orbital altitude, NM—1 21,000 x 300 8,516

21,000 x 170 8,607
600 x 250 1,032

j 300 x 75 705

ECCENTRIC WITH PLANE CHANGE
Orbital altitude, NM

21 ,000 x 300 20 10,400
40 14 ,700
60 19,900

21,000 x 170 20 10,500
40 14,800
60 21 ,000

600 x 250 20 8,364
40 16,632
60 24,921

300 x 75 20 8,529
40 17,005

55 

60 25,510
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3.2.4 Repositioning In Synchronous Orbit Velocity Increment Determination

The repositioning velocity increment for a synchronous orbit is as
follows :

TRW I.O.C., G. S. Stern
= 18

~
7T~ 

to Meissinger 3431.5—240
o dtd 2 Nov 1986

where

= velocity Increment , ft/sec needed to reposition for
impulsive maneuver

o = repositioning angle, deg

= time for repositioning maneuver, days

For continuous maneuver or constant thrusting

velocity

time

For impulsive maneuver or Instantaneous thrust
accelerating

velocity If drifting decel~~ating
distance

time

The areas under the curves, velocity x time = distance must be the same 
55

because the distance to be traveled , 80 is the same. If the areas are
equal, then the height of the triangle must be twice the height of the
rectangle. Therefore continuous thrusting requires twice the final velocity
(or starting from rest, twice the ~V) that is required for impulsive
thrusting during a repositioning maneuver.
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Figure 14 is a plot of the Impulsive thrusting maneuver for reposi-
tioning. Si nce the LV for an impulsive maneuver is one-hal f that required
for continuous , the figure can be utilized for continuous maneuvers as well.

For survi val agai ns t satellite attack in synchronous orbit there wil l be
about 6 hours warning time. The distance required to insure survival is
about 450 miles or 1 degree. Maneuvering 1 degree requires about 75 ft/sec
for an impulsive burn as shown in Fi gure 14.

Repositioning of a co,miiunication satellite by 90° to repl ace a
degraded vehicle , mi ght involve a 6 day maneuve r which requires 281 ft/sec.
To suninarize , typical repositioning veloci ty increments are :

Repositioning Repositioning LV
Mission Angle , deg Time ft/sec

Satellite 10 (397 NM) 6 HRS 75
survival

Degraded Satellite 900 (35,744 NM) 6 DAYS 281
replacement

3.2.5 Stati onkeepi ng in Synchronous Orbit Veloci ty Increment
Determination

Stationkeeping in synchronous orbit involves corrections for three 55

perturbing forces: (a) in-track , east-west, or longi tudinal ; (b) cross-
track , north—south , or lati tudinal; and (c) orbital alti tude , or radial .
The In-track and radi al perturbing forces are copl anar while the cross-
track perturbing force is out-of-plane . Perturbations having periods equal
to or less than the orbital period are known as the short-term or diurnal
effects . Thos e havi ng periods signifi cantly greater than the orbital peri od
(in other words on the order of a month of more) are the long-term or
secular effects . The short term effects , which cause diurnal variati ons
in the satellite ’s unperturbed orbit , are on the average of 4 or more
times greater than the long-tern or secular effe cts . These effects
result in In-lane posi tion dri fts and an out-of-plane widening inclination
build—up which cause the satellite to Inhabit an ever wi dening space -

55 -

relative to the earth. In most missioris , correcting the secular perturbing
forces will provi de the needed satellite orbital position accuracy . However ,
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for precise navi gational satellites , particularly when attempts are made
to reduce user equipment to a minimum, the diurnal perburbations may
have to be considered.

The latitude of a satellite due to secular effects will vary during
its operational lifetime because of the slow tilting of the orbital plane
back and forth , toward and away, from the ecliptic plane with a period of
about 18 years . The rate of change of inclination of an initially
equatorial orbit decreases almost uniformally at a rate of from about
0.79 to 0.91 deg/year. Since a velocity increment of 176 ft/sec . is required
to remove 1 deg of inclination change, the total velocity increment
required to remove the 5-year Inclination built up is 749 ft/sec. In
applying this velocity increment to compensate for the inclination change,
thrust must be applied at right angles to the orbital plane at or near the
ascending or descending node. 

-

Because of the asphericity of the earth, the satellite will also drift
in track , east or west, from the desired location. The velocity increment
needed to remove this secular perturbation will vary as a function of the
longitudina l distance between the satellite and the nearest stable
longitudinal point. The two stable points , where no long-term east-west 55

drift occurs, are 72.7°E (over the Indian Ocean) and 252.7°E (over the
Pacific Ocean). The maximum velocity increment required is about 5 ft/sec
each year.

The maximum average diurnal In-track velocity increment requirement
Is 360 ft/sec per year, which is about 72 times as great as the secular
requirement. Correcting only for the secular perturbation could hold the
satellite position to wi thin approximately 15 miles , while corrections for
the diurnal perturbations could reduce drift to possibly 50 to 100 ft if
thrust modulation or var iation of velocity Increment were Inc luded to match
the daily varying perturbing forces. - 

-
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The radial motion or drift in orbit is caused by the earth—moon
effect exerting forces similar to those causing tidal motion on earth.
The result of this perturbation is an oscillating in—plane drift about the
orbital track. In general east-west drift implies first an inplane radial
displacement which causes the satellite orbital period to be other than
synchronous. Correcting this radial in plane displacement also eliminates
the east-west perturbation. Therefore , in correcting the radial displace-
ment perturbations , east-west drift is also corrected. In other words
these two perturbations are always interrelated.

Table 7 suninarizes the required velocity increments.

Table 7. Stationkeeplng Veloci ty
Increment Requirements

Ve1ocit~ Increment -~~~~__ _ _ _ _

Diurnal 
______ 

Secular —— __________

Perturbation per/yr per/day per/yr per/2 weeks

East-west 360 0.99 - 5 inconsequential
North-south 197 0.54 150 5.75
Radial 393 1.08 ---

The values are presented per two weeks for the secular forces because
that is the usual period that drift Is allowed to accumulate (about 15 miles)
before a correction is made. The diurnal corrections require dai ly
corrections.

3.2.6 Drag Make-Up Velocity Increment Determination

Low altitude missions have, in general , spanned a rather narrow band
of altitudes . The orbital altitudes are constrained by drag limitations
and their effect on orbital lifetime for the lower altitudes and by
radiation hazards or the sensor resolution limitations for the higher ones.
Once the orbit altitude and inclination have been selected, perturbing
forces must be contended with in order to retain the selected flight path.

The major Influence on the lower orbits is the density of the
atmosphere and the resultant drag it imparts to the satellite. Figure 15
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illustrate s the nomina l atmospherIc density ban d that encompasses four
models. They are the ARDC 1959, COESA 1962 and COESA January and July
1966. The lower limi t reflects the ARDC 1959 model while the upper limit
refl ects the COSEA January 1966 values .

The drag (D) imparted to the satellite by the atmospheric density, is:
D = C0ApV2/2. where A Is the projected frontal area and V is the spacecraft
velocity. The pV2/2 term is the dynamic pressure while CD Is the drag
coefficient which is a function of the Reynolds number.

Figure 16 illustrates the nominal variation of CD with altitude. As
seen from the equation, the nominal drag on the spacecraft will vary
depending on the orbital altitude. The satellite orbital velocity will
vary wi th altitude as will the atmospheric density and drag coefficient.
The only constant term wil l be the projected frontal area of the spacecraft .

Figure 17 illustrates the nominal drag resulting from using the mid-
point atmospheric density values of Figure 15 and the CD values from
Figure 16. The values -given are nominal values . There is a considerable

55 

variation of these values whi ch inclu de both secular (lon g term) and diurnal
(short term) effects. These variations are caused by solar heating changes.
The variation in solar energy causes changes in the atmospheric density.
Increases in solar absorption cause atmospheric molecules at lower altitudes
to move upward to higher altitudes. This increases the density at higher
altitudes and can result In a net reduction of density at the lower levels.

The secular variations occur over about an Il year cycle. They will
be minimum in 1974-75 and peak in 1978-79. The density variations , and
therefore the resul tan t drag forces , can increase as muc h as 10 to 20 per-
cent at 70 NM, 200 to 300 percent at 200 NM and up to 1000 percent at
500 NM orbital altitude. 

-

The diurnal variations, which Involve the sunlight side versus the
dark side of the earth, involve changes of abOut 10-20 percent at 70 NM.,
60 to 70 percent at 200 NM and 300 percent at 500 NM. The change is so
much greater at the very high alti tudes because at very low densiti es the
Increased number of molecules have a very pronounced effect.
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3.2.7 Nodal Regression and Apsidal Rotation Vel ocity Increment
Determination

Nodal regression Is rotation of the line of intersection between the
orb Ital plane and the equatorial plane . This regression is caused by the
oblateness of the earth. The rate of regression is dependent on the
Inclination of the orbit (the angle between the orbital plane and the
equatorial plane) and its altitude. The effect of nodal regression Is to
make the successive ground tracks of circular orbits further
westward than would result from the earth ’s rotation alone. Th is means
that for a 90 minute orbit , the spacing between observations at perigee
would be more than 22.5 degrees apart, however , perigee would remain at
the same latitude. The increase will depend on the orbit inclInation and
altitude. It is , however , a very small amount varying from 0 to about
0.57 degree per orbit for altitudes near 100 NM. Al so, as the orbital
altitude increases, the amount of regression decreases still further.
Figure 18 illustrates the velocity increments required to correct his
perturbation .

Apsidal rotation is a rotation of the line of apsides (the line
connecting perigee and the center of the orbit) in the direction of satel-
lite motion . It only occurs for eccentric orbits . This motion not only
changes the spacing between observations but it also changes the latitude . 

-

of perigee. This would be detrimental if observation of a particular sur-
face area was i nvolved. Since apsidal rotation is due largely to the
earth’s oblateness it decreases as perigee increases. Figure 19 shows

the amount of motion Involved and Figure 20 illustrates the velocity
increment needed to correct this perturbation.

3.3 POWER REQUIRED TO PERFORM REPRESENTATIVE AF MISSIONS 
-

The thrust requi red for any given mission is a function of the requi red
total impulse and the number and durati on of the available thrusting periods .
For beamed energy propulsion , thrusting times wil l be limi ted to those which
main ta in :

• Unobstructed line of sight

• Acceptably short beaming range

• Adequate orbital thrust efficiency

• Adequate view angle above horizon (for ground based transmi tters)
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Once the thrust level is known , the requi red power is easily calculated
from :

P = F ~~ g/2knR

where

P = power g = 32.2 ft/sec2

F = Rocket thrust (ibs) k = 737.6 ft lbs/sec/kw

= specific impulse (seconds )

‘1R = rocket efficiency * (rati o of ideal thruster power to collected
laser power)

for power at the rocket, 
~R’ 

in kw while assuming nR of 0.5 for rocket

efficiency:

= 

F I
~~~9 kw, or 0.0437 F I , kw 

-

In terms of S/C weight and needed velocity increment, assuming , 
-

F = W~V/gt,

W~LVI
55 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
where

W = S/C weight , lbs
= velocity increment , ft/sec

t = fi ring time ,sec

*The rocket efficiency factor Includes all efficiency factors imposed by
the spacecraft ‘In converting Incident power into propulsive power. This
defini tion includes heat recovery due to the use of incoming propellant
as a coolant.

- 
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If we assume 10% laser beam generating efficiency, 70% propagation
effi ciency and 80% opti cs train efficiency then the power requi red by the
power generating plant , P6. Is:

= 

~R’°’ x 0.8 x 0.7 =

The beam output power , P3, is then:

1’B = 

~R’° °8 x 0.07 = 

~R’0 56

3.3.1 Power Required for Space Missions

This section applies the previous considerations to calculating the
power requirements for various typical maneuvers for a 4,000 pound average
weight satellite .

3.3.1.1 Power for Ground Launch to Orbit

A launch vehicle with a 200,000lb thrust (Atlas Centaur class) wi th a
beam powered propulsion system having a specific impulse of 1000 sec would
require power of:

= 0.0437 x 200,000 x 1000 = 8.7 GW , 
~R (Power delivered to

rocket)
- = 155 GW , P6 (Power supplied by

generating plant)
= 15.5 GW , P8 (Laser beam power )

3.3.1.2 Power for Ci rcular Orbit Transfer

Included are ci rcular orbit transfer with and wi thout plane change.

Power for Ci rcular Orbit Transfe r wi thout Plane Change. The power
needed at the rocket , 

~R’ for a ci rcular orbit transfer, assuming a space-
craft weight of 4000 lbs includi ng payload , propulsion and inerts, a
specific impulse of 1000 sec, and a 1000 second fi ring period is:

- 4000 x AV x 1000 - 5- 2 V KWR 1000 x 737.6 — 
‘

P6 = P~j’c~056, KW , = 1’R’0 56 ’ ~
- 

The power for circular orbits with and wi thout plane changes when
transferring from a 100 NM parking orbit are shown in Tables 8 and 9.
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Table 8. Power for Circular Orbit Without Plane Change
Final Orbit 

___________ 

Power , MW 
_____________

Altitude M P PNM ft/sec R B 6

19,323 13,000 70 126 1,258

11,000 12,000 65 116 1,161

600 1,600 8.7 15.5 155

450 1,200 6.5 11.6 116

Tabl e 9. Power for Circular Orbits Wi th Plane Change*
Power, MW

Final Orbit Plane
Altitude Change, ~V p p PNM (deg) ft/sec B G

19,323 20 13,600 74 132 1316
40 - 15,260 83 148 1477
60 17,060 92 165 1651

11,000 20 12,170 66 118 1178
40 13,890 75 134 1344
60 18,400 100 179 1785

- 
- 600 20 8,830 48 86 855

40 17,540 95 170 1698
60 26,280 142 254 2544

3.3.1.3 Power for Eccentric Orbits

Tables 10 and 11 show the power for eccentri c orbits wi th and without
plane change , assuming 4000 lb S/C , 1000 sec ~~ and fi ring time of 1000 sec
and 100 NM initial parking orbit.

Table 10. Power for Eccentri c Orbit Without Plane Change

_________ 

Power, MW
Final Orbit MI p PNM ft/sec R B 6
21,000 x 300 8516 46 82 824 -

21,000 x 170 8607 47 83 833
600 x 250 1032 5.6 10 99.9
300 x 75 705 3.8 6.8 68.2

*Based on 4000 lb S/C, 1000 sec I~, and fi ring time of 1000 sec.
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Table 11. Power for Eccentri c Orbits With Plane Change

Final Orbital Plane _________ 

Power , MW
Altitude Change MI P PNM (deg) ft /sec R B 6

21,000 x 300 20 10,400 56 101 1007
40 14,700 80 142 1423
60 19,900 108 193 1926

21,000 x 170 20 10,500 57 102 1016
40 14,800 80 143 1432
60 21,000 114 203 2033

600 x 250 20 8,364 45 81 810
40 16,632 90 161 1610
60 24,921 135 241 2412

300 x 75 20 8,529 46 83 825
40 . 17,005 92 165 1646
60 

- 25,510 138 247 2469

3.3.1.4 Power for Repositi oning in Synchronous Orbit

The power for the 2 nomi nal cases where AV was previously defined ,
i.e., for an assumed 10 movement in 6 hrs for satellite survival against
attack , and a 9Q0 satellite reposition in 6 days to repair a degenerating
satellite ; the power requi rements are shown in Table 12.

Table 12. Power for Repositioning in Synchronous Orbit

Repositi oning Power , MW
Angle , Repositioning iW P P pMission degrees Time ft /sec R B 6

Satellite Survival 1° (400 NM) 6 Hrs 75 0.41 0.7 7.3

Degraded Satellite 90° 6 Days 281 1.5 0.3 27.2
Replacement

3.3.1.5 Drag Make—Up Requi red Power
For a 75 mile orbit , the drag for an 80 ft2 frontal area vehicle is about

1 lb. The power required at the rocket would be

= 0.0437 F KW

‘ 60
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The resul tant power requ i rements are shown in Table 13. It is assumed
here that thrusting directly counteracts the drag on a one-to-one basis.
The power requirements can scal e dramatically if only a limited segment of
orbital arc and not every orbital period Is available for thrusting.

Table 13. 1 lb Drag Make-Up Power

Orbital Frontal Drag ________ 

Power , I~ ________

Altitude Area Force, p p p
NM ft2 lb R B G

75 80 1 0.043 0.08 0.77

3.3.1.6 Power for Changing Altitude from a Parking Orbit

Changing alti tude from a parking orbit normally involves applying a
velocity Increment at the perigee of the desired transfer ellipse . The

allowable firing time will depend on the losses that can be tolerated
durIng the maneuver. The losses include gravity, pointing and alti tude.
A conservative estimate of the allowable fi ring arc before thrust efficleicy
is excessively degraded is 40 degrees centered around perigee. On
the other hand, the max imum arc before the range to a 100 me altitude from
a fixed ground station is doubled is approximately +2 °  (40 total). Most
of the following Is calculated for a 400 arc . Thus the calculated power
levels must then be mul tiplied by 10 for a ground based transmi tter .

At 100 NM parking orbit, the vehicle velocity is 25 ,560 ft/sec
(4.2 NM/sec). The arc distance per degree at 100 NM is 22,256.3 NM
circumference/360° or 61.82 NM. Therefore the time to span that distance
is 61 .82/4.2 or 14.72 sec per degree. For 40° it would be 589 sec.
Table 14 lIsts the available time for 100, 200 and 300 NM orbits .
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Table 14. Fi rIng Time Availabl e for 40° Arc

Available
Parking Circular Veloci ty Ci rcumference NM time for

Orbit, NM ft/sec NM/sec of Orbit, NM per Degree 400 arc , sec

100 25,560 4.20 22,256. 3 61.82 589
200 25,213 4.15 22,859.2 63.50 612
300 24 ,874 4.09 23,487.2 65.24 638

To transfer to synchronous orbital altitude, requires 8128 ft/sec.
The rocket power requi red to accomplish this maneuver , assuming a

50% rocket efficiency wi th a specific impulse of 1000 sec in 589 sec for
a 4000 lb ave rage weight vehicle is:

= 

W t~V ~~ 
= ~~~~ x lO s) (81 28) (1000) MegawattsR t x 737600 589 x 737600

= 74.84 MW

Requi red beam power would be 
~R’~

56 of 133.63 MW assuming 70% propagation
efficiency, and 80% optics train efficiency . For a 10% laser generating
efficiency it would require a power input of 1336.3 MW or 1.34 GW .

A means for reducing these required power levels would be to accom-
plish the transfer to alti tude maneuver in smaller discrete steps. If the —

laser beam generating device were, for ins tance, in a 100 NM cIrcular orbit ,
then it could provide an energy impulse to the vehicl e each time the vehicl e
and the beam generati ng station were in close proximi ty .

For Ins tance, if the first alti tude raising transfer orbit had a
period of exactly twice the 100 NM parking orbit , then the beam generating
station after traversi ng two revolutions would again encounter the vehicle
and another energy increment could be Imparted to raise the transfer
ellipse once more. Again If the new ellipse had a peri od of exactly 3 times
the 100 NM orbital period, the vehicle would be avai lable for still another
energy input after 3 revolutions of the beam generating sta tion. This
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could be continued until the desired orbital al ti tude was reached where the
circular ization maneuver cou ld be accompli shed If desired. Figure 21
illustrates this concept .

The arrangement in Figure 21 allows a beamed energy trans fer everytime
the vehicle passes perigee . Transfe r orbit harmonics of 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3,
etc. would increase the nunter of avai lable transfer orbits but would
result in some passing of perigee without being in conjuncti on wi th the
laser beam generati ng plant.

PARKING

Figure 21. Orbit Transfe r Concept

The transfer elipse orbital alti tude is a function of integer incre-
ments of the parking orbit period . Periods are shown for several parking
orbital alti tudes in Table 15.

I.

Table 15. Orbi tal Periods

Parking Orbital ____________ 

Period 
__________

Al titude, NM Days Hrs Mm Sec

100 0.06125 1.47 88.2 5292
200 0.06316 1.53 91 .8 5508
300 0.06651 1.60 96.0 5760

‘ 6 3
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Now the orbital period of a transfer elipse, r, Is:

T ,,J4w
2a3

where ra + r
a 2 

p

and u = 62628 NM3/sec2

Then:

f (r + r
tsec 

= .0251 ’~.,) 
a 
2 

p

now ra = h a + r

and r~~= h ~~+ r

where:

ha = alti tude to apoapsis , NM

= altitude to periapsis, NM

r = earth radius , NM

then

f/h +h +2r ~tsec .025lJk a
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For a peri gee of 100 NM altitude, the period , r, for an eccentric orbit
Is:

+ 6988~Tsec 
= .O251~~ 

a 
2 1

•tsec 
= .0251 

2/3
(ha )

Ih + 6988 \2/3 
= .0857 ~ 

a 
2 1 = .04286 (ha + 6988)

= .04286 ha + 299.5

Then the alti tude at apogee, ha~ 
for a 100 NM perigee is:

ha = 
299.5 for 100 NM peri gee

p
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where:

ha = altitude at apogee in NM

orbital period of eccentric orbIt in sec

and

ha = (r 213 
- 303.8)/.04286 for 200 NM perigee

ha = (~
2
~’3 - 308.l)/ .04286 for 300 NM perigee

Table 16 lists the apogee altitudes for each- transfer ellipse with a
mul tiple of the parking orbit.

Table 16. Apogee Al titudes of Transfer Ellipses

9

Park ing Parking Number of Eccentric
Orbita l Orbital Parking Orbit Altitude at  Orbi t

A lti tude Period Orbit Period . 2/3 2/3 A poqee , h Ident i f i ca t ion
NM sec Periods sec 1 - 299.5 NM a Number

100 5292 2 10584 482 182.5 4258 1

3 15876 632 332.5 7758 2

4 21168 765 465.5 10861 3

5 26460 888 588.5 13731 4
6 31752 1003 703.5 16414 5

2/3 
- 303.8

200 5508 2 11016 495 191.2 4461 6

3 16524 649 345.2 8054 7

4 22032 786 482.2 11251 8

5 27540 912 608.2 14190 9
6 33048 1030 726.2 16943 10

— 30B.1
300 5760 2 11520 510 2O1.9~ 4711 11

3 17280 668 359.9 8397 12
4 23040 810 50 1.9 11710 13
5 28800 940 63L9 14743 14
6 34560 1061 752.~ 17566 15

55—
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The velocity at perigee for each eccentric transfer ellipse will
determine the time available for beam on-time when the laser and the
vehicle are in conjunction. The velocity at perigee is:

-

~~ 
. 

Vp = V c %,J~~~l

where~

V = velocity of parking orbitc1

n = R /Ra p

and -

Ra = radius from center of earth to al ti tude at apogee

= same for perigee

also - f

Ra = ha + r and

R~~= h ~~+ r

where

ha = alti tude of apogee

= altitude of perigee

r = earth radIus
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The veloci ties at perigee for the apogee altitudes determined in
Table 16 are shown in Table 17. -

Table 17. Velocity at Perigee

Velocity at

Identification Alt i tude, NM Radius . NM R /R 
Perigee, V

P
Number Apogee, ha Perigee, h~ Apogee, Ra Perigee , R~ 

a p 
~4nT1 ft/sec NM/sec

For 100 NM Parking Orbit with circ vel., Vcj = 25.560 ft/sec. 4. 040 rIM/sec

1 4258 100 7702 3544 2 .1733 1.1703 29,914 4.9201
2 7758 100 11202 3544 3.1608 1.2326 31 ,506 5.1818
3 10861 100 14305 3544 4.036 4 1.2661 32,369 5.3224

4 13731 100 17175 3544 4.8462 1.2876 32.911 5.4 130
5 16414 100 19858 3544 5.6033 1.3027 33,298 5.476 6

For 200 NM Parking Orbit with circ . vel. . V~ 25,213 ft/sec. 4.1469 NM/sec

6 4461 200 7905 3644 2.1693 1.1700 29 .500 4.8520
7 8054 200 11498 3644 3.1553 1.2324 31 .071 5. 1104
8 11251 200 14695 3644 4.0327 1.2659 31 ,918 5.2497
9 14190 200 17634 3644 4.8392 1.2874 32.460 5.3388
10 16943 200 20387 3644 5.5947 1.3026 32,842 5.4016

For 300 NM Parking Orbit with circ. vel., = 24 ,874 f t/sec . 4.0911 NM/sec

11 4711 300 8155 3744 2.1781 1.1708 29.122 4.7898

12 8397 300 11841 3744 3.1627 1.2327 30.662 5.0431

1 3 11710 300 15154 3744 4.0475 1.2664 31 ,501 5.1811

14 14743 300 18187 3744 4.8576 1.2879 32.034 5.2688

15 17566 300 21010 3744 5.6116 1.30 29 32,408 5.3303

The time avai lable for performing the perigee orbit raising maneuver
will depend on the vehicle speed at perigee, the allowable fi ring arc In
degrees, and the orbit altitude. Tabl e 18 presents the allowable beam
on-times for a 400 arc at perigee.

•
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Table 18. Al lowable Beam On—Times

-
~ Velocit Available Beam On—

Al titude NM at Time at Perigee,
Orbit 

_______ _______ Pen NM per sec 
_________Identification ft ~ e ~

9ee 9 Degree
Number ~pogee, er1ge 

~ p’ at Per ger
(See Table 17) a p NM/sec Perigee Degree 40 arc

1 4258 100 4.9201 61.82 12.56 502.6
2 7758 100 5.1818 61 .82 11.93 477.2
3 10861 100 5.3224 61.82 11.62 464.6
4 13731 100 5.4130 61.82 11.42 456.8
5 16414 100 5.4766 61 .82 11.29 451.52

6 4461 200 4.8520 63.50 13.09 523.5
7 8054 200 5.1104 63.50 12.43 497.0
8 11251 200 5.2497 63.50 12.10 483.8
9 14190 200 5.3388 63.50 11.89 475.8

10 16943 200 5.401 6 63.50 11.76 470.23

11 4711 300 4.7898 65.24 13.62 544.8
12 8397 300 5.0431 65.24 12.94 517.5

• 13 11710 300 5.1811 65.24 12.59 503.7
14 14743 300 5.2688 65.24 12.38 495.3
15 17566 300 5.330 3 65 .24 12.40 489.6

The velocity increments needed to achieve each incremental transfer
orbit can be determined from Table 17 by subtracting each -prior velocity
at perigee from the subsequent one . For instance at 100 NM parking orbit,
the veloci ty at the selected peri gee point is the circular orbit velocity
of 25,560 ft/sec. The velocity needed to achieve the fi rst selected
transfer orbit , no. 1, wi th a period of twice the initial circular orbit
is 29,914 ft/sec. The difference is 29,914 - 25,560 = 4353 ft/sec.
Table 19 lists the needed velocity increments for each transfer orbit.
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Tabl e ‘19. Veloci ty Increments for Transfer OrbIts from Initial
100 NM Parking Orbit -

Al titude at Apogee, Perigee Velocity, Needed
Orbit NM

_________ 

ft/sec Velocity
Identification - Increment

Number In itial Desired Initial DesIred ft/sec

1 100 4258 25560 29914 4354
2 4258 7758 29914 31506 ‘1 592
3 7758 10861 31506 32360 854
4 10861 13731 32360 32911 551
5 13731 16414 32911 33298 387

To achieve the 4354 ft/sec velocity increment from initial circular
parking orbit in the allowable time of 61.82 NM/deg x 40 deg *

4.204 NM/sec = 588.2 sec for a 40° arc at perigee would require a beam
power in MW of the following , based on the previous assumptions :

W~V - 14000) (4354) (1000
B t x 737600 x .56 - (588) (737600) (.56

= 71.7 MW (400 Arc)

or P8 = 717 MW (4° Arc)

This can be reduced by employing addi tional orbits as mentioned inl:ti.ally
in relation to the discussion of Figure 21. The result will be that the
vehicle will not receive an energy boost each time it passes perigee. For
instance wi th a transfer ellipse wi th a period of 1-1/2 instead of 2 as was
the case for orbit no. 1 in Table 15, the vehicle will traverse two
eccentric orbit revolutions while the laser generating station will traverse 

- 
-

three revolutions in circular orbit befo re both meet again at perigee so
that an energy transfer can again take place . For instance below are some
additional candidate orbits in Table 20.

- -
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Table 20. Additional Candidate Transfer Orbits for Initial ~0O NM
Parking Orbit 

-

d Orbita l Revolutions Al ti tude

Multiples of Before Encounter at orbit
Parking Laser Period 2/3 2/3 IdentifIcation
Orbit Vehicle Stations sec 1 -‘ - 299.5 a ’ Letter

1-1/2 2 3 7938 398 98.5 2298.18 A

1—1/3 3 4 7056 368 68.5 1598.23 B

1-1/4 4 5 6615 352 52.5 1224.92 C 7

1-1/5 5 6 6350 343 43.5 1014.93 D

1-1/6 
- 

6 7 6174 337 37.5 874.94 E

1-1/7 7 8 6048 332 32.5 758.28 F

1-1/8 8 9 5954 329 29.5 688.29 G

1-1/9 9 10 5880 326 26.5 618.29 H

1-1/10 10 11 5821 324 24.5 571.63

The velocities at perigee for these additional transfer orbits, V~:

— V~lj~ + ‘1

and for 100 NM circular parking orbit,

V~

The perigee velocities are shown in Table 21.
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Table 21. Additional Candidate Transfer Orbit Velocities at
Perigee — For 100 NM Initial Parking Orbit

Orbit Altitude ,_NM Radius , NM R
a/R Velocity at

Identi c~tion *.pogee, Perigee Apogee, Perigee. ______ 

perigee, V,~

a p a p n (iiTT ft/sec NM/sec

A 2298.18 100 5742.18 3544 1.6203 1.11207 28424.4 4.6751

8 1598.23 100 5042.23 3544 1.4228 1.08373 27700.1 4.5559

C 1224.92 100 4668.92 3544 1.3174 1.06629 27254.4 4.4826

D 1014.93 100 4458.93 3544 1.2582 1.05561 26981.3 4.4377

E 874.94 100 4318.94 3544 1.2187 1.04811 26789.7 4.4062
F 758.28 100 4202.28 3544 1.1857 1.04163 26624.2 4.3790

G 688.29 100 4132.29 3544 1.1600 1.03905 26558.1 4.3681

H 618.29 100 4062.29 3544 1.1462 1.03352 26416.7 4.3449

I ‘57J.63 100 4015.63 3544 1.1331 1.03072 26345.1 4.3331

The available firing times for each of the transfer orbits of Table 21
for a 400 arc at perigee are shown in Table 22.

Table 22. Available Beam On-Time at Perigee for Additional
Candi date Transfer Orbits

Orbit Velocity NM per Availabl e Beam
Identification at Degree On-Time at Perigee , sec

Letter Perigee , at
Vi,, NM/sec Perigee per Degree per 40 arc

A 4.6751 61.82 13.22 528.93
B 4.5559 61.82 13.57 542.77
C 4.4826 61.82 13.79 551.64
D 4.4377 61.82 13.93 557.23
E 4.4062 61.82 14.03 561.21
F 4.3790 61.82 14.12 564 .70
G 4.3681 61.82 14.15 566.10
H 4.3449 61 .82 14.23 569.13
I 4.3331 61 .82 14.27 570.68
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The velocity increments needed to achieve each additional candIdate
incremental transfer orbit as a first step in the incrementa l transfer
train can be determined from the data of Table 8. These results are shown
in Table 23.

Table 23. Ve locity Increments wi th Additional Candidates for 1st Transfer

Identification Altitude at Peri gee Vel ocity, Required Veloci ty
Letter Apogee ,_NM ft /sec Increments,

-~ (See Table 15) Initial Final Initial Final ft/sec NM/sec

A 100 2298.18 25,560 28424.4 2864.4 0.4711
B 100 1598 23 25 ,560 27700 1 2556 0 0 4204
C 100 1224.92 25,560 27254.4 2140.1 0.3520
D 100 1014.93 25,560 26981.3 1421 .3 0.2338
E 100 874.94 25,560 26789.7 1229.7 0.2023
F 100 758.28 25,560 26624.2 1064.2 0.1750
G 100 688.29 25,560 26558.1 998.1 0.1642
H 100 618.29 25 ,560 26416.7 856.7 0.1409
I 100 571.63 25,560 26345.1 785.1 0.1291

Using the I orbit as the Initial transfer orbit in order to reduce
maximum power levels results in a required beam power of: —

~ 
4000 x 785 x 1000 l 2 9 M WB 589 x 737600 x .56

This is close enough to the available state of the art to be a viable
solution for the initial altitude transfer ellipse.

To remain near the 10 MW beam power l evel , assuming this power level
Is vi ab le for our pur poses , would allow as the second orbit around
700 ft/sec velocity increment since the times available for performing
the higher orbit transfers decreases .

Orbit D (see Table 23) requires a velocity increment of 1421.3 -

785.1 = 636.2 ft/sec when applying beam power at the perigee velocity of
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orbit I. The beam power required would be: 
—

(4000) (636.2) (1000)

~B (557.2) (7316.00) (.56) = ‘11.06 MW

Still close to 10 4. Table 24 shows the sequence of transfer ellipse
orbits that would keep the needed power level near 10 4 with = 9.6839 x
veloci ty increment * by allowable beam on-time for a 4000 lb vehicle
with a specific impulse of 1000 sec and transmission, collection and

conversion efficiency of 0.56.

Table 24. Sequential Transfe r Orbits That Have a Requi red Beam
Power Level of About 10 MW For 100 NM Initi al Parking Orbit

Numbe r of
Revolutions

0 1 ‘ Betwee n Beams
Identification ~~

tit
~
de

N~
t 

pe~~
0
~~

t
~t~~ec ~~~ 

Allowablo Ne ded Turn-Ons

______ _______ Increment . On-Time Power. l.aser
Initial Final Initia l Final ft/sec Sec MW Vehicle Station

I 100 571.63 25560 26345.1 785.1 589 12.9 10 11
0 571.63 1014.93 26345.1 26981.3 636.2 557 11.06 5 6
B 1224.92 1598.23 26981.3 27700.1 718.8 542.77 12.8 3 4
A 1598.23 2298.18 27700.1 28424.4 723.9 528.93 13.25 2 3

requires additional Intermediate orbits to keep power level around 10 t~

2298.18 4258 28424.4 29714 1490 502.6 28.7 1 2

requires additional intermediate orbits to keep power level around 10 MW

2 4258 7758 29914 ~315O6 1592 477.2 32.3 1 3

requires additional intermediate orbits to keep power level around 10 MW

3 7758 10861 31506 32360 854 464.6 17.3 1 4
4 10861 13731 32360 32911 551 456.8 11 .7 1 5
5 13731 16414 32911 33298 387 451.5 8.3 1 6

As shown in Table 24, a series of sequential elliptical transfer
orbits can be utilized to perform the orbital raising maneuver while
keeping the required beam power level near 10 MW . The needed intermediate
orbits as shown in Table 24 were not determined In order to save time. - -

However, the previous orbits indicate the feasibility of doing so.
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3 3 1 7 Ci rculari zatIon from a Raised Orbit Pow;r

For ci rculari zation maneuver after orbit raising the vehicle would
be in view of the laser generati ng station over almost an 180 degree arc .
The time available would then be 180 degrees x 61 .82 NM per degree

-~ e 4.204 NM/sec = 2646.9 sec. At synchronous alti tude the ci rcularization
tsV is about 4851 ft/sec whi ch would require a one pass beam power level of:

= 9.6839 x 4851/2646.9 = 17.75 MW

Two passes would reduce this to 8.87 MW.

In sununary , employment of beamed propulsion for orbit raising missions ,
— 

even out to synchronous altitude can be accomplished by employing Incre-
mental changes in altitude. -

The nunter of orbits of the vehicle and the laser beam generating plant
(if space based) between energy transmissions would vary per incremental
elliptical alti tude raising orbit. The transmission of energy between laser
beam generating plant and the vehicle whose orbit alti tude was being raised
or lowered would only take place when both were in close proximi ty to the
transfer orbit peri gee .

3.3.1.8 Plane Change Power

Changing the plane of an orbit requi res applying thrust near the
ascending or descending nodal points . The thrust mus t be applied at
right angles to the plane of the orbit in order to generate the needed
momentum vector. The di rection of the applied thrust and the particular
nodal point at which it is utilized will determi ne which direction the
orbital plane will move . Figure 22 illustrates the phenomena invol ved :

‘4
—,
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RESULTANT MOMENTUM
VECTOR

TpIT 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ D:SCENO1NG NODAL POINT

/ 1(

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

ASCEND ING
NODEL POI NT

APPLIEDLINE OF NOOtS THRUST , F
Fi gure 22. Plane Change Nomenclature

Th. greater the arc around the nodal poInt where thrust Is applied
to rotate the orbita l plane, the less effective Is the energy Input for
making th. plane change. At 90 degrees from the nodal line , the applica-
tion of thrust has no effect in rotatIng the plane about the line of nodes.Th. effectiveness varies with the cosine of the angular distanc e from the
nodal point .

The average loss Is 1 - s1~, o~ and the efficiency of performing the
.~~ver is sin e~~ where e is th. firing half arc angle at the nodal point.

Table 25 lists the eff1cie~c 1 g and losses as a function of noda l
half angle.
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Table 25. Plane Changing Thrust Application Efficiency

N 1 Average Average
~o~ai Efficiency, Loss

1: Half _______________ ______________

Angle, 0 sin 0
0 sin 0 Radians e 0

10 .174 .175 99.4 0.6
20 .342 .349 98.0 2.0
30 .500 .524 95.4 4.6
40 .643 .698 92.1 7.9
50 .766 .873 87.7 12.3
60 .866 1.047 82.7 17.3
70 .940 1.222 76.9 23.1
80 .985 -1.396 70.6 29.4
90 1.00 1.571 63.7 36.3

For a synchronous orbit it takes 176 ft/sec to move the orbit plane
1 degree. The time avai lable per fi ring assuming an allowable average loss
of about 5% could be a half angle of 30° of a 600 ful l arc. Transm ission
contraint, would of course greatly lower the permissible arc.

For a synchronous orbit it takes 176 ft/sec to move the orbit plane
1 degree. The time available oer firing assuming an allowable average loss
of about 5% could be a half angle of 300 or a 60° full arc.

At synchronous altitude the orbit period is 24 hrs. The time availabl e
for 60 degrees is 4 hrs, or 14,400 seconds. The beam power required for
a 4000 lb S/C, with ‘1000 sec I~p and system transmission , collection and
conversion efficiency of 56% to effect a plane change of one degree is:

= 9.6839 x AV/tb x maneuver efficiency

= 9.6839 x 176/14,400 x .954= .124 MW; 124 KW

Table 26 lists Beam Power for various synchronous orbit plane changes
for the above conditions .

-i
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Table 26. Power for Synchronous Orbit Plane Change*

55,

Plane Laser
Change Rocket Beam Generating

Angle Power Power Plant
Degrees MW MW Power , MW

10 .069 .124 1.24
10° 0.69 1.24 12.4
20° 1.38 2.48 24.8
300 2.07 3.72 37.2
40~ 2.76 4.96 49.6
50° 3.45 6.20 

— 
62.0

*Based on 4000 lb vehicle with a specific impulse of 1000 sec.
and 600 thrusting arc. -

As can be seen from Table 26, large plane changes can be acconunodated
in synchronous orbit wi thout exceeding about 10 MW of beam power.

The plane change might also be desired as the vehicle Is being pl aced
in orbit. This could be accomplished during the orbit raising firings
required to attain the sequential ellipti cal orbit raising trajectories.
The orbit plane changes can also be made incrementally at many of the nodal
crossings whenever the vehicle and the laser beam generating station are in
sight of each other. The required bean power levels can therefore be kept
to low values , i.e., around the 10 MW level because of the great nunter of
Incremental plane change opportunities.

3.3.1.9 Nodal Regression Power Requirements

The power required to correct nodal regression, i .e., rotation of the
line of intersection between the orbital plane and the equatorial plane,
depends on the Inclination of the orbit, Its alti tude, and the spacecraft
weight specific impulse and firing time. The required velocity increments
needed per day as a function of orbital inclination and altitude are
shown in Figure 18.
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In different orbita l altitudes the time available to perform the
maneuver would vary with altitude assuming a constant allowable 40 degree
maneuver arc. Beyond 1000 NM , the correcti on veloci ty increment becomes
relatively ins ignifi cant. The rocket power requi red for a 4000 lb
vehicle with a 1000 sec speci fic impulse would then be:

p = 4~QOx~Vx 10O0 - 5 4230 ~ MWR tbX737600 - 

F

Table 27 provides the power as a function of orbital altitude , and
inclination .

Table 27. Power to Dai ly Correct Nodal Regression for Various
Orbital Al ti tucies for a 4000 l b  V e h i c l e  wi th an = 1000 s e c .

_________ ___________ - 

. (1) Required
Time Velocity Power, 11WAvailable Increment

Orbital Orbit for ft/sec Generaçing
Altitude Inclination Maneuver Per Per Rocket Beam(2) Plant~3)

NM degrees sec Day Year PR

100 10 589 7 2555 0.06 .11 1.1
20 589 12 4380 0.11 .20 2.0
30 589 17 6205 0.16 .28 2.8
40 589 20 7300 0.18 .32 3.2

200 10 612 6 2190 0.05 0.10 1.0
20 612 11 4015 0.10 0.17 1.7
30 612 16 5840 0.14 0.25 2.5
40 612 18 6570 0.16 0.28 2.8

300 10 638 5 1825 0.04 0.08 0.8
20 638 10 3650 0.08 0.15 1.5
30 638 13 4745 0.11 0.19 1.9

________ 

40 638 15 5475 
~ 
0.12 0.22 2.2 

—

(1) Assumes a 400 arc
(2) Assumes propagation efficiency of 70% , opti cs train effi ciency of

70%
(3) Ass umes bean generati on effi ciency of 10%
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3.3.1.10 Apsidal Rotation Power Requirements

The power required to contat apsidal rotation of elliptical orbits
depends on the orbital altitudes, orbit inclination, spacecraft weight ,
speci fic impulse and available fi ring time. The requi red veloci ty incre-
ments needed per day is shown in Figure 20.

Tabl e 28 presents the power as a functi on of orbital alti tude and
inclination , for a perigee of 100 NM.

Table 28. Power Per Day to Correct Apsidal Rotation for a 4000 lb
Vehicle with a Specific Impulse of 1000 sec

Time( l ) Required
Available Velocity Power Per Day, P4~In crement Genera tfngurbita u urpita i -i-or (2)

Altitude Inclination Maneuver ft/sec Rocket Beam Plant
NM degrees sec Per Per 

~R
________ ___________ __________ ~~ 

Year 
______ _______ _________

110 10 589 
- 

10 3,&50 0.09 0.16 1.6
20 589 9 3,285 0.08 0.15 1.5
30 589 7 8,555 0.06 0.12 1.2
40 589 5 1 ,825 0.05 0.08 0.8

200 10 612 105 38,325 0.93 1.66 16.6
20 612 90 32,850 0.80 1.42 14.2
30 612 73 26,645 0.65 1.16 11.6
40 612 52 18,980 0.46 0.82 8.2

300 10 638 196 71 ,540 1.67 3.0 30
20 638 167 60,955 1.42 2.5 25
30 638 134 48,910 1.14 2.0 20
40 638 96 35,040 0.82 1.46 14.6

(1) Assumes a 4Q0 arc
(2) Assumes propagation effi ciency of 70% opti cs train efficiency of

(3) Assumes beam generating efficiency of 10%

a
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3.3.2 Atmospheric Missions

3.3.2.1 Power Required for Ai rcraft

From the Ameri can Ai rlines flight plan for a speci fi c flight, the fuel
consumption of a 747 is:

Climb 23,100 lbs /33 mm = 42,000 lbs/hr

Cruise 65 ,200 lbs /3 hrs , 43 mm = 17,543 lbs /hr

Takeoff estimated at 60,000 lbs / hr

Assuming the heat release on jet fuel is 19,000 BTU/ ib. the thermal
power or power used in the engine , P~, required for each flight phase is
given by:

- l bsJhr x 19,000 BTU / lb  -U — 

3415 BTU /HR / KW — ~~~~ x lbs/hr,

Takeoff 333.82 MW

Climb 233.67 MW
55•

Cruise 97.60 MW

Wi thin the next 10 years , improved engine effi ciency will reduce the
fuel consumption by 1/2. The required power levels will therefore be as
shown in Table 29.

Table 29. 747 Class Future Aircraft Power Requ irements

Power , MW
Used Input to

Aircraft in Beam Beam
Maneuver Engine power(2) Powerplant(3)

Takeoff 167 299 2990
Cl imb 117 209 2090
Cruise 49 88 880

( 1) Based on 70% transmission efficiency , 80% optics train
effi ciency

(2) Based on 10% Beam generation efficiency
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3.3.2.2 Ground Launched Vehicle Power

The power required for ground launched vehicles assuming an Improve-
ment from conventional propulsion to 1000 sec specific Impulse
propulsion are shown in Table 30.

Table 30. Power Required for Ground Launched Vehlcles*

Power, Giga Watts
Thrust Beam
Level Rocket Beam Generation

Vehicle Class 
—__

lbs 
~R ~B ~~

Scout 100,950 4.4 7.9 79
Thor 170,000 7.4 13.2 132
Minuteman 180,000 7.9 14.1 141
Atlas 300,000 13.1 23.4 234
Titan 1 400,000 17.5 31.3 313
Titan IIIC 2,400,000 105 187.5 1875
Saturn V 7,600,000 332 592.9 5929

*Based on specific impulse of 1000 sec and 50% rocket efficiency .
(1) Based on 70% propagation efficiency , 80% optics train efficiency
(2) Based on 10% beam generation efficiency.

3.3.2.3 A i r  to Air Missile Power

The air to air missiles encompass a wide range of thrust levels. The
range of interest would be between 1000 to 10,000 lbs . Table 31 provides

the power levels required for this range of thrust using the same
assumptions that were used for the ground launched vehicles of Table 30.
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Table 31. Power Required for Air to Air Missiles

p Power~ MW
Thrust Rocket Beam Beam Generation

Level , lbs 
~R ~B

1000 43.7 78.0 780
2000 87.4 156.1 1561
4000 174.8 312.1 3121
8000 349.6 624.3 6243

10000 437.0 780.4 7804

3.3.2.4 Power Requi red for Ballistic Missiles

The thrust level range for ballistic missiles are from 100,000 to
400,000. As shown in Table 30, Minuteman is 180,000 lbs thrust, Atlas ,
300,000 and Titan 400,000. Table 32 indi cates the power levels encompassed
by this range of thrusts using the same assumptions as used in Section
3.3.2.2, Ground Launched Vehicles.

Table 32. Power Required for Ballisti c Missiles

Power , GW

Thrust Rocket Beam Beam Generation

— 

Level , lbs 
~R ~B

100,000 4.37 7.80 78
200 000 8.74 15.6 156
300 ,000 13.1 1 23.4 234
400,000 17.48 31.2 312
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3.4 SUMMARY OF MISSION REQUIREMENTS

The beam power needed to perform the various missions depends on the
thrust levels needed, and the propulsion system specific impulse. The
power requl red Is di rectly proportional to these parameters. For missions
where thrust level is not specified, the power required will be a function
of the vehicle weight veloci ty increment required and the time avai lable
for its appl ication.

From a mission standpoint , the time avai lable for applying the energy
required, will depend on the mission characteristics and energy losses
associated wi th the times i nvolved . The power required will increase as
beam on-time is decreased. The mission related energy losses however,
will decrease as beam on-time is decreased. A tradeoff therefore exists
between these two competing factors. For this study beam on-times were
constrained to keep mission related losses compatible with past experience.

The mission characteristic that defined maximum beam on-time was, in
general , the view angle between a space based laser beam generation station
and the vehicle. It was assumed for instance in the orbit raising mission
that the beam generation station was in low earth orbit to increase view
angle , minimi ze transmission losses and the hazards of inadvertent i nter-
ception of the high energy beam . Naturally, much shorter beam times will
be avai lable for ground based stations .

The power required for-atmospheri c missions considering available
beam on times where applicable are shown in Table 33. Table 34 summarizes
space mi ssion requirements.
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Table 33. Sumary of Power for Atmospheric Missions

Power - Megawatts

Atmospheric Miss ions  Del ivered t Beam
To Output

Vehic le

1. 747 Type Future Ai rcraft
Take off 167 299
Climb 117 209
Cruise 49 88

2. Ground Launched Vehicles
Scout 100,9.50 lb thrust 4,400 7 ,900
Thor 170,000 7,400 13,600
Mj~iuteman 180,000 7 ,900 14 ,100
Atlas 300,000 13,100 23,400
Ti tan I 400,000 17 ,500 31,300
Ti tan I I I C  2 ,400,000 105,000 187 ,500
Saturn V 7 ,600 ,000 332 ,000 592 ,900

3. Air to Air Missiles i
1 ,000 lb thrust 44 78
2 ,000 88 156
4,000 175 312
8,000 “ 350 624

10 ,000 “ “ 437 780 ¶
4. BallistIc Missiles

100,000 lb thrust 4,370 7,800
200,000 8,740 15 ,600
300,000 13,110 23 ,400
400,000 17,480 31 ,200
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Table 34. Summary of Power for Space Missions*

Power - Meg~iatts

Space Missions Delivered Beam
To Output

Vebicle

1. Orbit raising (based on suitable 8 13increments)

2. OrbIt circularization at 5 9synchronous
(based on two increments )

3. Plane change in synchronous
orbi t

100 0.7 1.2
30° 2 3.7
50° 3.5 6.2

4. Nodal regressions (correcti on
each ten days )

~ Orbit
~ utituue Inclinati on

NM deg.
100 10 0.6 1.1

40 1.8 3.2
200 10 0.5 1.0

40 1.6 2.8
300 10 0.4 0.8

40 1.2 2.2
Power requirements keep decreasing
wi th increased al titude.

*Assu,p.es 4,000 pound ave rage weight vehicle , 1000 seconds specific impulse ,
space based transmitter and thrusting through 400 of orbital arc. For
ground based transmitter multiply powers by ~l0.
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Table 34. Summary of Power for Space Missions (Continued)

- 
Power - Megawatts

Deli vered Beam
Space Missions To Output

Vehicle

______________________________________ ___________ 

“B

5. Apsidal rotation (correction
each 10 days)

Apogee Orbit
Al ti tude Inclination

NM deg.
(Perigee 100 NM)

110 - 10 .9 1.6
40 .5 .8

200 10 9.3 16.6
40 4.6 8.2

300 10 16.7 30
40 8.2 14.6

Power requirements keep increas-
ing ii th increased apogee.

6. Repositioning in synchronous
orbit -

Sate llite surviva~(1 in 6 hours ) .41 .7
Satellite replace~ent

(90 in 6 days ) 1.5 .3

7. Drag make-up

Orbi tal Frontal
Al ti tude Are

— 
- NM Ft

75 80 .043 .08

*Assumes 4 ,000 pound average wei ght vehicle , 1,000 seconds speci fic impulse ,
space based transmi tter and thrusting through 4Q0 of orbital arc . For

• ground based transmi tter multi ply powers by “10.
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4. LASER GENERATING DEVICES

Beamed energy propulsion generates severe power, total energy and range
requirements upon the laser system. Although signifi cant advances in the
state of the art are still needed, there are no known fundamental obstacles
to the development of lasers for the requi red power. However , techni cal
breakthroughs may be required to assure adequate efficiency of generation,
propagati on and delivery at extremely high power levels.

From a total systems vi ewpoint, the high power requi rements would be
easily met by combusti on dri ven gas dynamic or chemi cal (HF or DF) lasers.
From a cost effectiveness viewpoint, the high total mission energy require-
ments favor closed—cycle electrical energy such as would be available from
central power stations . The long transmitting range required for propulsion
would favor the shorter wavelength HF , DF and CO lasers in order to minimize
diffraction spread. On the other hand, ground based laser transmitter con-
cepts would benefi t from the superior atmospheric propagation characteristics
of the DF and CO2 wavelengths. -

In the following section the characteristics , oj eratinq efficiency limits ,
and state of the art of high powered laser concepts are discussed. The intent
is to descri be relevant characteristics rather than attempting a comprehensive
beamed laser propulsion plant des ign study . It is too early to definitely
predict which laser concept will win out. Independent of the relative bene-
fits of the various laser types it is anticipated that the fi rst laser powered
propulsion systems will use those lasers which first become operationally
available as the resul t of non-propulsion oriented development efforts. A
signifi cant proportion of the data relating to high power laser development
is classified , and is incl uded in the classified volume of this report.

4.1 LASER TYPES

4.1.1 Gas Gynamic Lasers

The earliest and most highly developed high energy laser type is the
gas dynami c laser (GEL). This laser uses combustion heated gases that expand
rapidly through supersonic flow nozzles to a low ambient temperature to create
the population inversion in what was initially a thermally equilibrated gas.
Specifical ly, a fuel and oxidi zer are reacted in a combustor and are expanded
wi th a diluent through supersonic nozzles into the optical cavity (Figure 23).
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The metastable vibration states do not thermalize on the time scale øf the
nozzle flow and therefore remain as an energy source to supply the lasing
energy.

An Important example of this concept is the N2-C02 gas dynamic laser
wh ich operates at 10.6 microns in the usual CO2 laser transition. The energy
exchange process in the gas dynamic laser is the key to its ultimate capa-
bility and includes several energy transfers, the most significant of which

• is the relatively efficient transfer of energy from the single vibrational
mode of the nitrogen diluent to the first asymmetric-stretch level of CO2
from which the 10.6 micron transition can occur.

Candidate reactant combinati ons include air and an ai rcraft fuel such
as JP-4, or air and natural gas for ground ins tallations . Typical reactant
combi nations for experi mental devices are CO/02/N2/CH4, CO/Ai r/CH4, and
C0/N20/CH4. Hi ghest performance has been obtained with the last combination .
All these fuels and oxidizers can be stored as either gases or cryogenic
liquids ; but considerable effort is being spent in formulating more easily
stored fuels for the GDL application. The pressures and temperatures in
the combustor are typically 20 to 60 atmospheres and 1300 to 2000°K, respec-
tively. In general , the higher the pressure and temperature, the more efficient
the system is. Upon expansion through the nozzles , the pressure and temper-
ature drop and the flow velocity increases . The flow consists of an N2/C02/H20
mixture , the lower energy states of which are depopulated by the flow process
faster than the upper states resulting in a population inversion and lasing.
The laser beam (10.6 micron ) typical ly leaves the cavity through an aerodynami c
window , and the gases proceed through the diffuser to the exhaust.

NOZZLES

FUEL

OXIDIZER ~~~~~~~ DIFFUSER

DILUENT 
—

Figure 23. Gas Dynamic Laser Schematic
89
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For high power applications , the CO2 GDL is an attractive candidate.
Although It Is presently the least efficient of the high energy lasers, it
has high theoretical efficiency and it can operate on vi rtually any energy
source . For example, even a gas turbine engine could conceivably supply
the heated plenum gases for such a laser. In addition , the CO2 wavelength
has an acceptable low altitude, atmospheric window .

A vari ation of the gas dynamic laser is the Mixing Nozzle Gas Dynamic
Laser, MNGDL. This device mi xes CO2 with other gases in the supersonic nozzle
to produce higher lasing efficiency than a conventional GOL.

Another variation of the gas dynami c laser is the DF-C02 transfer laser.
In this laser the chemical reaction of D2 and F2 is used to vibrational ly
pump the CO2 to an excited (population inverted) state. Mixi ng of the re-
sultant DF and CO2 makes thi s an open cycle device.

4.1.2 Electri c Discharge Laser

In electri c discharge lasers , an electri c discharge is used to create
a population inversion in the flowing gas. For the CO2 lasers , the gas
mixture typical ly consists of helium , nitrogen , and carbon dioxide. The
nitrogen is easily excited by the electric discharge and transfers its energy
to the CO2 upper levels. For the CO lasers , the gas mixture consists of
carbon monoxide , nitrogen , or helium. Filling the enti re cavity wi th the
electri c discharge allows high power generation from small volumes .

A typical.- EDL configuration is shown in Figure 24. A high energy elec-
tron gun is used to generate the electrons and deliver them to the lasing cavity.
Alternately, a thermionic emitter can be used to generate electrons which are
then accelerated by a high potential into the lasing cavity . The electrons
penetrate through a thin foil membrane used to separate the vacuum chamber of
the electron generator from the lasing cavity . The electron beam generates
secondary electrons which in turn are accelerated by the sustainer field.
These electrons then transfer their energy to the ni trogen molecules which
transfer the energy to the COP. Laser radiation at l0.6~ is emitted.

The continuous flow of gas through the cavity allows the generation of
high power by sweeping out the hot used gas. High pulse rate supersonic
CO2 devices are also being Investigated. These devices eliminate acoustic
disturbances and reduce the weight of the system.
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Figure 24. Electri c Discharge Laser Schematic

The primary advantage of the EDL over the other high power lasers is
that it can operate in a closed as well as open cycle. The cavity mass
flow efficiency of the EDL is also considerably higher than the efficiency
of the GDL . Furthermore , the EDL can be operated using CO as the las inci
medium. The CO electric lasers tend to be more efficient than the CO2
electri c lasers in converting electrical energy del ivered to the optical
cavi ty to laser light energy. However, the CO laser does not propagate as
well through the atmosphere, but could be well suited for high power trans-
mission either in space (from a space station source to a satellite) or at
high alti tude (for example , from a large aircraft). Another systems advantage
of CO lasers for either airborne or spacecraft installations is that they
are more compact and lighter wei ght than other lasers .

4.1.3 Chemical Lasers

In the chemical laser , deuterl um (or hydrogen) and fluorine are used in
a chemi cal reaction to create the DF (or HF) inversion and lasing. A schematic
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diagram of the OF chemical laser is shown in Figure 25. AtomIc fluorine Is
formed in the contustor by the reaction of H2 and F2 to form F and HF. In

OPTICAL CAVITY

He DIFFUSER EJECTOR

F2

H2
COMBUSTOR

Figure 25. Chemi cal Laser Schematic , HF/OF

some lasers , F2 is replaced by a fluori ne compound . Helium is used as a
diluent and the mixture undergoes supersonic expansion. Deuteri um is intro-
duced into the combustor flow stream through separate nozzles. The reaction
between the deuteri um and fluori ne atoms creates the OF i nversion , in meta-
stable vibration states , and the lasing .

To minimi ze deacti vation , the pressure in the cavity must be very low,
on the order of 5 to 10 torr. A critical problem in the design of the chemical
laser is the design of the ejector to allow pressure recovery for in-atmosphere
operation. For a space-based laser this prob lem is , of course, of no concern .
For a land based laser the problem is simplified since weight is not cri tical
and an adequate ejector can be designed. Al ternately, a chemical pump may
be used .

Since the laser exhaust contai ns hydrofluori c aci d and other toxic
materials , containment of the exhaust or scrubbing to remove toxic components
may be required when operating In the earth ’s atmosphere. Conventional water
scrubber and steam ejector technologies are adequate to handle the toxic
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products and maintai n the low optical cavity pressure needed for efficien t
lasing. The fuel is more expensive for the OF laser than for the GDL and
this would have to be traded agai nst its advantages of substantially better
atmospheri c propagation (a better atmospheri c window and a shorter wave-
length ) and more compact collection optics . Since there is no pressure
recovery problem in space, higher efficiencies than those obtai ned on the
ground can be achieved by operating at l ower laser cavi ty pressures. Further-
more, beam quality is improved.

The HF laser has a 2.7 micron wavelength , which is the shortest wave-
length available for the present generation of high power lasers and thus
would have the least di ffraction spreading for space application s . The
3.8 micron OF chemical laser wavelength is more favorable for atmospheri c
propagation .

4.2 OPERATING EFFICIENCY AND REACTANT UTILIZATION

Total energy expenditures can significantly affect the cost effectiveness
of the beamed laser propulsion concept . This section discusses some of the
basic operating efficiency limi Lations for various candidate laser/reactant
combinations . State-of-the-art performance figures are discussed in Volume 4.

Theoretical quantum efficiency* limitations of laser devices are shown
in Tabl e 35. Practical limitations are much l ower and the best results to
date are summarized in the classified annex. Table 36 lists the heat of
reaction of selected candidate chemi cal energy sources . All of these are
space storable and could be used in liquid form in space , airborne or in a
fixed ground based beam generation plant. Operational systems would almost
assuredly use the liquid form to minimize system inert wei ghts and trans-
portation costs. The reactions in Table 36 include those for combustion
driven GDL’s and chemical energy to drive turbo-alternators for EDL’s.

For CO2 GDL ’s, present experience indicates a 14/85/1 molar mixture
ratio of N2/CO/H20 is the optimum reactant mixture. The water acts to de-
populate the laser excitation levels and gives best performance. There are
efficiency limitati ons imposed by the physi cs of the energy transfer to the

*Based on the available chemi cal or electrical energy .
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and the transition. In addi tion, the N2 molecule begins si gni ficant
dtssociation above 2400°K. Thi s in turn imposes a severe specific energy
penalty at higher tenperatures, except for air breathing systems where the
nitrogen is obtained essentially at no cost to system performance.

Ai r/hydrocarbon mi xtures are attractive from the operational standpoint,
although efficiency may be low due to heavy deactivation by the considerable
water products (1:1 with C02). The following reactant combinations are
presently of greatest interest for producing the desired molar mi xture ratio:

1 . CO, gaseous/02, gaseous/N2, CH4, gaseous

2. CO, gaseous/Air/CH4, gaseous

3. CO. gaseous/N20, liquid /N2, gaseous/CH4 gaseous

For an air breathing airborne or ground based laser , the wei ght of the
air used in the reaction and as the diluent would not be chargeable to the
reactant consumption thus increasing the theoretical power per unit reactant
by a factor of three to four. The follow i ng candidates for intermediate and
far term reactants may also be consi dered.

Intermediate Far Term
Space LCQ/L02/1N2/C3H8 C/L02/LN2/Hydrocarbon

• Ai rborne Air/C5H6 Air/C/Hydrocarbon

C refers to carbon in some form such as fine powder, perhaps in a jel led
hydrocarbon base. This would allow di rect reaction with air wi thout excess
deactivating water.

The reactant weights and overal l system efficiency of electric discharge
lasers are determined in great part by the properties of the particular chemical
reactions which power the generator system. In some cases the chemical re-
actions are similar to those which supply the CO2 gas dynamic laser, i.e.,
oxygen reacting wi th carbon and hydrogen to form co2 and water.
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Candidate turbo-alternator fuels incl ude:

Speci fic Fuel Cons umption Specific Power

N2H4 1.2 x 1O~~ lb/kw-sec ;~~ 833 kj/ lb

LOX /JP—4 2 .2 x lO~~ lb/kw-sec ;~
1
~ 454 kj/ lb

LOX /LH2 .37 x lO~~ lb/ kw— sec;~~ 2,702 kj / lb

LOX/NH3 1.4 x lO~~ lb/ kw-sec;~~ 714 kj / lb 
—

Liquid hydrogen is potentially a very hi gh specifi c power fuel for a
turbine dri ven system. However, it has limited space storability. Further—
more turbine temperature limi tations reduce the specifi c power obtainable
by not al lowing a stoichiometri c LO2/LH2 mixture ratio.

Similarly, although the stoichiometri c 02/JP—4 reaction is capable of
producing 4.3 Mj / lb , much lower yields are achieved in practi ce as a result
of lowering the mixture ratio in order to keep the turbine temperature in the
1600 to 1800°F range . Reference 1 quotes the resultant LOX /JP-4 yield as
2.2 x lO~~ lb/ kw-sec or 454 kj/ lb. This is further reduced by turbine and
laser inefficiencies.

Obviously, a key technology item would be development of a higher temp-
erature turbine. This would allow use of less reactants by burni ng closer

• to the stoichiometri c mixture ratio , producing more energy per weight of
reactants .

Another alternati ve would be to develop another type of electric gener-
ator to convert fuel and oxi dizer with high efficiency and reasonable weight
to electricity . One candidate mi ght be the magnetohydrodynami c (MHD) generator.
This device is in a state of early development for ground applications . It
offers the potential of high efficiency wi th high temperature gas , but there
are significant unknowns as to practicality since large magneti c fields are
required. Matching of the electri c output of the MHD generator to the laser
may also involve some losses .

Non-chemical electri c power sources are also possible. These include
nuclear and solar sources. The specific power of nuclear fuel is very high
but must be realized over a considerable time . Solar energy could be collected
and used to generate electrici ty either by photovoltaic, thermoelectri c or
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turbine systems. Spaceborne nuclear or solar power capabilities would ob-
viously favor electric di scharge lasers in order to avo id excess i ve reactant
weight penalties.

Chemical lasers achieve efficient conversion of the chemical reaction
energy of atomic fluorine with molecular hydrogen into excited HF and H in
the so-called cold reaction, tinder some conditions , some power may also
result from the succeeding chain reaction . However , it is much less efficient
at producing the proper excite~1 levels. -

•

The specific energy is degraded further by the addition of fuel to
dissociate the fluorine; diluents ; and , for ground based systems, ejector
flow. Space versions of the laser device would be operated at low pressures
to achieve high specific power , while ground based versions are operated at
higher pressure to be able to recover more pressure from the flow to minimi ze
the requi red ejector fl ow .

The optimum space laser may operate at such low pressures that heat
losses become significant and partial recombination of the fluori ne is per-
mi tted. This invol ves a trade-off between system size and weight and specifi c
power efficiency .

Ai rborne lasers would have intermedi ate characteristi cs . Water deacti-
yates the chemi cal laser so oxygen as a heat source oxidi zer is not permi tted
in the laser gas flow . It might be used indirectly in some forms of chemical
laser. This mi ght allow a more economical ground or ai rborne chemi cal laser
by using air for the heat source oxidizer to dissociate the fluorine.
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4.3 SUMMARY
- Various high powered laser concepts are in a rapid state of competitive

development. At this time it Is difficult to predict which concept will
ultimately be developed to the capability required for the beamed laser
propulsion concept. Therefore the main emphasis in this section has been
to provide a brief sumary of the general characteristics of the various
devices currently being developed . Specific operating capabilities , which
are classified, are discussed in classified Volume 3 of this report
(AFRPL-TR-76-6 7).
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5. MICROWAV E BEAMED ENERGY

This section will consider both the conceptual functions necessary
for conversion of DC electrical energy to Spacecraft microwave or DC
energy using a microwave transmission link , and the present and near
future technological capabilities to implement these components. The
system necessary for conversion of the spacecraft energy, microwave or
DC , to propulsion will not be considered.

The functions of a microwa ve beam propulsion system, shown in Figure 26,
are :

• DC to mi crowave conversion

• Microwave beaming (antenna)

• Microwave collection

(microwave focusing antenna)

(microwave to DC converter)

• Power conversion to propulsion

The important conclusions of this study are sunriarized as follows .
The second and third functions are not feasibl e at microwave frequencies

• for most spacecraft mission parameters . Further , for many mission para-
meters the direct convers ion of solar energy is to be preferred. And finally, -

•

for appropriate mission parameters , efficiencies involved in the fi rst
three functi ons of the mi crl-~ave system are very high and may be compared
favorably to laser system efficiencies .

The reasons for these conclusions are suninarized. Microwave antennas
cannot be fabricated wi th sufficient precision for the required beam
collimation for the transmission distances involved . With a transmi tting
antenna, power can only be beamed to a microwave to DC converter whose
s~ze Is prohibitive for many orbit distances . Solar energy Is a pre-
ferred source of power for many missions where the power density of the
microwave beam is far less than the power incident from the sun.
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5.1 MICROWAVE CONCEPTS AND LIMITATIONS

This section will show that for values of transmission distance , d,
mi crowave wave lengths , A , and transmi tted power, P, such that:

• d>d1 and 1c A , then power transmission from microwave antenna to
microwave antenna is Impossible using the most precisely made
antennas . For efficient microwave transmission and for mi crowave
wavelengths, transmission from microwav e antenna to microwave
antenna is limi ted to distances less than 100 nauti cal miles.
For this reason microwave transmission from antenna to antenna
will not be considered. The microwave power receiver must be a
rectenna (an array of RF to DC converters). The microwave antenna
to rectenna transmission link can have very high efficiency but
for

• d>d2, A >  A
2 

and P<P2 the energy density impingent on the rectenna
is less than the energy density impingent from the sun and the
use of solar cells deployed from the space vehicle is more
appropriate . The considerati ons discussed here show a maximum
distance of propagation for acceptable missions of 100 NM for 10 cm
waves and a 10 meg W delivered power. For .1 cm waves and 1000 Meg W
the maximum distance is about 3000 km. For missions demanding less
power the solar cell concept is more advantageous .

• for d<d.1, A >  A and P<P 3 a tmospheric drag associated with the
rectenna will absorb an appreciable fraction of the transmitted
power.

• The values of d112 13 and P2 3  severely limi t the available missions.

1. The highest directivity obtainable for a microwave beam is generated
by a large parabolic antenna. The gain of large parabolic antennas may
be approximately expressed in optical terms as

o 1.22 A /d 
- 

(1)
where e is the half angle dispersion of the beam, A is the wavelength of
propagation, and d is the antenna diameter. Assuming a uniform intensity
over the beam and negligible power in the beam skirts , 0 may be related to
the gain by

(2)
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• which is valid for sma l l 0.

This equation assumes a perfect focusing antenna which has zero phase
error across the aperture. This assumption is valid for low gain antennas,
but phase errors, caused by construction tolerances, limi t the gain of
larger antennas . This loss in gain due to phase errors may be expressed by:

= i_
~
2 (3)

0

where
G = Antenna gain accounting for phase errors

= Antenna gain wi th zero phase error

= Mean phase plane dev1a~ion

Equation (3) indicates that for a one dO loss in gain , the RMS phase varia-
ti on about the mean phase plane must be less than ( .4/2 ii)A or A/ 14. For
shallow reflectors Equation (3) is no longer valid and the surface error
must be less than A/28.
For a given antenna , Equati ons (2) and (3) indicate that gain increases as

$ the square of the frequency until , at a sufficiently high frequency,
tolerance effects predominate and a rapid gain deterioration occurs. It
may also be concluded that for a given frequency, as the antenna size Is
increased , the tolerance effect must be minimi zed to provide increased gain.

Figure 27 shows the wavelength versus gain characteristics of a selec—
tion of the world’ s largest parabolic microwave antennas . Each of the
antenna shows an increase in gain with decrease in wavelength to a charac-
teristic wavelength below which tolerance effects predominate and their
gain falls. The antennas have been built over a period of 20 years, using
di fferent techniques , for various purposes . The most remarkable feature
of Figure 271s the gain and wavelength at which each of the antennas is
limi ted by tolerance effects. For instance , the maximum gain obtainable
for 10 cm waves is 65 dB (or 0 = 1.15 m rod). A 6 dB improvement can be
expected for an antenna designed for 1 cm waves and a 12 dB improvement for
.1 cm waves.

Assuming that the technology of parabolic antenna fabricati on cannot
be signifi cantly improved , the transmission efficiency , n, from microwave
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antenna to microwave antenna as a function of wavelength and transmission
distance may be summari zed by Figure 28. For maximum transmission efficiency
two antennas of equal diameter have been chosen. For example , using a
transmission wavelength of 1.0 cm , two 72 ft. antennas are used and Figure

28 shows a transmission efficiency of 1% at an antenna distance of 100 NM.

The Lebedev 72 ft. (22 meter) parabolic antenna at A = 1.0 cm has a
gain of 72 dB. Assuming a uniform intensity over the beam spread and
negligible power in the beam skirts , this gain corresponds to an angular
beam dispersion of .505 milliradians . For the large gains involved , the
half angle dispersion may be expressed as:

e ~4/G 
-

where G is the antenna gain.

Note that .505 m rad is close to the calculated angular dispersion , .57 m
rad, derived from the usual opti cal formul a , equation 1. At 70 km the
beamwidth for a .5 m rad beam is 70 Km X2 X .5 X l0~~ = 70 meters . Thus
for total beam collection at 70 km, a 70 meter antenna with theoretical
gain at 1.0 cm is necessary . Such an antenna is well beyond the fabrica—
tion capabilities available today. For instance the Parkes 70 meter (210 ft.)
antenna has a gain of 20 dB below theoretical (1% efficiency ) due to fab-
rication tolerances .

Based on the precision of fabri cati on evidenced in Figure 28 , the
maximum diameter of matched antennas is:

d = 9 2  log A

where A is transmi tted wavelength in centimeters and d is in meters . For
transmission of 525 cm waves , the minimum wavelength for 30% reception at

• 100 NM , the diameter of the receiving and transmi tting antennas is 250 meters.

2. To obtain transmission efficiency for parameters in the shaded regions
of Flgure 28,a different concept for energy reception must be developed .
If the receiving “antenna” is designed to convert microwave power to dc or
low frequency power at several localities within the “antenna”, then
phasing problems incurred in power combining at a central location are
avoided. An “antenna” which rectifies microwave fields and produces dc
power at several localities is called a rectenna. Wi th the relaxation of
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Figure 28. TheoretIcal Microwave Antenna-to-Antenna Transmission Efficiency
as a Function of Wavelength and Transmission Distance. (The

4 figure assumes present state—of-the-art capabilities for a
parabolic antenna.) 
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dimensional tolerances extremely large rectennas can be constructed. As
well , the di rectivity of the large array becomes that of the small aperature,
and pointing diffi culties are largely avoided. The rectenna concept also
makes possible the convenient use of the only efficient rectif9ing device
that exists at the present time. This recti fying device is the Schottky-
barrier semiconductor di ode. Diodes have exhibited efficiencies of over
75% and it would appear that further imp rovement in its efficiency can be
made. When improved diodes are properly incorporated into the rectenna,
an overall collection and rectifi cation efficiency approaching 85% should
result. Gallium arsenide diodes have an 80% rectification efficiency and
a single diode can handle 6 watts.

The use of a rectenna allow s construction of a very large receiver
of microwave power of theoretical efficiency~ Using the beam spread data
derived above, the radius of a microwave beam is plotted versus the
distance of propagation for several microwave frequencies . See Figure 29.
The beam diameter monotonically increases with increasing wavelength. Each
decade of wavelength increases the diameter by a factor of two. The

• 
- minimum size of a rectenna which receives the entire beam is thus found.

The concept of rectenna reception of a mi crowave beam must be compared
to a similar beame d power receiving system: a solar cell array aimed at

the sun. The size of the rectenna is fixed by the transmitting antenna
and the rectenna ’s distance from the antenna , and is independent of the
power beamed in the mcirowave link. The size of a solar cell array is ,
of course , proportional to the energy received. By dividing the total
power converted by the rectenna for a particular mission application ,
taken as 1 , 10, and 1000 meg W , with the necessary rectenna area as

• determined by Figur - 29,the DC power available per square meter is de-
termined in Figure 30. The power density , of course , is a function of
wavelength , transmission distance and mission power requirements . The
power converted from a solar cel l array is greater for transmission dis-
tances greater than 350 km and total powers less than 10 meg W. Solar
insolance is 1400 W/M2 and conversion efficiency is assumed to be 20%.
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Figure 29. Necessary Rectanna Di ameter for Total Beam Collection as a
Function of Orbit Alti tude and Transmission Wavelength . (The
graph assumes the gai n limi tati ons incurred by present large
parabolic antennas.)
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Figure 30. DC Powe r Density Converted by a Rectenna as a Function of
Transmission Dis tance , Propagated Wave length, and Total Power
Transmi tted. (DC power available per square meter of solar
cell array is shown for comparison.)
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3. Finally, an additional problem of a large power receptor in low orbit
is the energy lost to molecular drag . The drag incurred by an orbiti ng
vehicle may be expressed as:

D=  l/2 p v2 CDS

where p is the molecular density in kg/rn3, v is the orbiting velocity , C0
is a constant which may be approximated by 2.2 for a wide region of altitude

and vehicle cross section , and where S is the effecti ve vehicular cross
*section in the velocity direction . The molecular density surrounding the

earth at altitudes greater than 160 km may be expressed as

p = 3.3 x io_8 e 
.023h kg/rn3

where h is in kilometers. This expression for p has been derived from
molecular mean free path vs altitude data published by G. E. Cook and a
wel l established relationship between mean free path and vapor pressure.

The resulting power lost, D.v , is plotted in Figure 31 as a function of
altitude and transmission frequency. A minimum rectenna size is assumed.
S is assumed to be the entire rectenna size, which is a worst case.

For a low orbit mission , propulsion from a ground based antenna has a
duty cycle of approximately 1%. Therefore, power levels for drag makeup
alone would be approximately 100 times the plotted quantities .

From this figure, a minima l ly sized rectenna for 10 cm waves, 100 NM
above the earth ’s surface, losses energy to the atmosphere at the rate
of 5 meg W. Unless the rectenna ’s cross section in the di rection of flight
can be minimi zed, i.e., by turning the rectenna, this drag power is lost
during the entire 360° of the orbit. Since a single earth based microwave
source can supply energy over less than 3% of the orbit , power supplied
to the spacecraft for drag make up alone must be greater than 500 meg W.

*G. E. Cook, “Satellite Drag Coefficients” , Planetary & Space Science,
Vol . 13, pp. 929 - 946 (1965).
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Figure 31. Power Los t to Drag for a Minimally Sized Rectenna
vs Al ti tude of Rectenna. (The power may be reduced
by rotation of the rectenna during orbit. Note that
the energy lost must be replaced during a small fraction
of orbit.)
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An expression which relates the orbital angle , o, to the angle, ~~,

seen by an earth bound observer, is

r / ~ -1/2

= I ~~~~~~ ~~
- --

~~
-— I  (J.4 + .?~B. (1-coso)

[ R+hJ \R+h/ r+h

where R is the earth ’s radius and h is the altitude of the orbiting vehicle.
Note that for most microwave frequencies the atmospheric attenuation in-
curred by the beam is not substantial even for non vertical beaming. Thus,
the beaming angle is not limi ted by the atmospheric path traveled , as in
a laser system, but by the beam spreading incurred for the excess path

4 length involved.

Using the above expression , using Figure 30,which compares the
energy density delivered by a microwave beam to the energy density de-
livered by a solar cell array as a function of altitude , and usi ng Figure

- 

- 

31 which relates rectenna energy lost to drag versus rectenna altitude
and wavelength of propagation , we can define a range of possible missions
in alti tude and power levels used by the satellite. Figure 30 defines a
maximum acceptable altitude and Figure 31 defines a minimum acceptable
altitude. The additional consideration of generation capabilities must be

j met. If a lower limi t of a 4 - 5 cm wave is demanded by generation consid—
erations then the following missions may be characteri zed as follows:

A 400 km (220 NM) altitude and a 4 — 5 cm wave operation requires a
60 meter di ameter antenna and a 600 meter diameter rectenna as calculated
from Figure 27 and Figure 29. The 600 meter rectenna, whose cross section
in the direction of flight is not controlled , will lose power to drag at
the rate of 0.2 megW as calculated from Figure 31. Since power can be
delivered to the satellite during approximately 8% of its orbi t (a duty
cycle ) , as calculated by the equation above, the power delivered during
this period to counteract drag alone is 2.5 meg W. This lost power must
be subtracted from the efficiency of the overall system. The power

L 

density inci dent on the rectenna is 40 W/M2.

A system at an altitude of 600 km and using wavelength of less than I

10 cm suffers no appreciable drag. Rectenna array diameter for 5 cm
waves is 900 meters and incident power density Is 20 watts/meter2.
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5.2 TECHNOLOGY OF BEAMED MICROWAVE ENERGY

The technolo gical parame ters of beaming microwave energy are very
favorable.

• Projected conversion efficiencies , from ground based 60 Hz power
to DC power on the space vehicle, Is 70%.

• A suitable RF generator for the project (the amplitron) is a
sii~ le, long lived (>20 - 30 yrs.) and efficient device.

• Suitable antennas for the project exist.

• A power receiver, the rec tenna , is relatively non—directional ,
non—phase dependent, mechanically easy to build (large but
relatively crude), and has a highly efficient DC output.

Table 37 delInea tes the efficiencies of a microwave beamed transmission
system. The table shows present efficiencies, expected efficiencies,
and probably future efficiencies as described by W. C. Brown, inventor of
the Amplitron and princi pal proponent of the satellite solar power station
concept. Similar values may be found in “Status of the Technology and
Applications of Free-Space Microwave Power Transmission”, by W. C. Brown,
1971 IEEE Microwave Symposium. It should be noted that the efficiency
of the transmitting antenna has not been included in Table 37.

• The state-of-the-art in microwave power obtainable from a single
tube has been greatly advanced as a resul t of the development of the
super power CW Amplitron . Continuous 400 kilowatt operation has been
achieved with 70% efficiency . This represents an average power level
significantly greater than that obtainabl e at this frequency from a
single tube of any other type.

As shown in Figure 32,the Amplitron consists of a cathode surrounded
by a slow ave structure and a magnetic field whose direction is normal
to the plane of the illustration. The slow wave structure serves both as
a means for carrying the RF wave and a collection surface for the electrons
which are emitted from the cathode and subsequently impinge upon the anode.
Operation is achieved by placing a DC potential between the cathode and

• the anode. As the potential is raised , electrons emitted from the cathode
rotate in concentric orbits , ultimately reaching the anode.
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Table 37. Microwave Power Transmission Efficienci es

Efficiency Efficiency
Efficiency Expected with Expected wi th
Presently Present Additional
Demonstrated* Technol ogy Devel opment*

Microwave Power Generation
Efficiency (flg) 76.7** 85.0 90.0

Transmission Efficiency from
Output of Generator to Col lector
Aperture (at) 94.0 94.0 95.0

Collection and Rectification
Efficiency (Rectenna) (‘~r) 64.0 75.0 90.0

Trans miss ion, Collection , and
Rectification Efficiency (~g~r) 60.2 70.5 85.0

Overal l Efficiency (n gI’
~t
nr) 26.5*~ 60.0 77.0

* Frequency of 2450 MHz (12.2 cm wavelength)

** This effici ency was demonstrated at 3000 MHz and a power l evel
at 300 kW cw.

*** This value could be imediately increased to 45% If an efficient
generator were available at the same power level at which the

~t~r 
efficiency of 60.2% was obtained.

Mi crowave Power Transmission Efficiencies
as published by W. C. Brown.
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During the transit, the electrons become synchronous with the phase
velocity of the RF wave on the network. Interaction occurs causing the
electrons to coalesce into spokes of space charge which then induce RF
currents into the slow wave structure. The several RF currents so induced
caused energy to travel along the RF structure.

In terms of energy convers ion, the electron has maximum potential
energy at the cathode surface. As it moved toward the anode, it loses
its potential energy. About 80 to 90% of this loss is converted directly
into useful RF energy. The remaining 10 to 20% is converted into kinetic
energy of motion which in turn appears as heat as the electrons strike
the anode.

It is evi dent that an increase in efficiency will decrease the amount
of dissipation at the anode and therefore permit more DC power Input with
correspondingly more RF power output. It is further evident that if the
heat dissipation capabilities of the anode surface could be improved ,
greater power handling capability would result. Finally, by making the RF
ci rcuit larger, more anode dissipation is permitted , and therefore, more
power output.

A simple expression which relates the RF power output to efficiency
and anode dissipation is

RF power generated = (anode dissipation ) (efficiency factor)

= (anode area) (dissipation density) (efficiency factor)

= 

(—~~2~
) 

~~ 
(~~~~e) 

(4)

where p = dissipation density Kw/cm2

= conversion efficiency of DC to RF power

-

• f = frequency of operation

K = a cons tant function of the number of vanes , operating potential
level , etc.
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It can be seen from equation (4) that the RF power generated is highly
dependent both upon efficiency and dissipation density. It will be noted
that a rapid increase in the power output is possible with moderate in-
crease in efficiency. For example, an efficiency of 75% wil l
produce twice the power output that would be obtained at 60%.

On the assumption that a dissipation density of 10 kw/cm2 and an
electronic efficiency of 80% can be realistically achieved , it should be
possible to generate about 40 kilowatts for each square centimeter of anode
area. Anode area determined from wavelength and other considerations
typically amounts to about 30 cm2. A total power capability of about
1200 kilowatts of RF power is thus i ndi cated. With allowances made for
non—uniformi ty of dissipation along the vanes, a power output of about
600 ki lowatts could be reasonably expected.

Published results have shown power generation of 400 kw. Table 38
summarizes the power generation and dissipation for a demonstrated
amplitron.

Table 38. Distribution of Power in the CW Amplitron

RF Power Generated 71.7% 350 Kw

Anode Dissipation 21.4% 104.5 Kw

Cathode Dissipation 5.0% 24.6 Kw

Transmission Line 1.9% 9.3 P~

TOTAL 100.0% 488.4 Kw

RF Drive Power 55 Kw
RF Power Generated 350 Kw

Total RF Output Power 
• 

405 Kw
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Developmental programs for high power continuous wave amplitrons are —

presently in progress and are sponsored by NASA. The primary frequency
is 2450 MHz. Parameters of amplitrons which will soon be available Include
5-10 kW continuous output, 85 - 90% efficiency , and greater than 20 years
lifetime. Similar development at 6000 MHz (5 cm) Is expected to yield
tubes of similar output power and lifetime and 75% efficiencies.

A planned usage of the 2450 MHz tubes is for RF generation on the solar
cell power station. Arrays of solar cells deployed in synchronous orbit
will be used to generate 10,000 Meg W of DC power whi ch will be converted
to RF power by an array of one million 10 kW amplitrons. By proper phas-
ing of the amplitrons outputs energy will be beamed to earth to be re-
ceived by a 7 by 7 kilometer rectenna receiver. Proponents of the program
admit to difficulties in the output phasing concept. Difficulties include
construction and thermal contraction problems in the waveguide feeds. The
use of fewer, but higher power amplitron tubes cannot be made since the
high power tubes require water cooling.

High power klystrons are being developed in competitive programs.
Vari an Associates is presently developing windowless klystrons for ERDA
for use on the solar cell power station.

There exists frequency limi tations to both the efficiency and maximum
power output of the amplitron. The maximum power output of the device is
limi ted by the maximum power dissipation density allowed on the anode.
The anode area is proportional to 1/f2; hence the maximum power wasted due
to inefficiencies is proportional to 1/f2. In addition the amplitron
device is limi ted by the maximum magnetic fields which are presently

• obtainable. The theoretical efficiency of an amplitron device , as a function
of the parameter B/Bo, is shown below. The parameter Bo, which is the
value of magnetic flux for the grazing of the anode by electrons at
synchronous velocity , may be expressed as:

~1

21 ,200
— gauss80_

N A 
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B value of magnetic flux produced by the magnet in Gauss

ra = radi us of anode in centimeters
rc — radius of cathode in centimeters

A = operating wavelength 0f tube in centimeters

N = number of vanes (assumed equally spaced)

N typically is as high as 15. See Figure 33.

Since the number of vanes cannot be artitrarily increased, the value of B/Bo
decreases as A decreases. While amplitron efficiencies for 10 cm waves
are about 85%, efficiencies for 5 cm waves are about 75%. Not only does
the inefficiency waste power, but it reduces the maximum obtainable out-
put power below the 1/f2 limitation.

Size of the 10 cm 400 kW generator is less than one cubic foot. Thus
10 meg W generator would occupy a three foot cube, and proper phasing of
each output, necessary for the power combining, should not be difficult.

A 10 meg W generator for 5 or 1 cm waves would be slightly larger and

1 ~ phasing problems would be more difficult as the wavelength decreases.

Klystrons capable of 500 kW with 40% efficiency and 40 dB gain are
catalog items and have existed for 10 years. Frequencies are presently 

. 

-

limi ted to 10 GHz, but present ERDA contracts propose building 100 kW
tubes for 1 cm waves . 40% efficiency is proposed. Sizes of the 10 cm
devi ces are large, approxima tely 5 ft by 1 ft by 1 ft. Gains are high,

- ;  40 dB, which implies a common dri ve may be used; an array of amplitron
devi ces, which has a gain of 10 dB , needs a more complicated drive .
Maximum power output of the klystron is limi ted by a 1/f2 dependence.
As wel l , tube life of the klystron may be limited to approximately 1000
hours. The tube life of the amplitron is approximately 20 years.

Fi gure 34 and Tables 39 - 42 show the physical outline and specifications

of the commercially available Var lan VKS-7773.
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Figure 34. VKS-7773
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Table 39

VKS-7773 Klystron CW Amplifie r Operating Characteristics

Frequency 2450 MHz
Tuning Range + 25 MHz
Bandwidth (3 dB) 3 MHz
Beam Vol tage 28 kV
Beam Current 2.4 Amperes
Power Output 50 kW
Efficiency 74%
Saturated Gain 50 dB
Heater Power 95 Watts

Electromagnet Power 1.9 kW
Cooling Liquid

Table 40
High Efficiency Klystron CW Amplifier

for Space Applications

• Summary of steps for increasing Klystron efficiency :

• Improve Electronic Conversion Efficiency

— Optimize output cavity ya (output drift tube )
- Reduce electron beam perveance (0.5 to ~0.3pP)
- Optimize electronic bunch i ng

• Improve Output Cavity Circuit Efficiency

- Use toroidal-shaped cavity for higher Q0
- Optimi ze output coupling
- Simplify tuner structure

• Employ Depressed Collector to Improve Collector Efficiency

• Reduce Solenoid Power wi th Smaller Size Unit
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Table 41. Proposed High Effi ciency Klystron CW
Ampl ifier Operating Characteristics

Frequency 2450 MHz

- 
Bandwidth (3 dB) 3 MHz

Beam Voltage 34-40 kV

Beam Current 1.8-2.4 Amperes

Beam Perveance 0.3 uP

Power Output 48-77 kW

Beam Efficiency 75-80%

Overall Efflciency * 84-86%

Saturated Gain 40-50 dB

AM No ise** -130 dB

PM Noise** -115 dB

• Heater Power 40 Watts

Electromagnet Power “. 1 kW

*Includes heater and electromagnet power and requires
depressed collector .

** Measured in 1 kHz bandwidth 50 kHz from carrier.
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Table 42. High-Efficiency Klystron CW Amplifier
For Space Applications

ADVANTAG ES

• High Gain Amplifier

- Low RF drive
- Phase control at low RF level

• High Power Output

• High Efficiency (optimum in narrow bandwidth Klystron)

• Low Noise Output (amplified shot noise)

• Harmonics Over 30 dB Down

• Long Life

• Bakeable Solenoid (tube bakeout with solenoid power)

• Small Efficiency Change with Temperature

• Control and Protective Electrodes

DISADVANTAGES

• Requires Solenoid and Heater Power

• Requires Phase Control (multiple tube use)

• May Require Tuner Trimming Control

• High Beam Voltage

• Requires Depressed Collector for Highest Efficiency

• Efficiency Somewhat Lower than Crossed-Field Devices
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5.3 SUMMARY

Microwave beaming to space and subsequent col lection by a spacecraft
is not feasible for the beamed energy propulsion concept. Microwave
antennas cannot be fabricated with sufficient precision to provide the
degree of beam collimation required for the distances invol ved. With a
transmitting antenna based on current technology , the requi red collecto r diameter
exceeds the limits achievable for a reflecting type antenna . Thus the
power will have to be collected by a rectenna microwave to a DC converter
whose size is prohibitive for many orbit distances . Furthermore, the
power conditioning required to handle the converted DC would greatly
increase the system weight and heat rejection.
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6. LASER BEAM PROPAGATION

6.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Section 4 has discussed the generation of the laser beam and

Sections 7 and 8 will discuss the ultimate collection of the laser energy
at the spacecraft and the concentration of that radiation for injection
into the thruster. The discussion in this section will consider the
propagation of that radiation from the beam source to the beam collector.

Two principal features in the laser beam propagation will be
emphasized in this section. The first of these is the cross sectional
area of the propagating beam as a function of distance from the source.
This beam area specifically determines the required collector area at
the spacecraft. Also of interest in the collector design (but not to
be treated in depth in this present section) is the shape of the beam as
it reaches the collector (since propagati on effects will cause the beam
to assume, on occasion, non-ci rcular cross sections). The second
principal feature of the laser beam propagation is the total transmitted
energy for a given initial beam energy, as a function of distance along
the beam path for the various laser wavelengths of interest and for

• various beam launching properties (optical aperture and focal length).
This total energy content determines the possible thrust level in the
laser aided thruster , following beam injection into the thruster and the
coupling wi th the propellant.

It is acknowledged here that many of the parameters of the laser
beam propagation will involve specific features of the device utilized.
In addition to the laser source itself , these features include the
required mirrors and mirror pointi ng and pointi ng control systems. The
pointing control system for the laser mirror will require a variety of
signal inputs including those which allow initial acquisition of the
spacecraft and , following acquisition , those which center the laser beam
on the collecti ng surface. The discussion here will not exam ine these
pointing and pointing control systems In detail. The discussion will ,
however , examine the effects of various levels of angular jitter as that
motion acts to require additional collecti on area for the laser beam.
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6.2 OPTICAL DIFFRACTION AND BEAM QUALITY EFFECTS

The spacecraft systems requirements on allowable laser beam
collector weight argue for laser beams which possess the minimum possible
cross sectional area. That minimum cross section will be derived, for
actual beams, from a series of beam quality factors, from the jitter in
the mi rror pointing system and from broadening effects of laser beam
propagation through the atmosphere (considering here that propagation
will , more likely than not, involve passage through the atmosphere).
The combination of the factors above, wi th appropriate convolution of
the various effects, may be difficult to estimate. It is comparatively
straightforward, however, to obtain a lower bound estimate on beam
cross sectional area.

The minimum possible beam cross sectional area is that obtained
as a result of optical diffractIon. For an i deal wavefront of light at
wavelength , A , emerging from an ideal source of diameter, d, an angular
divergence in the propagating beam is obtained wi th a half angle , q , of

= 
l.22x (5)

This half-angle defines that cone which contains .84 of the beam energy
and encloses the circular area which extends to the first dark ring of
the diffraction pattern.

The diameter of the laser beam from this ideal source of aperture
width d and wavelength A is given by

D = 24,R = 2 (1 .2 2 )A R  

(6)

where R is the distance (range) from the laser to the point of beam
diameter D. This equation neglects the fini te size of the light source.
This finite source size neglect is a valid approximation if 0 >> d (i.e.
if 2(l.22)AR >> d2).

In order to diminish the beam diameter at distance R, aperture
size, d , may be increased and 

~ will diminish according to Eq. 5.
This direction of system development is clearly i ndi cated as worthwhile
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and later sections will utilize values of aperture size which are as
that sufficient increases in d may ultima tely invalidate the approximation
of 2(l.22)AR >> d~, and finite source size must then be taken into account
in calculations of the diameter of this ideal (diffraction limited only)
beam.

For actual beams a series of beam quality factors, including
phase-coherence and frequency puri ty, will create additional beam spreading.
A convenient descriptive term for such additional spreading Is the beam
n value. The n value of the beam is determined by that area required to
encompass 0.84 of the beam energy compared to that area required to
encompass this same energy fraction for an ideal (diffraction limited)
beam. For n = 2 this area is doubled , (relative to an i deal beam)) and
beam diameter, I), has increased by .-T2 from its value for an i deal beam.
For this practical beam

i.22.,Ji~ A
~‘

— l.22..f~ A

is the appropriate half-angle expression.

Figure 35 illustrates values of the far-field half angle of

- 
- - 

• the beam as a function of wavelength , A , aperture size, d , and beam
quality , n. The value of n has been allowed to range from unity to 2.7,
this latter figure being a considered state of laser optical development.

The significant feature in Figure 35 is that for systems
utilizing current laser wavelengths (of the order of several microns)
and for present possible aperture sizes (severa l meters), characteristic
far-field half-angle values will be approximately 5 microradians and that
total beam angles will be, characteristically, 10 microradians , considering
here only the limitations of diffraction and beam quality . This 10 ~iradian
total beam divergence angle has significant implications in terms of
required collector size and allowable range which will be discussed in
the following section.
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6.3 LASER-TO-TARGET RANGE EFFECTS AND REQUIRED COLLECTOR SIZE

The laser beam collector must possess a target half-angle which ,
at the very least, exceeds ~~. Figure 36 Illustrates the target half—angle
of a series of targets of various diameters for ranges of from lO~ kilometers
to 1O5 kilometers . Also indicated on Figure 36 are the ranges encountered
in six reference missions of this study.

Examining Figure 36 and utilizing the results of the previous
section of minimum practicable beam half angles of approximately 5 pradians
leads immediately to a conclusion that location of the target at geosynch-
ronous altitudes (Missions 2, 3, and 4) will require beam collectors of
several hundred meters in diameter. These collector sizes have been
considered impractically large, and emphasis in the discussion to follow
will be directed increasingly toward those missions involving smaller
maximum ranges. From Figure 36, it would appear that practically sized
collectors (of the order of 10 meters -In diameter) can be employed to
ranges of approximately 1000 kilometers . It should be emphasized , however,
that the calculations of Figure 36, and the results of Figure 35 have
been for diffraction limited beams, propagating in the absence of both
an atmosphere and perturbation jitter in the transmitter. The inclusion
of these factors in the sections to follow will result in increased beam
spreading and increased requirements on laser beam collection area.

6.4 TRANSMITTER JITTER BEAM BROADEN ING

Transmitter jitter for currently operating systems includes a
specification for both low frequency and high frequency movement. In
this section , and for the qualitative discussion to be given here, a
separation of specifications will not be made. This discussion will
consider various l evels of “2a” jitter where the 2, notation indicates
that the center axis of the l aser beam will remain (for 95% of the time)
within a cone whose half angle is 82a• Figure 37 Illustrates the
increase which this jitter Imposes on required diameter of the laser beam
collector as a function of range, from lO~ to lO~ kilometers , and for
02o from lO~ to 10 8 radians . From previous considerations of beam
diffraction , operation at geosynchronous altitudes had been considered
to require impracti cally l arge collectors . These considerations remain
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valid , since jitter cannot alleviate these previous beam broadening pro-
blems. System jitter can however, impact on the spacecraft collector
system if this angular movement becomes comparable to the previous

diffraction spreading half angles of 5 i.iradians. It is desirable, thus,
to limit transmitter 2a jitter to the range from 1 ~radian to several

~iradlans at most. This jitter limitation is considered within the realm
of current technical possibility . Under these assumed jitter and beam —

quality possibilities , operation of laser beam collectors remains feasible
for ranges extending to approximately lO~ kilometers and for practically
sized collector systems.

6.5 LASER BEAM PROPAGATION INCLUDING ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS

6.5.1 General Considerations

This series of laser beam propagation calculations will extend
the previous (and qualitative) estimates of required collector sizes to
now include the effects of the presence of the Earth ’s atmosphere. To
perform these calculations , a specific code (SAICOM ) has been used and
subsequent sections will list the relevant input parameters to this
calculational procedure. Those sections will also describe aspects of
the propagation which have not been considered and which could further
modify the results obtained and illustrated.

A restriction of emphasis here to those cases which require
beam propagation through the atmosphere can appear as a severe restriction.
If a space based transmitter could be used, for example, the absorption
of beam energy in air and the various thermal blooming and refractive
processes could be avoided . The use of the space based transmitter,
however, will first require the transportation into orbit of either ~
very high capacity electrical power system or a very large quanti ty of
combustion materials for a chemical laser. The costs attendant to either
form of launch would severely impact on other cost benefits to be derived
from laser generated , high specific impulse , savings of propellants in
the thrusting spacecraft. In addition, mission considerations of very
high levels of laser power do not appear capable of being satisfied in H

the near term for a space based laser system. For both of these reasons
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further discussion of this transmitter location restriction are given
in other portions of this report, emphasis will be restricted in this
section to transmitters at or near sea level .

A second general restriction in emphasis will be made upon the
altitude of the receiver spacecraft orbit at the time of radiation
reception. Although some of the calculated values will extend to
collectors at geosynchronous altitudes , the major emphasis of this section
will be given to collectors at alti tudes of 75 nautical miles and
100 nautical miles (190 kilometers). This emphasis in receiver al titude
follows from the findings earl ier in this section of impractically large
required receiver areas for range values in excess of 1000 kilometers.

6.5.2 Range and Slue Rate Calculations

Required inputs for the SAICOM propagation code calculations
are the range from the transmitter to the receiver and the slue rate of
the path joining these two points . These quantities are illustrated in
Figures 38, 39, 40, and 41 for collector altitudes of 75 and 100 NM
and transmitter al ti tudes of 0, 12 kilofeet , and 40 kilofeet. These
calculations have assumed a coplanar laser and receiver. Figures 38
and 39 illustrate these ranges , in meters , as a function of orbital
arc separation in degrees. From the curves illustra ted there it may be

seen that ranges in excess of 106 meters (io~ kilometers) occur for
• orbital arc separations in excess of approximately 8°. Since lO~

kilometers appeared earlier as a range limitation for practical ly sized
collectors , it would appear that transmission of laser radiation to the
spacecraft would be limited from practi cal considerations to total
orbital arcs of approximately 16°. In subsequent calculations in this
section additiona l l imitations on total orbital arc will be encountered.

Figures 40 and 41 illustrate the slue rates, in radians per
second , of the lines joining the laser to the laser collector. Motion
of the source is not present for the 0 and 12 kilofoot level. Source
motion for the 40 kilofoot level (aircraft based) is present but is not
significant. The principal area of significance in the illustrated slue
rate calculations is the low levels of rate (of the order of lO~
radians/second) for orbital - arc separations of approximately 8°. These
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Figure 38. Instantaneous Range for Collector Altitude of 75 mm
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low slue rates lead to prolonged irradiation of the ambient air and
enhanced thermal blooming beam broadening , and , although some allevia-
tion of these thermal bloomi ng effects is provided by source motion
for the aircraft based transmitter, the overall effect of the small slue
rates at higher orbital arc separation is to reduce still further the
permissible firing times from the source to the spacecraft.

6.5.3 Propagation Calculations

6.5.3.1 Ground Based Transmi tter

For the ground based transmitter the following parameters were
used in the SAICOM code:

Diffraction Limited Performance: n = 1.3 (all wavelengths)
Total Jitter Level : (High Frequency) 0.5 urad (lo, 1 axis)

(Low Frequency) 0.5 urad (k, 1 axis)
Relative Humidity of Air: 50%

j Turbulence (Nominal at Sea Level): CN2 
= lO~~

3M 2”3

Telescope Obscuration Truncated Gaussian Beam : 23%.

Potential propagation benefits to be derived from consideration of N2
kinetics at high altitudes for DF lasers and kinetic cooling for CO2
were not considered and should be included in other , more complete ,

— calculations .

A sumary of propagation results for a ground based transmitter

and for a collector directly overhead (orbi tal arc separation of 0°) is
given in Table 43. The parameters varied there include laser wavelength ,
launched power, the radius of the transmitter optics and the mode of
optical action on the beam (“focused” or ~collimated” , where “collimated”
indicates a focus at infinity). The results include the collector area
required to collect 80% of the beam energy at collector alti tude, the
delivered power to the collector (now including absorption effects) and
the eccentricity of the (elliptical) beam formed as a result of beam
passage through the atmosphere (NOTE: orientation of the beam ellipse
is with the ellipse major axis perpendicular to the di rection of motion
of the beam as it follows the laser col l ector. This orientation will be
of interest in the ultimate design and fabrication of the laser beam
col lector).
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Table 43. Parametric Results for Ground Base (Sea Level)
Transmitter Directed at Overhead Collector

-
__

TRANSMITTER________ ___________ ________ ________

-z COLLECTOR LASER BEAM OPTICS COLLECTOR ECCENTRICITY DELIVERED LAUNCHED
ALTITUDE TYPE TYPE RADIUS AREA OF SPOT POWER POWER

(NM ) 
___________ 

(m) (m’) 
__________ 

(MW ) (MW)
75 DF FOCUSED 5.0 10.159 1.0 5.87 10.0
100 DF FOCUSED 5.0 18.061 1.0 5.87 10.0
l.932E4 DF FOCUSED 5.0 67.4E4 1.0 5.87 10.0

75 DF FOCUSED 5.0 10.159 1.0 7.04 12.0
100 DF FOCUSED 5.0 18.061 1.0 7.04 12.0
l.932E4 DF FOCUSED 5.0 67.4E4 1.0 7.04 12.0

75 DF FOCUSED 2.5 12.63 .865 7.04 12.0
100 DF FOCUSED 2.5 21 .59 .887 7.04 12.0
l.932E4 DF FOCUSED 2.5 75.6E4 .927 7.04 12.0

75 HF FOCUSED 5.0 16.934 .722 2.34 10.0
100 HF FOCUSED 5 . 0  28.060 . 753 2 . 3 4  10 .0

l.932E4 HF FOCUSED 5.0 89.0E4 .833 2.34 10.0
• 75 DF COLLIM 5.0 10.159 1.0 11.73 20.0

100 DF COLLIM 5.0 18.061 1.0 11.73 20.0
l.932E4 DF COLLIM 5.0 67.4E4 1.0 11.73 20.0
75 DF COLLIM 5.0 10.159 1.0 5.87 10.0

100 OF COLLIM 5.0 18.062 1.0 5.87 10.0
• l.932E4 DF COLLIM 5.0 67.4E4 1.0 5.87 10.0

75 DF COLLIM 2.5 14.89 .779 5.87 10.0
100 DF C0LLIM~ 2.5 26 .47 .779 5.87 10.0
l.932E4 DF COLLIM 2.5 98.84E .779 5.87 10.0
75 CO FOCUSED 2.5 18.159 .592 6.46 12.0

100 CO FOCUSED 2.5 30.667 .713 6.46 12.0
l.932E4 CO FOCUSED 2.5 l0.lE5 .770 6.46 12.0

75 CO., FOCUSED 2.5 21.432 .637 3.64 12.0
j 100 CO~ FOCUSED 2.5 35.137 .665 3.64 12.0

l.932E4 CO2 FOCUSED 2.5 ll.48E5 .717 3.64 - 12.0

~~r
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Several conclusions may be drawn from the calculations. The

first of these is that collector size is well within the limi ts of prac-

ticality for collectors at 75 and 100 NM. For collectors at geosyn-

chronous altitude the resultant col lector sizes are, as prev iously
concluded, well beyond present practical limits.

A second conclusion is that the benefits of the use of a focused
beam, in preference to a collimated beam, are smal l for those systems
using the 2.5 meter radius optics and have been eliminated at the larger,
5.0 meter radius , aperture size.

The transmission of HF laser radiation is not effective (2.34
megawatts incident on 16.9 square meters of collector at 75 NM altitude
for 10.0 megawatts of launched power). DF laser radiation , on the other
hand is transmitted effectively (5.87 MW incident on 10.1 m2 for 75 NM
collection and 10.0 MW launched). The CO laser radiation is approximately
at the same fractional power transfer as DF but has required an increase
in collector size (for the 75 NM case) to 18.1 m2. The CO2 laser
radiation transmitted to 21.4 m2 is 3.64 MW for 12.0 MW launched and
75 NM collection.

These resul ts were obtained with the SATCOM code as described in
Peckham , L.N. et al , “Propagation Modeling and Analysis for High Energy
Lasers,” SAI-74-629-WA; and Simas , R., “Report on Modifi cation to SAICOM ,”
SAI—76-514-WA , 1976. These publications also discuss the absorption data
on which these calculations are based. The 2.7 mi cron HF absorption
coefficients are based on a five line approximation , the 3.8 micron DF is
calculated for a three line approximation , the 10.6 mi cron CO2 is
calculated for a one line approximation . The CO2 calculations did not take
into account kinetic cooling which if included would have resulted in
decreased CO2 blooming .

The CO absorption was based on McClatchey ’s data (AFCRL-7l-0279 ,
“Optical Properties of the Atmosphere,” 10 May 1971 and AFCRL-7l-0370,
“Atmospheri c Attenuation of CO Laser Radiation ,” 1 July 1971) for a single
CO “typical ” line . The chosen line is the P15 transition in the 5 -.- 4

3
band; this corresponds to a wavelength of 5.05 microns . The calculation
assumes there has been some line selection to reduce the effects of highly
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absorbing CO laser lines . This has not yet been achieved in practice and
therefore the true atmospheri c absorption for future CO l asers may be
significantly higher. For the SAICOM code McClatchey ’s absorption
coefficients are converted to the following empirical function of water

- 

- 
vapor partial pressure (Pu):

—3 a b  —l= l.5xlO 
~~~ 

e

where:
a = 1.9222
b 1.4032

for < 4.5xlO torr

and a = 1.14256
- b = - 4 . 6 O 5

for P~ > 4 .5x lO 4 torr

Of the several laser wavelengths considered , the best performance
has been obtained with DF. As noted earlier , consideration of N2 kinetics
at high altitude will provide additiona l propagation benefits for the

• DF laser. Additional propagation benefits are also anticipated for the
CO2 laser when kinetic cooling effects are included in the propagation

-

• 
calculations .

Figures 42 and 43 illustrate the results of more general
propagation calculations . In Figure 42, a DF laser at sea level and wi th
2.5 meter diameter optics is directed against a collector at 75 NM altitude .

- 

- 
Given there is the required collector area (in meter2) to collect 80% of
the power at altitude , the del ivered power and launched power and the
laser beam eccentricity at the collector. These values are given as a
function of orbital arc separation. Figure 43 repeats these calculations
with the laser unchanged and the collector orbital alti tude increased to
100 NM.

• 
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The principa l feature of the calculations given in Figures 42
and 43 is the rapid increase in the required area of the collector. For

the 75 NM collector case, for examp le, in Figure 42 and for 40 orbital
arc separation, required collector area has Increased to approximately
230 .square meters. As noted earlier In this section, additional constraints
on permissible laser firing time were to be presented, and the present
results imply such further restrictions on the orbital arc separation.
Values of orbital arc separation used elsewhere in this study have been
lowered to ± 2° on either side of 0 = 0°, and, from Figure 42, this
o ± 2° condition would require a collector area of 100 m2, which is
considered as a practical collector size. However the development of
much larger apertures might significantly lower this requirement.

The computations in Figures 42 and 43 have utilized , it
should be noted, a variable launched power in order to minimize the
variation in delivered power. This mode of operation was initially
proposed in order to produce, inasmuch as is possible , a constant thrust
level from the l aser coupled thruster. As may be noted , however, this
calculated condition has permitted a variati on in collector area. In
practice such a collector area variation will not occur. The col lector
size will be selected to provide adequate collection at the upper end 

- 
-

orbital arc separation condition. When the spacecraft is directly overhead,
then , this collector area will be several times larger than that area
required for 80% collection. The net result of this “excessive” collector
area is that virtually all of the laser radiation at altitude will fall
upon the collector and will provide a delivered power boost of approximately
20% over that figure indicated in Figures 42 and 43 at the e = 0° poInt
and for the assumed variation of collecti on area. This additional laser
power during the passage directly overhead can be used either to increase
the specific impulse , or , if it is desired to hold ~~ fixed , can be used
to heat an additional dM/dt of propel lant. One of these thruster modes

4 requires propellant throttling . In either case, additional thrust is
obtained during the passage directly overhead. While this may complicate
the orbital calculations somewhat, it is not considered as a significant
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problem , and , if experience should indicate a more serious orbi tal software
problem than considered here, then the laser launched power should be
diminished further during passage di rectly overhead .

One final consideration as a result of beam size changes during
flyover is that the laser beam power density on the collector will change
significantly and the collector design should be examined to insure against
an excessive heat input into specific regions of the collector at the
periods of smallest beam size . This problem can be alleviated, if
necessary , by a pullback of laser launched power during direct overhead
passage.

6.5.3.2 Aircraft Based Transmitter

The SAICOM code inputs for the case of the aircraft based
transmi tter are the same as given at the beginning of Section 6.5.3.1.
In add i tion , an aircraft ground speed of 220 meters/second has been
utilized in the code.

Tabl e 44 provides a series of calculated results for a focused

DF laser util izing transmitter optics of .5 m and 1.0 m radius , and for
collectors at a position directly overhead and at 75 NM , 100 NM , and
geosynchronous alti tudes .

Table 44. Parametric Results for Aircraft Based
Transmitter Directed at Overhead Collector

________ . IRANSMITTER — ____________ _________ _________

COLLECTOR LASER BEAM OPTICS COLLECTOR ECCENTRICITY DELIVERED LAUNCHED
ALTITUDE TYPE TYPE RADIUS AREA OF SPOT POWER POWER

(NM) 
_________  

(m) (m2) 
_____ 

(MW) (MW) 
-

75 DF FOCUSED 0.5 8.96 1.0 6.2 9.0
100 DF FOCUSED 0.5 16.71 1.0 6.2 9.0
1.932E4 DF FOCUSED 0.5 3O.6lE5 .679 5.16 9.0

- 
- - - . 75 DF FOCUSED 1 . 0  8 . 3 6  1 . 0  3 . 45  5.0

100 DF FOCUSED 1.0 15.59 1.0 3.45 5.0
•1 l.932E4 DF FOCUSED 1.0 l7.62E5 .939 2.87 5.0
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The results of the DF laser calculations in Table 44 are of
particular interest in that the motion of the source has produced a
substantial lessening of thermal blooming effects. As a result, only
8.96 m2 of collector area is required to collect 6.2 MW of the 9.0 MW
launched power for the 0.5 meter radius optics. The increase in optics
radius to 1.0 meter causes a minor reduction in required col lection area
to 8.36 m2.

Figures 44 and 45 illustrate the results of the more generalized

propagation calculations . The quantities shown there are those described
earlier for Figures 42 and 43 for the sea-level transmitter except that
in the present case the (DF ) laser is airborne and possesses a 1.0 meter
diameter optics. If the orbital arc separation is not permitted above

2°, then required collector area remains bel ow 40 m2. The selection of
the ~ol1ector size will result in an “appropriate ” collecto r at the
orbital arc seperation end points and an “excessive” area collector at
o = 0°. The considerations here on thrus ter throt tl i n g and resultant
thrust varia bility during the passage are the same as discussed earlier
in Section 6.5.3.1 , and reference is made to that discussion.

6.6 SUMMARY

This section will not attempt to present , in re-summary, al l
of the propagation calculation results discussed and summarized in earlier
sections. Reference is made to those sections . The princ ipal point in
sumary here is that a variety of beam broa den i ng factors generally
el iminate from consideration the location of the laser collector at very
high alti tudes , such as geosynchronous. The study has found , however,
that spacecraft passage at l ower altitudes (examples considered: 75 NM
and 100 NM) do not require inordinately sized collectors and do provide
a reasonable period of laser transmission . The most promising results
have been obtained wi th a DF laser , with additional propagation benefits -‘
having been produced for an airborne transmitter system as compared to
the ground based transmitter system. It is acknowledged that many other
cost considerations will be present in a laser base condition selection
in addition to these propagation benefits.
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7. LASER RECEIVER SYSTEM

7.1 SYSTEM COMPONENTS

The laser receiver system causes incoming laser energy to be
I

directed into the thrust chamber, where absorption of laser energy in the
propellant material causes increases in propellant temperature and
(following release) in specifi c impulse. Since the scale size of the
thruster will be small , -in general , compared to the width of the laser
beam at representative spacecraft alti tudes , a concentrator will be
required . A second requirement will be for a window through which laser
radiation passes on its way into the thruster and which prevents the
propel lant gas from escaping in the non-thrust direction . This second —

requirement assumes that laser energy will not be coupled i nto the pro-
pellant by entry through the thruster exhaust.

The simplest form of a laser receiver would consist , in principle ,
of a concentrator , a window , a thruster, and alignment and attitude
control sensors and devices in order to keep the concentrated laser
beam di rected through the window . In some portions of the discussion

- ì 
in this section , such simplified systems will be utilized in order to
estimate certain aspects of system performance . In practice , however,
a more complicated system may be required because of generally varying
orientations between the incoming laser beam direction and the directi on
of propellant release by the thruster. These more complicated and more
realistic systems will empl oy a mirror , a concentrator, and a thruster,
along with appropriate attitude control and sensing devices .

Figures 46 and 47 illustrate two versions of this mi rror/concentrator/
thruster system, enti tled an fl and an f2 system becai~se of the ratio of
concentrator focal length to concentrator diameter. The inclUsion of
the figures in this introductory section is for convenience . Other and
later sections will describe elements of this total system -in further
detail.

7.2 GEN ERA L SCALE SIZE

The scale size in the laser receiver system will be determined

~ 

pri mari ly by the width of the laser beam (including poir~ting and tracking
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jitter) at spacecraft altitudes and for ground based laser systems. Pre-
vious sections have calculated hal f-angle width of the laser beam as a
function of laser wavelength , beam diameter at the laser output, and
beam quality . In general , these hal f-angle widths will be in the range
above 10~ radians , for realisti dally sized laser systems. The di s-
tances separating the laser from the receiver will range from ~2 x 1O5

meters to ‘~4 x ~~ meters. From these combined hal f-angles and separation
distances , the radius of the laser receiver has minimum values of several
meters , and, for extreme cases , ranges to several hundreds of meters. The
important aspect to note here is that, for realistic systems and for even
optimisti c rates of growth in laser output parameters , the receive r
systems under consideration are not in the 1 to 2 meter diameter range,
but, instead , will range, at minimum, from 10 to 20 meter diameters.
This generalized scale size will have crucial implicati ons in terms of
system weight and cost, in terms of drag and atmospheric torques, and
in terms of maximum allowable energy concentration ratios .

7.3 LASER RADIATION CONCENTRATOR

This section discusses the l aser reflectors which are located on the
Spacecraft and act to collect and concentrate the incoming laser beam. —

7.3.1 Phase Coherence

Optical reflectors wi th surfaces whi ch match perfect parabolOi ds

of revolution within a fraction of a wavelength of the relevant light
quanta have been ground for mirro r diameters up to ‘.5 meters. The
weight of these systems and the complexity in the thermal control and
in the devices whi ch support the reflector have l imi ted their fabrica-
tion and use in Earth based facilities to less than one per decade ,
worldwide. Space based systems, of t~ls same general size but under
more severe weight restrictions, are currently being studied for a
series of appl ications which requir . phase coherence . One ~achnique
to produce this coherence is a phase compensation stage ~ iich senses a
sector of the total optical flow and adjusts, electro—opti cally, to
bring all portions of the flow into phase coherence in the final sensor
pl ane. Since the opti cal flow must proceed through the phase campen-
sation element there are clearly evident upper bounds on allowable beam
power, and, for laser aided propulsion and the very high power levels
in the photon beam , the use of phase compensation does not appear
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practical. A second technique under examination for large space based
reflector systems (which also require phase coherence ) is ~adaptive ”
optics . Under the adaptive optic approach sections of the refl ector
are indi vidually sensed and positioned. While this adaptive optic,
flexible mirror, approach does not have the apparent power restrictions
of the phase compensation technique , it is , nevertheless , a highly
complex system and is considered only because phase coherence is a
mi ssion cri tical item for the applications under study.

This system study will assume that the laser reflector surfaces
possess uncorrected root mean square deviati ons from perfect paraboloidal
shape by values of ‘.i02X. Phase coherence, thus , will not be present
in approaching the focal point of the reflector. This will prevent the
laser coupling to the propellant from utilizing the intense electric
fields associated with laser bt”eakdown of gases for opti cally perfect,
highly focused, systems. An absence of phase coherence, however, i s
not considered crucial here. The absorption process is, after all
carried out on a vol ume basis rather than a point basis. The major
concern of the study will be that the laser radiation be gathered wi thin
as small a ci rcle as is conveniently possible. Since the weight of the
reflector is of major concern for total system feasibility , the strategy
in this study will be to remove, inasmuch as is possible , extraordinary
requirements in magnifi cation and in phase coherence in order to provide
reduced reflector weight.

7.3.2 Ci rcle of Confusion

A circle of confusion may be defined as that area il1~aninated
in the focal plane of a reflector by a point source of light infinitely
distant from the reflector. This circle of confusion can be determined
in principle by ray tracing over the surface of the reflector. If the
normal to a reflector surface element dA at point (x,y) devi ates by an
angle 6e from the surface normal directi on of an ideal parabol oid at
the point (x,y), then the ray from this element will be approximately
2f& e away from the optical axis of the system in the focal plane and
where f is the reflector focal length. An estimate of the size of the
circle of confusion, then, is ‘~~ 

2f( c~~
2>) 1”2 where the indicated

average is taken over the surface of the reflector.
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The val ue of ~e at a given surface element can be expected to
depend on many factors . Among these factors are: (1), orIginal fabri-
cati on accuracy, (2), thermal distortion of the reflector sys tem from
both absorbed and emi tted radiation (where absorption must consider
both solar radiation and laser radiation, and must consider optical
processes on both the front and back surfaces of the reflector, and, —

(3), dynami cally induced reflector shape changes, incl uding here the
forces derived from thruster operation , attitude control system opera-
tion (for both the reflecto r and the spacecraft) and atmospheric drag
effects. An accurate treatment of expected so ’s for the various dis-
tortion factors above proceeds considerably beyond the limits of the
present systems study. The discussion here will attempt to quantify
expected performance to only that degree required to sense the general
scale size of the focused radiati on.

The bulk of present day technology is not concerned with optical
radi ation , but, rather, wi th microwave radiation . Adequate performance
(good antenna gain for received signal s, or appropriately narrow beams
for radi ated signals) is obtained for antenna diameters ~-t~ two orders
of magnitude in excess of the wavelength . For optical reflectors, and
assuming that the pri ncipal source oF technology development will be
from microwave antennas , this suggests circles of confusion whose
diameters are “~ .01 of the reflector diameter. A 10 meter diameter
reflector , thus , would contain the focused l aser radiation wi thin a
diameter of ‘~-~ 10 centimeters .

The acceptance of the comparati vely smal l concentration ratios
described above (

~~ 
102 in beam diameter , ‘~~ lO~ in beam intensity) el i-

minates consideration of very small scale thrust chambers. The use of a
larger size thruster does not appear, however, as a sacri fice to the
system since there is no major benefit to be derived from making the 

- -

thruster absorption chamber diameter small compared to the absorption —

length. Since absorption lengths in the thruster diameter will be of
the order of tens of centimeters, an appropriate scale size for the thruster
chamber di ameter is, again , of the order of tens of centimeters.

A system strategy, then, may be to accept this comparatively
low magnifi cation , utilize larger thruster chambers , and (since windows
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connecting to the thrust chamber are now l arger), move thruster chamber
pressure to lower values . If a successful solution can be obtained wi th
the larger thruster scale size and somewhat less than perfect optics ,
the di rection of system evolution could be to continue to reduce re-
flector weight until the focus is barely adequate to bring the laser
radi ation into the thrust chamber. In short, there appears to be no
major system benefit in reducing thruster size and demanding more
perfect optics , while reducing reflector weight is of principal concern.

While the discussion here has not derived expected 60’s of the
reflector under various loading conditi ons , it shoul d be noted that
computer programs presently exist for determining beam properties -in
and near the focal plane for an arbitrary perturbation function to the
reflector surface and can be utilized as an element in future systems
studies.

7.3.3 Concentrator Wei ght

The systems illustrated in Figures 46 and 47 have employed both a
mirror (in the illustrated cases a planar mirror) and a concentrato r
(a paraboloid of revolution). While the discussion in this section will
treat the weight of the concentrator, the analysis will also apply to a
planar mirror on a per area basis. It should be noted that for the
configurations illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, mirror area exceeds
concentrator area by a factor of (cos c~i

’ where ~ is the maximum angle
between the normal to the mirrcr and the concentrator axis. Total system
mass of a mirror and a concentrator will be ~ Mc (l + (cos ct)~~) where
Mc is concentrator mass.

The concentrator total mass will be composed of three elements.
These are the infrared reflecting f i lm and the reflecting f i lm substrate ,
a supporting plane of material (most likely a honeycomb core between two
bonded planes of material), and a more coarse grain supporting
adjustment structure for the reflector and its underlying plane. Figure 48
illustrates these elements.

The IR reflecting film has been bonded to a 12.5 x lO~ cm thick
glass substrate with metalli zed backing plus a thin bonding layer of
epoxy. The weight assigned to this reflecting layer is .030 grams per
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~~~~~~ IR REF L~~TING FI~~
AND SUBSTRAT E

-3 TO 6 PLY
GRA PHITE/EPOXY
COMPOSITE

ALUMINUM
HON EYCOMB
CORE

3 TO 6 PLY GRAPHITE/EPOXY
COMPOSITE BACKING

Fi gure 48. Lightweight Concentrator Construction Detail
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square centimeter. This assumption of a glass substrate is not completely
firm . In present practice , these IR reflecting materials (ZnS, ZnSe,
ThF4) are deposited at ‘s-. 1 50°C upon a variety of glass surfaces. Other
surface materials, however , including polymer fi lms and graphite epoxy
composites are also capable of stable properties at these temperatures.
If the IR reflector can be deposited on these films and on the composites,
important savings in both costs and weight can be realized. The under-
lying support plane has been assigned .095 grams per square centimeter
(which is obtained in presently available Kevlar honeycomb board).
This combined weight of 0.125 grams per square centimeter is assumed
to be matched by another, averaged , 0.125 grams/cm2 major support
structure for a total concentrator weight per area of 0.250 grams/cm2.
These weights are comparatively firm , since microwave antennas of graphite
epoxy composites and in the range of 2 meters in diameter possess such
mass per unit area figures (‘

~ 
.5 pounds per square foot).

If we assume that increases in concentrator size to the 10 meter
diameter range can maintain this .25 grams/cm2 density figure (which
assumes that all advances in the technology are being re-invested to
maintain constant a in the face of increasing system di ameter, and ,
hence, increasing mass in the major supporting structure weight) then
a 10 meter diameter concentrator would weigh 200 kilograms and a
combined mirror and concentrator system would be ‘

~ 600 kilograms for

the fl system (Figure 46). This mass figure does not include the weight
of attitude control systems for either the mi rror or the collector.

The collector mass estimate given above may be optimistic by a
factor of ‘~ 2. Whether increased reflector weight will be required
will depend upon rigidi ty during collector movement and thermal loading
from solar and laser radiation . It is important to note that microwave
systems generally retain good antenna characteristics for reflectors
in the .5 lb./ft.2 to 1 lb./ft.2 range and for diameters of the order
of 100 A . This system study has concentrated its attention on systems
built , essentially, to microwave antenna accuracy. If requirements
are introduced for a focus Into diameters of l0~ of the concentrator
diameter , then significant increases in the supporting mass to the
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reflecting surface wi ll be required. Since Increases in concentrator
mass , impact , in turn , on attitude control system mass and on dynamic
stability problems of the total spacecraft , there are very cogent reasons 

- 
-

for an attempted system solution using a comparatively “loose” focus.
Separate systems studies for space borne, optically accurate, reflectors
in the range from 5 to 15 meters in diameter have evolved mass estimates
from 4000 pounds to 32,000 pounds , well beyond the point of attractiveness
in terms of laser aided propulsive systems.

7.3.4 Required Window Diameter

7.3.4.1 Ideal (No-load) Conditions

Ideal conditions will be described here as a stationary reflector
(no angular acceleration , no linear acceleration , no aerodynamic loading )
with weakly incident laser light from infinity , and , if sunlight is
present, wi th a uniform deposition of solar radiation over the reflector
front or rear surface. Under these conditions the l aser light will
focus into a minimum area with diameter ‘~ 2f(<6e2>)1”2 where 60 is the
angular deviation of the reflector surface normal from the surface
normal for a true paraboloid of revolution . This RMS (so) is specifiabl e
and for present manufacturing techniques can be hel d less than 10-2

radians for light weight graphite epoxy reflectors in the range of
several meters in diameter. Clearly the window at the input end to the
thrust chamber must have a radius larger than

A reflector fabricated as a single rigid piece and subsequently
launched can be expected to possess significantly lower values of 60rms 

—

than a folded structure which deploys followi ng launch. For convention-
ally sized reflectors (1 to 2 meters diameter, for example) the size of
the reflector does not prohibit fabrication as a single rigid unit with
subsequent launch. At some point , however, reflector size can exceed
even the largest shrouds for boost vehicles and one or another of two
alternatives must be considered . The first alternative is to utilize
folded structures during launch with subsequent deployment and erection,
accepting whatever penalties in increased 60rms may occur. A second
alternative is launch of the reflector in the Space Shuttle bay with
separate sectors intact and an assembly in space of a rigid structure
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from these sectors. The l imitations here are the l ength and breadth of
the Shuttle cargo bay (‘~. 60 feet in length and 15 feet in width) and
the ability of the Shuttle crew to assemble the reflector section and
subsequently attach the reflector to the spacecraft. (A third alternative,
not considered above because of weight and complexity is the launch of
a folded, deployable structure with adaptive optics, both sensors and
drivers, to align the reflector portions more accurately after deployment).
Cost/value tradeoffs for the several possibilities outl ined above clearly
exceed the scope of the present systems study and will not be pursued
further. It may be noted , however, that the Shuttle transportation
system may be expected to be in service sufficiently early to allow
that system to transport a total spacecraft, includ ing a partially
disassembled reflector , into orbit. For this approach, the Shuttle
crew would complete the erection of the reflector before release of the
total spacecraft. 

-

The systems strategy of using only a moderately strong focus in
-
~ the reflector, will also have the reflector accuracy as a stipulated

quantity . A suggested 60rms range is .01 >60rms > .003 radians. For
60rms> .01 radians excessive window diameters are obtained , and for
60 rms < .003 , the laser focus is sufficiently tigh t to permit a tradeoff
in this area to less accurate , less costly and perhaps less massive
reflectors .

— 7.3.4.2 Angular Acceleration Loading

Some of the AF missions utilizing a laser aided propulsion system
will require a reorientati~on of the mirror in the mirror/concentrator/
thruster system illustrated in Figures 46 and 47 so that a ground based
laser signal may be continuously received and concentrated by the moving
spacecraft. The reorientation of the mirror necessarily involves
angular acceleration of this structure, and , while this is not of
concern for a totally rigid structure, a light weight reflector can

t be expected to deform and to cause a defocussing action in the concentrated
laser rays .

At least two widely differing regimes of operation can be Identified.
In the first , the structure is sufficiently rigid under all possible

I: - 
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loading forces that the atti tude control system may be progranined in
advance of any required reorientation maneuver. This regime will be
termed an “active” operational condi tion , in contrast to a “reactive ”
operational condition. In a reactive condition , deformation of mi rrors
and concentrators becomes an accepted possibility and the attitude
control system, in conjunction with associated radiation sensors attempts
to correct the mirror orientation or the concentrato r orientation to
keep the laser radiation directed through the central portion of the
wi ndow on the thruster chamber. A principal distinction between active
and reactive control conditions is that substantially higher angular
accelerations may be expected to be present in the latter case, causing ,
in turn , still greater deformation in these large bodies. The discussion
here will consider possible wi ndow diameter requirements as this control
condition moves from the active to the reactive mode.

As an illustration of angular reorientation requirements, the
discussion here will consider the boost of orbit apogee by thrust
periods at orbi t perigee for an initial circular orbi t at 200 kilometers
alti tude. Figures 49, 50, and 51 illustrate the zenith angle during space-
craft fly over for the initial (non-boosted) perigee velocity of 7.7

kilometers per second , and for a final (boosted) perigee velocity of

11 kilometers per second. Also shown there are de
~
/dt and d2e

~
/dt2

for these orbital end point conditions .

From an examination of Figure 51, the maxi mum angular acceleration
of a mirror or a concentrator would be “~ lO ~~~~ radians/sec2, which
translates into spatial accelerations of “~ l0

3r cm/sec2 where r is
radial distance of a point on the mirror from the axis of rotation .
Even for the outboard portions of comparatively l arge structures
(r ‘

~~ lO~ cm) these accelerations would only be in the range of centimeters
per second square (

~~ 
1 mil l i -g). Such small accelerations ar~ unl ikely

to cause significant deformation of either mirrors or concentrators.

From the discussion above it would appear that , in principle,
a structure designed wi th sufficient rigidity could be adequately
pre-progranined in the attitude control system, and that this attitude
control system, acting perfectly and under representative orbital
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conditions , would continue to maintain proper focus conditions and for
sufficiently small accelerations that no deformation of the reflecting
structures would occur. In practice this apparently self consistent
system behavior may not be obtained. The onset of thrust from the
thruster, variations in thrust from that thruster, and coupled dynamic
behavior between the reflectors and the main body of the spacecraft
can all lead to conditions in which the focussed laser radiation has
moved away from the desired wi ndow location . Such a loss of focus
condition can produce more than a mere loss of thrust level . Because
of the very high power levels contemplated , the motion of the laser
beam outside the window and onto the thruster body can cause (after
only brief deposition periods) major damage to the window holder , to
the thruster, and to the concentrator and mirror reflecting surfaces
(this last -from deposited materials blown off by laser beam impingement.)
Clearly, the attitude control system must be capable of higher level
angular accelerations to prevent damage to the thruster and laser beam
system by a momentary loss of good focus conditions .

In an alternate approach in which a control system reacts to

temporary misfocus , a large number of possible conditions may be

examined to determine the window size requirement to prevent beam wander

outside of the window area. This discussion will treat only one possible

control situation in which it will be assumed that the mirror angular

velocity is at zero when the sensing system detects increasing angular
divergence of th~ laser beam away from a pocus condition .

The lateral movement of the laser beam away from the middle of
the window for angular misalignment 6e in the mirror system (Figure 46)
will be

= 2f6e (8)

where f is concentra tor focal length . (It will be assumed in this
e~~ p1. that concentrator orientation is perfect but that angular
r~isa1 $qi~,ent of ~~i Is present in the mirror system. To prevent major

~~s.g. to the thruster, the thruster window radius , rw, must satisfy

(9)
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Following the earlier choice of control situation it is assumed that at
t = 0 the mirror rotation rate is zero. It will also be assumed that
the sensitivity of the sensing system has a dead-band such that signals
to refocus are not generated unless the laser beam has wandered to
The calculation assumes thus that an angular misalignment in the mirror
of r~1/4f is present at t = 0, and also that ê = 0 at this time.

The sensing of the beam wander at r12 at t = 0 sets off angular
acceleration 0 in the control system. It should be noted , however,
that spacecraft motion relative to the ground laser causes a growth
in 60 at t = 0, determined by spacecraft position and orbit condition.
From Figure 50 it will be assumed that a 66 of 40 mil liradi ans per second
is occurring because of source motion relative to the spacecraft. Thus
the beam wander at t = 0 is increasing by

r = 2 f ~ 
- 

( 10)

and to prevent damage to the thruster

r
~~

> r(t)

where

r(t) = 
~~~~

+ 2ft6è) 
= 

÷2f~~1tj dt e (11)

and e is the applied correction signal . Assuming e at some maximum
allowable angular acceleration leads to

r(t) = ~~~~~~+ 2f(.040)t - f8t2 (12)
max

and the control situation requires

2f(.040)t - fOm t2 (13)

The maximum value of the RMS in Eq. (6) is at
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(14)
max

From Eq. (6) and (7) it follows that

r
~ 

> 
f(.040) 2 

- 
(15)

max

The major question then becomes the maximum allowable mi rror angular
acceleration without mi rror deformation. If the mirro r total width is
21) and if the maximum loading at the edge of the mirror (without loss
of mirro r planarity) is ~g, then

~max 
(16)

so that

r
~ 

> ~~~~ - (Q 4
~~~
)

2 ( 17)

is the final condition on minimum allowable window radius. As an example,
consider f = D = 1O 3 cm and ~g = io2 cm/sec2 so that r

~ 
> 16 centimeters

woul d obtain. The crucial question, of course , remains as the allowable
og on the mirror before this (light—weight) structure deforms and
causes defocussing of the l aser beam at the thruster window. For
sufficiently complicated deformation of the mirror , the error signal
which senses angular misalignment can be completely masked by these 

—

effects, thus disabling the control system. As noted throughout this
discussion , strengthening of the mirror and concentrator can be
achieved, but wi th costs In increased mass and Increased attitude control
torques to achieve angular correction.

An important factor to note is that small size windows (‘k. 1 cm)
are not only denied by limits on allowable magnification but are also
not indicated as feasible from attitude control considerations.

7.3.4.3 Thruster Firing Loading

The coupling of the laser radiation into the propellant in the
thruster and the generation of thrust will impose a loading on the
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large area structures of the mirror and the concentrator. Considering
a mission to boost orbit apogee by thrusting during fly over and at
perigee distance, P, estimates of the required acceleration may be made.
If laser beam transmission to the spacecraft occurs during the period

- 
- 

- when the spacecraft is within ± e from the zenith, the thrusting period
will be

1
~
tth 

= 2Pt:n e (18) —

and the ~v 5 per thrust period will be

2TP tan (19)

where I is generated thrust and M
~ 

is spacecraft mass (including
propellant) and , for a total of N “passes”, a total velocity increment

Av~~ “ — ~—~-—tan ~ (20)
ss

3results. For a major change in orbit apogee, 
~
v5t ~ 3 x 10 meters per

second is required . Using ~ ‘~- 30° and P = 2 x ~~ meters leads to
values of

150 (21)

The mission pl an will assign a required value of N from which a
required value of T/MS is derived. Inserting reasonable values of N
leads to values of I/MS at the 1 g level . There is , thus, a basis for
assuming significant acceleration loading on the mirror and concentrator
structures .

The effect of thruster firing on the mirror and concentrator
structures will be to cause a “bowing ” of the mirror and a “closure ”
of the outer portions of the concentrator. It is of interest to note
that these deformations differ significantly in shape from those
occasioned by angular rotation of either the mirror and/or the concentrator.

— ; 
- This raises questions , in turn, on the ability of sensing devices to
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detect the appropriate angular acceleration if portions of the laser
beam are being directed outside the thruster chamber window. Reducing
these uncertainties by a total reduction in deformation through stiffer
mirrors and concentrators leads to the previously noted problems of
addi tional structure mass and additional attitude control torques to
achieve a given angular acceleration level.

7.3.4.4 Aerodynamic Loading

Missions such as thruster firing at perigee to create an apogee
boost will operate more effectively at lower perigee values where laser
transmission distances are reduced. These l ower perigee values , however,
result in non-triv ial aerodynamic loading on the large structures of

the mirror and the concentrator. Using a formula for drag of

Dr = 
~~
- pv2C0S (22)

and

p = 33 x l0~ exp(- .023h) (23)

where p is in kilograms per cubic meter and h is altitude in ki lometers
leads to the calculated values of drag/area in Figure 52. The calculations
there have assumed CD = 2.2.

From Figure 52 and for frontal areas in the mi rror and concentrator
of the order of 102 m2, the total drag at 200 kilometers would be of the
order of a few newtons. An examination of Eq. (21) for required thrust
l evels to perform an orbit apogee boost clearly indicates much larger
values of I in order to perform the mission in reasonable periods of
time. The aerodynamic loading , thus, will not be as significant as the
thruster firing in terms of mirror and concentrator deformation.

While aerodynamic drag may not be a significant contributor to
deformation, the continuous presence of these forces can cause significant
torques on the spacecraft and , in addition , result in a substantial
expenditure of energy per orbit for each area of surface creating the —

drag . Figure 53 illustrates the energy loss per orbit per square meter
of surface area as a function of altitude. At 200 kilometers , this
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loss is almost 1 megajoule per square meter per orbit.

In order to prevent decay of the orbit , the thruster firing
during spacecraft flyover must have certain minimum val ues . Figure 54
assumes thruster firing for a variation of the spacecraft angle of
± 30° with respect to the zenith. At 200 kilometers , and during this
l imited thruster burn , a thrusting force of ‘~~ 4 newtons per square meter
must be present merely to compensate aerodynamic drag . This thrust level ,
in turn , requires calculable power levels in the laser beam. Figure 55
illustrates the required laser beam power which must be converted to
thrust during the -30° to +30° flyover period me rely to compensate
for aerodynamic drag . Figure 55 illustrates this “sustaining power”
for various assumed values of beam half-angle width (increasing beam
width requires increasing areas of mirror and concentrator) and as a
function of altitude , assuming that the thruster operates at 770 seconds
of specific impulse. Figure 56 repeats these calculations but wi th an
assumed value of 1000 seconds specific impulse in the thruster. The
clearly evident conclusion of these calculations is that laser beam
half angle widths of l0~ radians lead to significant aerodynamic drag
problems and that still further increases in this width carry the mission
totally away from feasibility .

7.3.4.5 Therma l Loading

Thermal loading can occur from absorption of either solar or
laser radiation . It is interesting to compare the magnitudes of the
radiant energy of these two sources. For laser beam half-angles øf
‘
~
. lO~~ radians , the beam area at an altitude of several hundred kilometers
is ‘~-. 100 m2 . A 100 kw laser beam would have a radiant energy of ‘~ 1 kw
per square mete r, which is approximately the energy flux rate of solar
radiation. The 100 kw, 1 mw and 10 mw laser beam energy missions , thus,
will have energy fluxes of ‘

~
. 1, 10, and 100 Suns.

While laser beam energy flux may range to many times that of
solar radiation, it does not follow necessarily that laser light will
thermally load the mirror and concentrator to the same level as sunlight.
Section 3.3, in treating concentrator weight, has noted the IR reflective
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coating on the mirror and concentrator. These coatings , specifically
cut for the relevant IR wavelength, have demonstrated reflectance of

• 0.998 , over a comparatively broad range of arrival angle, away from
normal incidence. If this indicated absorptivity of .002 is used ,
the absorptance per area reaches maximum values of only 200 watts per
square meter (for 10 mw incident over 102 meters) or ~~ .2 Suns. This
is not considered as a significant perturbation.

The major area of concern for thermal loading is not the forward
(ref lectinq ) surfaces of either of these structures, but , rather the
“rear” facing surfaces. Examining Figures 46 and 47, it may be seen that
the incoming laser beam may be in close proximity to the rear surface
of the concentrator and to other (assumed) portions of the spacecraft.
In the design of Figures 46 and 47 the thruster is exposed to incoming
laser radiation (although this -may be corrected by minor relocations
of the thruster). For these spacecraft surfaces , thruster surfaces ,
and rear concentrator surfaces , only brief periods of an inadvertent
deposition of laser radiation can cause major damage (particularly
for the 10 mw laser beam condition). In principle this damage can be
averted by suitable sensing circuits which detect incoming laser
radiation and command shutdown of the laser until it is repainted onto
the mirror.

Two questions remain to be answered. The first of these questions
is the rate of falloff in beam intensity for increasing lateral

separation from the beam axis. If this fall-off is not sufficiently
steep, then even a laser beam perfectly centered on the mirror will
deposit excessive radiation on spacecraft surfaces. (A possible
solution to this problem is configuration of the spacecraft so that
most of the portions not associated with the beam are in the “shadow ”
of the mirror. A major problem with this design is the inability of
a craft in this configuration to view the regions of the Earth
inriediately below it). A second remaining questi on is the extent of
contaminant layers on the mirror and concentrator. The discussion
here has assumed 99.8% reflectance, which is obtainable for non-
contaminated reflectors. Only minor levels of material deposition ,
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however, are required to change these reflectances dramatically. Material
blow-off from spacecraft surfaces under inadvertent laser irradiation
(or even smal l levels of thruster plume contaminants) could alter the
mirror surface at -whi ch point thermal loading of this element could
become severe.

7.4 LASER RECEIVER ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEMS

7.4.1 Mi rror Attitude Control System

7.4.1.1 Required Pointing -Accura cy

Section 7.3.4.2 considered window diameter requirements imposed by
angular acceleration loading and determined that

(24)

where f is concentrator focal length , D is the half width of the mirror,

~g is maximum allowable loading on the mirror without excessive deform-
ation, and ~ is the rate of change of the angle of the laser beam-to-
spacecraft direction relative to the zenith. In that derivation it
was assumed that a dead-band for mirro r reorientation is present so that
if the beam remains within 0.5 r

~ 
of the center 0-f the window, angular

correction is not applied . Clearly the pointing accuracy of the beam
must be small compared to this selected dead-band , inasmuch as other
source of beam wander (minimum circle of confusion , beam broadening
from mirror deformation) are present. This discussion will consider
that pointing accuracy of the mirror is satisfactory if an ideal (pencil)
beam is positioned within 0.2 r

~
.

In 7.3.4.2 and Eq. (24), the use of ~ = 80 milliradi ans per second,
= .1, and f = D = iO~ cm led to r~ 

> 16 cm. Requiri ng pointing
accuracy of the beam within .2 rw leads to a positioning wi thin 3 cm.
Since the angular displacement of the mi rror by 60 causes positional
offset of the beam at the thruster -wi ndow location of 2f6e the required
pointing accuracy is

2r
60 < —

~~~~~~~ . (25)
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Using .2r
~ 

= 3.2 cm and f = lO~ cm yiel ds a required pointing accuracy
of 1.6 milliradians for the mirror.

7.4.1.2 Requi red Torque

The required torque for the attitude control system is obtained
from the moment of inertia of the mirror and the maximum al lowable
angular acceleration of this structure wi thout unacceptable deformation.

Moments of inertia of the mirror are

I = ~‘M ~D
2 (26)

where Mm is mirror mass and D is the half length of the mirror. D is
taken as 2.1 r

~ 
for the fi system and 4.1 rc for the f2 system, where

r
~ 

is the concentrator radius . These moments of inertia are illustrated
in Figure 57 as a function of rc and for assumed levels of mass density ,

~~, consistent wi th earlier discussions of mirror construction. For the
fi system and a 10 meter diameter concentrator the moment of inertia for
a mirror wi th surface density of 2 kilograms per square meters is “~ 16,000
kilogram meters2.

The torque to drive a mirro r of the indi cated moments of inertia
will depend on allowed 0. If the mirror merely follows the e required
in a perfect active system , then from Figure 51, value s of ~

‘ are -
~ 1O~~

radians/second2. In the discussion of 7.3.4.2, values of ~ .1 radian
per second2 emerged for a “reactive” control situation . Figure 58
illustrates required torque for .001 < e < .1 radians/second 2 as a
function of concentrator radius for a representative light weight
structure. Maximum torques required for the mirror a-f the f 1, 10 meter

diameter , sys tem are L 1 ,600 k i lo g ram meters 2 per secon d2.

The comparatively large values of torque required to drive the
mi rror in a reactive system will clearly cause coupled dynamical problems
to the remainder of the spacecraft unless it is quite massive and extended.
Estimates of the disturbance on the spacecraft of the mirror reorientation
torques will not be carried out here, but should be investigated further
when the remainder of the spacecraft is more thoroughly defined . At that
time the angular disturbance on the total spacecraft from the mirror
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positional change in O can also be evaluated.

A final point of emphasis here is that angular reorientation of
the mirror in two directions will be required on an actual spacecraft,
while the present discussion has assumed a perfect fly over, requiring
only one angular rotation. While a second angular rotation capability
must also be present, there is no apparent requirement for equal
capability in the two directions of angular motion .

7.4.2 Concentrator Attitude Control System

7.4.2.1 Required Pointing Accuracy

In the systems illustrate d in Figures 46 and 47 the major orientation
requirement for directing laser radiation into the thruster chamber is
imposed on the mirror system. In principle the concentrator could be
in a fixed alignment with respect to the spacecraft proper and the
thruster. Attitude control of the spacecraft and positioning of the
thrust vector direction remain as requi rements, but the pointing accuracies
here are expected to be considerably relaxed, in comparison to the mirror
and , in addition , rapid rates of change in the angular orientation are
not expected for the spacecraft/concentrator/thruster system.

In practice, it is reasonable to expect that some “fine tuning ”
capability must exist between the concentrator and the thruster. Following
Section 7.4.1.1 and to di rect the beam within .2 rw of the center of the
thruster chamber leads to a pointing accuracy in the concentrator of
iO~ radians. This internal alignment system between the concentrator
and the thruster should require only an occasional adjustment. In order
to avoid very complicated multi-element alignment problems involving the
mi rror, the concentrator and the thruster, a separate light beam and
sensing system to internally align the concentrator/thruster system
should be utilized. It should be re—emphasized in this section that
reducing concentrator weight below certain (as yet to be determined)
minimum level s may cause this large structure to deform under the
various loading factors and that the various possible deformations can
produce confusing (and non-specific) error signals to al1gm~ent sensing
devices. What is required, in effect, for useful concentrator response
is that the circle of confusion of the concentrator remain at the level
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~ 

under all loading conditions.

7.4.2.2 Required Torque

Since the concentrator Is not required to track the angular motion
of the laser source during a fly over (the beam steering mirro r provides
this action), torque requirements on the concentrator attitude control
system are significantly reduced compared to those of the mirror control
system. Moments of inertia of the concentrator and mirror are expected
to be similar. If it is assumed that maximum angular acceleration of
lO~ radians per second squared are adequate, then torque requirements
follow the minimum illustrated case (e = lO~~) in Figure 58.

7.5 THRUSTER CHAMBER WINDOWS

7.5.1 General Considerations

This system study has relied on two general concepts in scaling
the size of the thruster chamber window . The first of these is that the
general scale size (both diameter and length ) of the thruster chamber is
determined by the absorption length . Absorption of radiation over a
10 centimeter distance , for example , will not be achieved efficiently in
a thruster chamber in the “.. 1 centimeter diameter range. This necessarily
points toward windows considerably in excess of centimeter diameter ,
effectively eliminating diamond as a possible thrust chamber window .
The second genera l concept has been that mirror and concentrator diameters
are, for realistic l aser beam angular width and spacecraft altitude , of
the order of 10 meters, and that magnification in excess of 100 wIll be
difficult to maintain with light weight systems. These concepts, and
the discussion in Section 7.3.4 have led to generalized notions of thruster
chamber window diameters in the range of tens of centimeters. For these
window sizes, use of the alkaline earth fluorides is indicated .
Sections 7.5.2 through 7.5.4 will treat BaF2, CaF2 and SrF2 windows in terms

t of required window thickness , power transmission capability , and allowable
surf-ace and bulk absorptivlty .

7.5.2 RequIred Window Thickness

For laser transmitters, two considerations enter into the required
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window thickness. The first of these is the thickness required to
prevent a fracture of the window because of appl ied pressure. Following
Sparks and Chow (JAP 45, 1510—1517) the required window thickness, Lf~
to avoid fracture for a window of diameter D and strength i is

£f/D = 0.433 (PSF)l/2 (27)

where P is pressure applied to the window and SF is the safety factor
against window fracture.

A second consideration in window thickness for laser transmitters
is optical distortion, a particularly crucial item in view of the desired
range of focal lengths. Sparks and Chow list this thickness as R~1 , where

= 0.842[(n-l)(P/E)2(D/x)]1”2 (28)

where n is index of refraction, E is Young ’s modulus , and P and D have
been defined above.

For a thruster chamber wi ndow , only the first of the thickness
requirements above is important, since transmission of the laser beam
into the thruster chamber is over very short distances (of the order of
tens of centimeters), and focal length considerations are not in effect.
Figure 59 illustrates the value of ~f/D in the range of (PSF) from
30 to 1200 pounds per square inch for BaF2, CaF2 and SrF2 windows. For a
thruster chamber pressure of 125 psi and a safety factor, SF, of 2,

~ .1 D for these window materials. A 30 centimeter diameter window,
thus , would be ~ 3 centimeters in thickness. Both the diameter and
thickness figures stated here are within the capabilities of present day
wi ndow technology.

7.5.3 Power Transmission Capabl1i~y 
—

7.5.3.1 Window Face Cooling

Energy deposited in the bulk of the window material by laser beam
absorption there may be removed by either face cooling or edge cooling .
The time constant for face cool ing, using Sparks and Chow is
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where is window thickness in this fracture concern dominant regime, C
is heat capacity per unit volume, K is thermal conducti vi ty in watts

per centimeter per degree Kelvin , and h is the heat-transfer coefficient
(in watts per square centimeter per degree Kelvin). In a face cooled
thruster chamber window the incoming (cool) gas of the thruster is present
on the thruster window interior face, and removes heat according to the
coefficient h above.

While face cooling may be a means for removing heat from the
window, the approach of this systems study will be to neglect face cooling
and rely totally on edge cooling (if at all) for heat removal . The
principal reason for this approach is that the thruster operation ,
including l aser beam coupling to the flow plus the seeding of the flow
is already sufficiently complicated and does not need an additional
operational requirement. A desired condition is that the heating of
thrust chamber gas by laser absorption be contained to downstream portions - 

-

of the thrust chamber and that the major cooling action of the incoming
cold gas be to prevent an upstreaming heat transport to the window. If
this upstreaming heat transport can be prevented , the incom ing gas may
actually provide some window cooling which is acceptable. For the
present, however, any face cooling is negl ected so that the power
transmission capability to be derived (and which assumes edge cooling
only) is a lower bound estimate of transmission capability .

7.5.3.2 Window Edge Cooling

Window edge cooling may be used to remove heat deposited in the
window by the laser beam absorption. For edge cooling to be a significant
factor in the heat exchange, the .. 3er beam irradiation period must
exceed the characteristic time for ~ieat flow to the window edge. From
Sparks and Chow this characteristic time is given by

2
t

E~~~~~~g~~~~ ) (30)
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where rE is in seconds for the terms and units previously described.
Values of rE as a function of window diameter have been calculated for
CaF2, BaF2, and SrF2 windows and are given in Figure 60.

An important aspect of the data given in Figure 60 is that, for
D ~ 10 centimeters, the characteristic time for edge cooling is of the
order of 102 seconds. On a fly over mission , the period of laser beam
i rradiation will be of the order of 30 seconds (for 200 kilometers
altitude) so that, for this mission at least, the energy transmission
capability of the window will be determined by heat capacity of the
window and by allowable temperature buildup in the wi ndow , rather than
by any edge cooling . (Previous considerations of face cooling effects
should be borne in mind for this laser burst period for t <

In order to calculate the power transmission capability (or the
energy transmission capability for t < T

E
), it is necessary to calculate

allowable temperature buildup from the center to the edge of the window
without fracture. From Sparks and Chow, this is given by

L~If~~~~~~ (31)

where o is strength (in psi), E is Young ’s modulus (in psi), ct is the
linear thermal expansion , and SF is the desired safety factor. Table 45
provides calculated values of for CaF2, SrF2, and BaF2 for safety
factors of 2 and 4.

Table 45. Allowable Temperature Rise ,
• ~Tf, in Degrees Kelvin , without WindowFracture for Safety Factors of 2 and 4.

Window Material
SF CaF2 SrF2 BaF2
2 24.5 26.3 25.0

4 12.2 13.1 12.4

These allowable temperature elevations may then be used to
calculate allowable energy transmission through the window. From
Sparks and Chow:
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where B is the absorption coefficient (per centimeter, and Eq. (32) is
acknowledged to hold for tpulse < r~. For laser beam pulse durations
greater than rE, T

E 
is substituted in Eq. (32).

Figures 61, 62, and 63 illustrate the allowable laser beam power
as a function of burst length for CaF2, BaF2, and SrF2 as a function of
window diameter and for a safety factor of 2 and for an assumed value of
B = iø~ (see section 7.5.4 for further discussion of possible values of
the bulk absorption coefficient).

As an example of the use of the data in Figures 60, 61, 62, and
63, consider a SrF2 window 20 centimeters in diameter. For this window
the characteristic time TE is 600 seconds and , for tburst > 600 seconds,
the power which may be safely transmitted through the window (at SF = 2,
and assuming B = lO~ cm~~) is 330 kilowatts . For a fly over, however,
lasting only 30 seconds , the safe power transmission capability of this
window would be approximately 6 megawatts. For a 30 second fly over
period , with 10 megawatts of laser power through the window , the minimum

• window diameter for SrF2 would be ~ 30 centimeters , which is also
approximately the size determined from mirro r and concentrator diameter,
and allowable magnifications . There appears to be, thus , a solution
to the required window properties, based on present day window technology.

7.5.4 Surface and Bulk Absorption

Section 7.5.3 has used assumed values of B of 10~ per centimeter
• for bulk absorption and has neglected surface absorption . This section

will examine these assumptions.

A recent survey of optical transmission characteristics by Miles
(“Ultimates, Pragmatism , and New Materials”) has noted that only three
materials (single crystal KC1 at 10.6 urn incident, single crystal BaF2
at 5.3 urn, and fusion cast SrF at 5.3 um) have achieved bulk absorptions
of less than 10 an . Figure 64 (which is drawn from Figure 1 of
Miles brief review) illustrates the state-of-the-art bulk absorption
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Figure 61. Al lowable Power Transmission as a Function of Burst Length
for Various Window Diameters for SrF2 for t < T
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coefficients for laser window materials as functions of the wavelength
of incident light. From this data, it may be seen that values as low
as 10~ cm~ are obtained , but that it is more likely that 10~ < 8

io~ cm~ will obtain , at least for present day materials. These higher
values of absorption will clearly affect the power transmission
capabilities calculated in Figures 61, 62, 63.

Al so of concern for this transmission problem is surface absorption .
In the present application , where the window is on a thruster chamber
containing not only propellant but also propellant seeding material , it
is not readily apparent what levels of surface deposits may result and,
in turn , the level of absorptivity in such surface layers remains
unknown . One further complicating factor is surface l ayer behavior under
sufficient power absorpti on. Two possible reaction conditions may be
considered. In the first, an increase in absorption heats the surface
contaminant layer and causes its vaporization from the surface, thus
acting on a self—correcting basis as a limit on surface absorption . In
the second, reverse, reaction a surface layer buildup causes a loca l
heat deposition which further alters the surface layer, toward increased
absorption. This second process could be highly destructive to the
window material beneath the contaminant surface layer. The present
system study will note these possibilities, but will not attempt further
solution in view of the many non-resolvable uncertainties. In suu~nary ,
however , it should be noted that current “wisdom ” in this absorption
process leads to estimates as high as l0~~, which would lead to significant
influences on upper bound power transmission capability of these windows
if such absorptions are, indeed , obtained .

7.5.5 Window Defocus of Transmitted Light

The discussion throughout this systems study has assimled that the
thruster chamber windows are planar. It should be noted, however, that
the laser absorption calculations have been performed for a laser beam
of uniform cross section along the thruster axis. Figure 65 illustrates
this assumed parallel flow light beam and also illustrates the converging
light beam which would be obtained if a planar window is used. Figure 65
also Illustrates the necessary lens action in the window in order to
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cause the convergent laser beam from the concentrator to move into the
thruster chamber In a parallel flow. While this lens action Is not
outside of possibility , it also may not be one of easy solution ,
considering the diameters and thicknesses involved in the windows of
these loosely focussed laser beams. Significant cost elevations In
providing the window material may result if the window is required to
provide this defocussing effect upon photon entry into the thruster.

7.5.6 Additional Window Materials

While this systems study has focussed attention on alkaline
earth fluoride windows , some examination of alternate, or, perhaps,
merely altered, materials is also of interest. The principal emphasis
in a search for window materials is on high strength, low absorptivity ,
and good heat conductivity . Figure 66 (which is also drawn from Miles
study of wi ndow materials) illustrates hardness of several materials.
The extended lines and stars in Figure 66 for CaF2, SrF2, and KC1
represent possible advances of fracture strength, a , for hardened
versions of these materials. Increases in a al low thinner windows

(see Section 7.5.2 and Eq. (27) and consequently reduced bul k absorption
(or, alternately, higher thruster operating pressure).

Another possible candidate for a window material is
(sapphire). Its fracture strength, a , of 65 x ~~ psi , and Young ’ s
modulus of 50 x 106 psi are significant increases over the usual
(non-hardened) values for the alkaline earth windows. In addition , it
has a relative low value of linear expansion (a 5.5 x l0 6 per degree
Kelvin), and, finally, values of thermal conductivity (K ‘~ .45 watts
per cm degree Kelvin) which are ~ 5 times that of the alkaline earths.
The principal problem with sapphire is in absorption . From Figure 64
it may be seen that the intrinsic absorptivity of 8 at 3.8 urn (DF) is
‘
~~ 2 x io_2 . For operation at 2.8 urn (HF), however, absorptivity in
sapphire could compare favorably with SrF2 and CaF2 (I.e. B l0~ cm 1 ).
Table 46 provides performance values of a sapphire window under HF (2.8 urn)
laser radiation .
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Table 46. Performance Parameters of a
30 cm Diameter Sapphire Thruster Window
(HF, 2.8 urn Incident).

Window Diameter 30 cm
Thruster Pressure 125 psi
Safety Factor (Pressure) 2
Window Thickness .80 cm
Allowable ~Tf 236°K
Safety Factor (Temperature) 2
Edge Cooling Characteristic Time 375 seconds
Al lowabl e Pulse Power 5 x 10~ watts (1 second)
(B l0~~ Assumed ) 5 ~ ~

8 watts (10 seconds)
108 watts (50 seconds)

13.3 (10)6 watts (Steady State)

One possible appeal in the sapphire window above is in the higher allowable 
-

~Tf. Combined wi th a now thinner window the possibilities of effective
face cooling are increased. The major problem in the sapphire window,
of course, is increased absorption at OF and CO laser wavelengths.

7.6 SYSTEMS PROBLEMS

The systems study of the laser receiver has isolated four princip al
problem areas, and Table 47 sunmiarizes aspects of these problem areas
together with possible approaches to solutions of the indicated problems.
The first problem area is essentially a coupled problem. If the mirror
and concentrator are built to hi’h standards of rigidity , the mass of
these elements becomes excessive, while, if the structures are buil t at
low surface mass density, deformations of the structures may occur under
the various loading facto rs which have been identified. The approach
in this study has been to emphasize a mirror and concentrator system
of only moderate (‘~ 100) magnification. This necessarily leads to
larger thruster chamber wi ndows and , in turn , to reduced allowable
thruster chamber pressure .

A second problem area is in the mirror angular momentum and
angular acceleration requirements. The angular momentum aspect of this
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dynamics problem clearly will require available mass for counter-
rotation. As for angular acceleration , the principal hope here is the
loosely focussed system will not require the rather high level s of
torque which may result in a purely “reactive” control situation.

Severa l aspects of window design present problems. To avoid
fracture f rom thruster chamber pressure , the wi ndow must be thickened
and, chamber pressure must be reduced. Satisfactory system design can
be achieved for chamber pressures in the range of 10 atmospheres.
Window fracture from bulk absorption can be avoided by the larger size
windows (greater heat capacity), and by both edge and face cooling .
As noted, the major appeal has been made to edge cooling . Window
problems due to possible surface absorption (from accretion and alteration
of surface contaminants ) remain as largely undefined areas. Possible
approaches to solution of contaminant problems are given in Table 47,
but are basically speculative . The Baseline Test System (Section 7.7) —

could provide answers to some of these unknown performance areas.

A final problem area is in contaminant layer build —up on IR
reflecting surfaces. As noted , these problems may be reduced by proper
placement of the thruster and other efflux sources . It should be
emphasized , however , that only very thin layers of contaminant can
cause severe alteration of reflecting surface properties , so that a
satisfactory solution of this problem may require considerable effort
in shielding of efflux sources from the mirror and the concentrator.

7.7 BASELINE TEST SYSTEM

This systems study has based the design of the mirror/concentrator!
window/ thruster system on currently available technology . This permits
a Baseline Test System to be proposed for an examination of performance
parameters of eventual flight systems. Table 48 lists elements of the
Baseline Test System. Also presented there are proposed initial tests
for this system. Tests of the optical quality of the concentrated beam,
using presently available microwave antennas (paraboloids) with
appropriate reflecting coatings, can be conducted In the visible , with
IR beams introduced in later tests, after appropriate IR reflecting
coatings have been appl ied. This permits an increased development time
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Table 48. Baseline Test System With Initial Systems Tests

• Mirror • 2 to 3 meters diameter

• Graphite/epoxy composite

• IR reflecting surface cut for incidence ‘~45°from normal

• Concentrator • ~ 1 , 2 to 3 meters diameter

• Graphite/epoxy composite

• IR reflecting surface cut for normal incidence
to ‘~.45° from normal

• Window • Fusion cast SrF2
• 15-30 cm diameter

• Thruster • 125 psi chamber pressure

• Initial tests • Circle of confusion of mi rror/concentrator
system for distant point source under simu-
l ated loading conditions (these tests could
be conducted using visibl e rather than IR)

• IR l aser beam (100 kW) onto baseline test
system with examination of laser beam quality
after concentration and passage through win-
dow

• Propellant introduction into thruster chamber
for 100 kW coupling experiments

I.
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for lost cost IR reflecting materials bonding to the graphite epoxy
substrate material .

7.8 MIRROR-CONCENTRATOR CONFIGURATIONS FOR A LASER AIDED THRUSTER

Figures 46 and 47 of this laser receiver system have illustrated

an fi and an f2 mi rror-concentrator system. It is of interest to consider
a total system configuration of the s pacecraft utilizing the laser ai ded
thruster, and Figure 67 illustrates such a system .

While the spacecraft in Figure 67 represents one embodiment of
the laser ai ded thruster system , it should be emphasized that system design
in this area has not been exhausti ve and that a variety of mi rror-
concentrato r- thruster configurations may be considered . This section will
review s ome of the design considerations which led to the confi guration
illustrated in Figures 46 , 47 , and 67 , and will discuss possible advantages
and disadvantages of an alternate mi rror-concentrator arrangement.

A fundamental design factor is that the direction of laser beam
propagation (from the ground station) will not, in general , coincide wi th
the required direction of thrust. Because of the large angular separation
of these two directions (consider, for example , direct flyover with
thrusting along the spacecraft velocity direction), it follows that at
least two optical elements must be used in the required redirection and
concentration of the laser beam. Because of the motion of the laser beam
source relative to the spacecraft , it also follows that the optical system
must be capable of realignment as a function of spacecraft position along
the flight path.

The simplest possible two element system to produce beam
redi rection and concentration will utilize a mirror and a concentrator.
The remaining question then becomes the order in which the laser beam
encounters these elements. In the method chosen In Fi gure 46 the
first encounter is with the mirror, fol lowed by the concentrator, and
then having injection into the thruster. This will be denoted as an
MCT configuration. The alternative to be discussed later (in which the
first encounter is with the concentrator) will be denoted as cMT.
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For the MCI configuration , a natural requirement will be that
the mirror must have a large area (in order to efficiently collect the
laser energy). Since the mi rror merely reflects the laser beam, the
concentrator in the MCI configuration must also be a large area element.
This results in a useful practical situation that in both encounters of
the laser energy wi th the receiver elements, reception occurs at a
comparatively low level beam power density . The only operation required
for the intense (concentrated) beam is the injection Into the thruster
and its coupling to the propellant in the thrust chamber.

The alternate , CMI, configuration will retain the requirement
for a large area concentrator. For this arrangement, however, and since
a concentration of the beam occurs after beam encounter with the first
receiver element , the mirror may now be of a reduced size (compared to
the size used earlier in the MCI arrangement). For this CMI system ,
however , the mirror must operate with an intensified laser beam power
density . This may lead to either exceptional requirements in mirror
reflectivity , or to a mirror which is ~cooled.

The use of MCI, rather than CMT, will also impose differing
requi rements in attitude control systems for the receiver elements. For
MCT, the principal requirement is for attitude control on the mirro r (the
concentrator utilized only a “trim ” (fine-focus) angular control). For
CMI, three attitude control systems are required (one each for the concen-
trator and mirro r and a third for the orientation of the axis separating
the concentrator and mi rror). Figure 68 illustrates these attitude control
requi rements. Table 49 surrinarizes princi pal aspects of the MCI and CMI
configurations.
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Table 49. Principal Design Factors in Mirror/Concentrator/Thruster and
Concentrator/Mi rror/Thruster Configurations.

Configuration Design Factors

• MCT • Requires large area mirror and large
area concentrator.

• Al lows receiver elements to operate on
non-concentrated laser beam (low power
density).

• Requires only a single attitude control
system.

• CMT • Requires large area concentrator and only
a small area mirror.

• MIrror must operate on concentrated (high
power density beam) and may require cooling .

• Three attitude control systems required.

Another configuration , utilized by Minovitch~~
0), manages to avoid

the use of multiple attitude control systems, in exchange for laser beam
encounter with a larger number of mirrors . In the Mi novitch configuration ,
the laser beam is inci dent on a large concentrator which narrows the beam
diameter and directs the energy onto a smaller secondary mirror . After
reflection from the secondary mirro r, the laser beam encounters a beam
splitter which directs portions of the beam “outward” onto a final stage
mirror which di rects the laser energy into the thruster cavity . The laser
receiver requires a single (large capability ) attitude control system
which directs the optical axis of the concentrator onto the direction of
propagation of the laser beam as it moves from the ground based laser to
the spacecraft.

While the Minovitch configuration results in a reduction in the
number of attitude control systems, there are added complications in
three areas. The first area of complication is that a total of four
encounters occur between the laser beam and reflecting surfaces and the
final three of these encounters take place for the concentrated beam. It
is likely that cooling would be required on the secondary mirror, the
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beam spl i tter, and the final stage (pre thruster cavity entry) mirror.
The addition of required cooling Is a major systems complication in view
of the power levels in the beam and the required quantities of heat flow.
A second complication in the 4 stage system (Concentrator, Secondary
Mirror, Beam Splitter , Final Stage Mirror: C, SM, BS, FSM) is a require- -

ment for the Secondary Mirror to be placed in the incoming laser beam,
resulting in another heat input into this system element. A thi rd
complication in the configuration is the comparatively narrow separation
angle between the thruster axis (and the thrust plumes) and the secondary
mirror. Only very small quantities of material deposition (from the
thrust beams to the mirror surface) can result in significant increases
in absorptivity of the secondary mirror surface to laser beam radiation ,
and , in view of the power level in the concentrated laser beam at the
secondary mirro r position , the destruction of this mirror (in spite of a
mirror cooling system) would be a likely result. Thus , although the
Minovitch configuration simplifies the total system in terms of attitude
control requirements, there are significant problems in the heat losses
to the mirrors .

7.9 SLEIIARY

A systems study has been carried out for a laser receiver consisting
of a pl anar mi rror, a concentrator, and a thruster together with appropriate
attitude control and sensing devices. The general scale size in this system
is determined by the angular width of the transmitted laser beam. For
representati ve laser beams and for representative transmission distances , -

- . the required concentrator diameters are in the range of tens of meters.
This generalized scale size has crucial implications In terms of system
weight and costs, in terms of drag and atmospheric torques , and in terms of

• maximum allowable energy concentration ratios .

The study has not employed phase coherence for the concentrated laser -

beam. Instead the system development strategy has been to produce a non-
phase coherent laser beam at comparatively modest magnification ratios
(M ‘~.. 100). This approach reduces the magnification and phase coherence
requirements , thus reducing the weight of the laser beam reflector and
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concentrator elements. The acceptance of comparatively modest concentration
ratios leads , In turn, to an elimination of consideration of very small
scale size thrusters. For representative systems, the thrust chmuber
diameters will be in the range of tens of centimeters . Because absorption
lengths of the radiation in the propellant gas material are also of the
order of tens of centimeters , the system design strategy above will yield 

- -

concentrated laser beam diameters comparable in scale to the absorption
length which is a desirable condition for a volume absorption process.

The concentrator and mi rror (reflector) weight have been examined for
the described system design criteria. It appears feasible to provide
magnification ratios in the range N 100 with optical elements in the
specific wei ght range of 2.5 ki lograms per square meter. A crucial
factor in the ultimate design and fabrication of this system will be loss
of optical quality as the mirror and concentrator are moved to provide
continued interception of the beam and its direction into the thrust
chamber. The “dynamic” qualities of the optical elements under attitude
control system reorientation , thruster fi ring acceleration loading ,
radiation energy absorption , and atmospheric loading will determine the
required diameter to the thruster inlet window . Two conditions have been
examined for the actions of the attitude control system. These conditions
span the range of possibilities and lead to major variations in attitude
control system requirements . it is not possible at present to conclude
the degree to which either the “active ” attitude control situation or
the “reactive” attitude control situation will exist for a fli ght system.
A series of ground tests of the optical qual i ties of the reflector and
concentrator under various vibration and acceleration loadings have been
reconinended.

In addition to a primary attitude control system which will align the
mirror, a second attitude control system for the alignment of the con-
centrator is required . This second, or “trimer,” attitude control system
has greatly reduced requirements in torque and angular range, compared to
the primary attitude control systems for the mirror. The pointing accuracies
of both attitude control systems are comparable , however.

The thruster chamber windows have been studied for window diameters in f.
the range of a few tens of centimeters and for thruster chamber pressures
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in the range of 8 atmospheres. Principal emphasis has been given to
BaF2, CaF2, and SrF. The required window thickness for the window
diameter and thrust chamber pressure ranges exami ned are “ .. 3 centimeters
in thickness. Both the diameter and thickness requirements derived from
the study are wi thin the capabilities of present day alkal ine earth
window technology .

The cooling of the thruster windows has been examined for both face
- and edge cooling approaches. Face cooling has not been appealed to in

view of other possible requirements on the thrust chamber input gas flow
to achieve optimum coupling with the laser radiation . The neglect of

- - the face cooling heat withdrawal approaches produces a lower bound
estimate on allowable laser power transmission through the windows . For
edge cooling, the appropriate thermal delay times have been exami ned . It

- has been determined that many of the laser power absorption periods are
less than the thermal transport time to the wi ndow edge and that the power

- 

transmission capability is limi ted by the allowable heat input into the
windows , neglecting either of the two heat withdrawal paths . Even under
these circumstances, however, it has been shown that multi-megawatt level

- laser beam power transmission through the windows is possible for the
desired thruster burn times without window damage . These conclusions

- on allowable power transmission capability have not incl uded surface
absorption effects from (possible) contaminant fi lms , and further study
of surface absorption effects is recomended.

A final area of study for the thruster window has been alternative
window materials. If the laser operation can be carried out at 2 .8 i.im

- (HF), then sapphire (A1 203) can provide an attractive al ternate window
material.

A variety of possible systems problems have been identifi ed and
- 

- 

approaches to the solution of these problems have been proposed. These
system problem areas are sumarized in Table 47, and , for brevity, will
not be repeated in this present sumary section . In addition , a baseline

- . test system has been proposed (Table 48), together wi th a series of pro-
- 

. posed systems tests. A final area of study has been other possible mi rror
concentrator systems for a laser aided thruster. Specific problems wi th -

‘
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a concentrator /mi rro r/thruster system (CMI), as compared to the earlier
mirro r/ concentr ator /th ruste r system have been identified . Those principal
des ign factors have been su nmarized in a preceding tabl e (Table 49). The
stu4y has also examined the syst em confi guration utilized in earlier
studies by Minovi tch and has id nt lfied sp ecifi c problem areas whi ch are
conside red to be present in that configuration .

I
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8. LASER POWERED THRUSTER

8.1 INTRODUCTION

This section will examine possible operational problems in the
performance of a laser aided thruster. The thruster system wil l be con-
sistent with the earlier laser receiver system discussed by Sellen~~

2
~ and

with the laser/propellant coupling calculations of Nolmud~
13
~.

In this section it will be shown that the operation of a laser
aided thruster will entai l , in many areas, new technology. In specific
areas , where the data base is inadequate , experiments will be required
before a detailed design of the thruster can be carried out. These experi-
ments can be conducted using currently available laser beams.
The Test Plan (Ref 14) describes these experiments and the eventua l
laser aided thruster in operation in the complete coupl i ng/thrusting portion
of the program.

The exami nati on of thruster operational problems will be divided
into three time periods: start-up, steady state, and close down operation .
It will be assumed that multi ple burns will be requi red by the thruster to
satisfy the mission so that speci fic attention must be gi ven to thruster
close down condi tions which will permi t later , successful , restarts.

This study has used a methanol/I-I2 propellant mi xture as an example 
-

of a laser aided thruster. This is not meant to imply that only CH3OH/H2
is an acceptable propellant. It is however, a very promising propellant
mixture. Hopefully , other promising propellant candidates will emerge
during the laser/propellant coupling tests. An advantage favoring the use
of methanol is its capability for prolonged storage in space , thus making
possible the applicati on of the laser aided thruster to long term propulsion
missions such as apsidal rotation correction and drag make-up. The
indicated H2 component could be either a specific storage In LH2 (which would
lead to problems in long term storability) or as a released product from
another , as yet unspecified , hydrogen bearing substance which does possess
storability (e.g. CH4, NH3).
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8.2 THRUSTER START-UP PROBLEMS

8.2.1 Inadvertent Laser Beam Deposition on Thruster End Walls

The treatment of the laser beam/thruster interaction will use
the generalized thruster model illustrated in Figure 69. Three features
illustrated there are of particular importance. These are: 1) the laser
beam diameter, Db, as it enters the thrust chamber, 2) the absorption
path length, L, for laser radiation in the propellant, and 3) the throat
diameter, Dt. of the thrust chamber, leading to the nozzle. From
Reference 1, an emphasis has been placed upon a loosely focused laser
beam in order to reduce requirements on the mirror and concentrator and
on the rear end thruster window. For a 10 meter diameter concentrator
and a 100:1 reduction in laser beam diameter, Db will be of the order of
10 centimeters as the radiation enters the thrust chamber. From Reference 13,
and for the 125 psi methanol injection condition discussed there, L ~ 8 cm.
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From genera l considerations, the relationship of 0b to L (approximately
1 to 1) appears as a reasonable des ign condition . The final dimension
of interest , Dt, may be estimated for three conditions of output thrust
beam energy .

Table 50. Estimated Thrust Chamber Throat Diameter for Assumed
125 PSI Methanol Injection and 1~ =800 Seconds OutputFlow I’

Output Thrust Beam Streaming Thrust Chamber Throat
Energy (Megawatts ) Diameter (cm )

I 1.6

-- 
10.0 5.0

The major consequence of the estimates of Dt in Table 50 is
that Db > Dti even for the largest values of beam streaming energy. This
leads directly to a requirement that the laser beam cannot be introduced
Into a non-pressurized thrust chamber, since, in the absence of the
methanol , the laser energy will deposit on the thrust chamber walls near
the throat and cause severe damage to the thruster.

The requirement that the thrust chamber must be occupied with
propellant vapor before the introduction of the laser beam has two
consequences. One of these consequences is added complexity in the
propellant feed system. These factors will be treated in Section 8.2.2,
which follows. A second consequence is a reduction in the effective
specific impulse of the thruster. If a period of time of length Tpre
is required to set up correct propellant flow in the thrust chamber
before laser beam turn-on , and if the thrusting period is T~, the
effective specific impulse will be

I

1sp/eff I
5P(T + T )

where Isp is the specific impulse achieved during laser coupled thrusting.

-
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For a fly-over where the thrusting period Is only of the order of 50 seconds,
a preparatory period of several seconds can impose significant penalties
In effective specific impulse . Section 8.4 will discuss thruster close-down
problems and will show that, in addition to Tpre~ 

a second period of
propellant flaw , Tpost~ 

will be required after laser beam turn-off, to
prevent deposition of absorbing particulates on the thruster rear window
which would interfere wi th thruster re-start. The generalized form of
effective specific impulse then becomes

1sp/eff = ISP(T + T:~e 
+ T )  

. (34)

8.2.2 Required Start-Up Flow Condition

Molmud(13) has determined the decomposition products of methanol
subject to laser beam heating . For heating to 750°K two features are
of interest. The first of these is that , above some activation point ,
the decomposition leads to elevated product temperature without further
heat input. All told , zero net heat input is required to elevate the
material to ‘~~ 750°K. A second feature of interest is that a significant
amount of solid carbon is present at 750°K. In the presence of the
laser beam , this solid carbon acts as the principal coupling mechanism.
As the products heat to higher temperatures, the solid carbon diminishes ,
and CO forms which couples , in turn , to the incident laser light.

A major concern in the laser coupl i ng is that the solid carbon
act to absorb energy but not act as a reflector of incident light ,
since this reflection not only prevents entry of the light into the
propellant regions, but also results in a significant radiative heat
input to the thruster walls. If the solid carbon particles have sizes
comparable to the laser light wavelength , significant reflection occurs.
A requirement, then, is that particulate matter in the thrust chamber
must have values of (~

.
~-) << 1. It follows that the presence of liquid

methanol droplets is not allowable , since these large size particulates
will certainly act to reflect the incident light , cause a heat input to
the walls, and prevent the laser beam entry into the princi pal Iaser/
propellant coupling regions.

• - 
..• ,. # -
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From these several required features in the laser interaction
with the methanol , it follows that the chamber must be occupied with
methanol vapor prior to laser beam entry. It also appears as a reasonable
requirement that the methanol be at temperatures below activation (prior
to laser beam onset) so that solid carbon will not be present (deposition
of carbon particles on the windows can lead to severe absorption and
reflectIon problems there). These requirements are, then, that the
methanol vapor be at sufficient temperature to remain in the gas phase
for 125 psi. The chamber walls should also be at sufficient temperature
to allow the methanol to remain in the vapor phase. Since it is not
desired to have warm methanol in contact wi th the thruster windows during
this time, the H2 gas cooling of the windows must be in operation.
Table 51 sunmiarizes requirements for the chamber and propellant prior to
laser beam entry.

Table 51. Propellant and Thruster Wall Conditi ons Requi red
Prior to Laser Beam Er~try

Quantity Condition

H2 Gas Flow Present at edges and face of
wi ndow to prevent methanol
deposition and/or heating .

Methanol Present in vapor phase at 125 psi
with required pre-heating to
sufficient temperatures for gas
phase retention wi thout condensation ,
but not at such temperatures as
to cause decomposition, further
heating , and carbon formation.

Chamber Walls Pre-heat to sufficient temperature
to prevent methanol condensation
at 125 psi.

As may be noted in Table 51 , pre-heating is required for both the methanol
vapor and the chamber walls prior to laser beam entry, and appropriate
heat sources must be found for these actions. It should also be noted
that the required wal l temperatures for this action are not, in general ,
consistent with the use of regenerative cooling of the walls by Incoming
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(liquid) methanol . The magnitude of the heat transport to the walls
(to be discussed in Section 8.3.1) also tends to weigh against ’a regenerative
cooling using the liquid propel l ant , although in this second instance,
the principal problem will be a mismatch between heat input to the walls
and heat capacity in the incoming fluid.

8.3 THRUSTER STEADY STATE OPERATION PROBLEMS

8.3.1 Heat Input to Thruster Chamber Walls and Rear Face Window

8.3.1.1 General Considerations

Two aspects of the laser aided thruster will act to create
heat transport probl ems that are not generally encountered in thruster
operation . The first aspect is a small value of throat area compared to
wall area . In principle , this area ratio can be reduced by more tightly
focusing the laser beam with subsequent diminution s in thrust chamber
diameter. This l eads, however , to excessive requirements in the
concentrator magnification and in the pointing accuracy of the attitude
control system. For the present system, then, there wil l be a large
amount of wall area exposed to the heated propellant decomposition
products.

The second aspect of the laser aided thruster which creates
heat transport problem s is , perhaps , more generic than the first and is the
“unusual ” relationship between the mass flow and the heat input to that
flow. The central feature of the laser aided thruster is the reduction
in required propellant mass by large increases in specific impulse .
This leads to a condition of extremely high gas temperatures in the
thruster chamber wi th only modest quantities of input material to act
as a wall coolant (if regenerative cooling should be attempted), and ,
to repeat the argument of the previous paragraph , this process takes
place -in a chamber whose exposed wall area considerably exceeds the
throat area. These two aspects combine to present the laser aided
thruster with severe heat loading problems. As a final note, here,
it should also be emphasized that portions of this total thruster (the
window) must be maintained within a narrow temperature range to avoid
damage.
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8.3.1.2 Heat Transport Via Conduction

The transport of heat by conduction in the l aser aided thruster
chamber will be treated qualitatively in this section for several
reasons. One of these reasons is the uncertainty in the gas decomposition
products for a complete, three dimensional , laser beam coupling to the
propellant. Molmud has carried out a one dimensional calculation of
decomposition species assuming steady state conditions in the coupling .
As Section 8.3.2 will note, the actual 3-D, time dependent coupl ing of
the radiation to the gas flow may involve temporal fluctuations in
addition to spatial variations , wi th consequent time varying gas
composition along the thrust chamber walls. A second major reason for
a qualitative approach is uncertainty in the gas thermodynamic properties
because of the very high temperatures involved in the flow.

In a qualitative approach , and using the descri ption of heat
transport given by Sutton(14), the gas film coefficient , hg~ is given by

h = 0.026 c u0 2  Pr°4 (35)• g D~
where the units of hg are in Btu/sec °R ft

2, for D, chamber diameter ,
in feet, c is specific heat of the gas in Btu/degree per pound , and p is
absolute gas viscosity in lb sec/ft - The calculated average loca l gas
velocity , in feet per second , is v , p is gas density in pounds/ft3,
g is the gravitational constant , and Pr is the Prandtl number, given by

(36)

where K is the conductivity of the gas in Btu/sec ft2 °R/ft.

When representative values of the various gas parameters are
used, values of h

9 
in the range of 5 x 10~ Btu/sec °F in2 are obtained .

While these va l ues may not apply in the present case (because of the
temperature ranges involved) the use of hg of 5 x lO~ can prov ide, at
least, an estimate of the heat transport across any gas film utilized in
a film cooling of the thrust chamber walls. For a ~T between the gas in
the thruster and the thruster wall of ~~ °R, the heat transport to the . -.

walls would be ~ .5 Btufsec in
2. Using 1 Btu = 1055 Joules, and
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1 in2 = 6.45 cm2 leads to a heat transport of ‘~ 82 watts/cm
2. If the

thruster chamber has a diameter of 30 cm and a length of 15 an, the
total wall area of this cylindrical section is 2ir(15)(l5)cm 2 = 1413 cm2,
and the total heat transport at 82 watts per cm2 is ~ 116 kilowatts .
While this heat transport is not large for conditions of 10 megawatts,
or even 1 megawatt, in the output thrust beam, it is clearly excessive
for a condition of only 100 kilowatts in the output flow.

The qualitative calculation above which produced .5 Btu/sec in2

is in the general range of experience of heat transport to walls
(.1 to 25 Btu/sec in2), except that larger values than .5 Btu/sec in2

will certainly be expected to occur in the throat region. Irrespective
of the precise value of this heat transport, it can be demonstrated that
there is not a sufficient heat capacity in the incoming methanol to
allow a regenerative cooling of thB walls. For an assumed specific
impu1~c of 800 seconds , the mass flow rate for .1 , 1 , and 10 megawatts
of thrust beam flow energy is 3.25, 32.5, and 325 grams per second. In
the temperature range of the incom i ng methanol liquid , the specifi c heat .3
is -

~~ .6 cals/gm/°K. If the maximum allowable temperature rise in the
methanol liquid is 100°K (and this is certainly a high estimate), without
methanol boiling in the cooling coils , then the allowable heat transport
into the incoming methanol is only 820, 8200, and 82000 watts for the
three output flow conditions in the gas of 0.1 , 1 , and 10 megawatts.
Even for the largest of liquid flows above , estimated heat transport to
the walls of 116 kilowatts (for the cylindrical section only) exceeds
permissible heat input to the li quid. 

-

Two alternative modes of operation can be suggested for cooling
the thrust chamber walls. The first of these would be to use the total
propellant in storage as a coolant , with only a small fraction of the
circulating methanol being injected Into the thrust chamber. While this
approach is possibl e for comparatively short burns , there are anticipa ted
problems for the longer periods of thruster operation (during which the
entire tankage system would attain temperatures that could impact on
the operation of that system and other spacecraft systems), and near the
end of operation (where the total propellant is no longer a high heat
capacity element).
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A second alternative to the regenerative cooling operation
above , is to allow certain sections of the thrust chamber to radiatively
cool . This approach also has disadvantages. One of the disadvantages
is the heat loading which t~ie radiating portions of the thruster would
impose on other portions of the spacecraft (and for the thruster/mirror
configuration used in Reference 12, on the mi rror). A second, possible,
disadvantage to radiative cooling is heat loading on the rear face
thruster window. The window has extremely low absorption in wavel engths
of the order of a few microns (for the alkaline earths). Longer
wavelengths are, however, readily absorbed in the window . The concern
for any radiative transport of heat in this laser aided thruster would
be that excessive quantities of heat appear in wavelength ranges above
‘
~ 10 microns , emphasizing again that there are only small allowable
temperature rises in this material without window fracture and that the
total heat capacity of the window is not large.

A final means of accommodating the heat flow from the thrust
chamber gas is to utilize the heat capacity of the “downstream” elements
of the thruster. If the thruster total mass is Mt and a fraction of
this mass , ~~, can be allowed to rise in temperature , specific heat is

~~~ 
and the allowable temperature rise is 

~
Tt, a total heat transport

of 8Mt c~t ~
It can occur between the chamber gas and the walls. The

time in which 
~
Tt occurs will be ~t where

~

t =(~M~ ~~ ~
Tt~

’Pgw (37)

where 
~gw 

is the rate of heat transport from the gas to the walls. Using

~~M of 100 kilograms , a c of 1 Joule/gram/°K , a ~T of l000°K and P
= 10 Joules/sec leads to a thruster heat up time of 10 seconds. This
time is considerably above that required in the direct flyover with l aser
beam input at perigee . Other missions with longer thrusting periods are,
of course, possibl e and if the total thrusting period exceeds the ~t
above, an appeal could be made to multiple burns. A final point to
emphasize here is that cooling of the thrust chamber window will be
required duri ng the overal l thruster cool down period , which can be
lengthy if only radiative cooling is present for the hot chamber walls

— 

and nozz le. 
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8.3.1.3 Heat Transport Via Radiation

Radiated energy is present in the thrust chamber because of
the high temperatures of the gas , and , specifically, in view of the basic

- - - 
method of energy input into the propellant. This section will consider
both line spectrum and black body forms of radiative energy transport.

The coupling of the laser radiation to the propel lant relies
heavily on the strong absorption of methanol decomposition products to
incoming laser radiation. If the incoming laser radiation is from a
CO laser, the CO formed in the heating of the methanol will absorb
strongly with a resultant absorption distance of the order of 1 centimeter (13~
Reradiation from CO in the thrust chamber will also be absorbed in the
gas volume. Because of the opacity of the gas in these wavelengths ,
significant transport of energy to the walls is not expected.

The second form of radiation to be considered here is black body
radiation from the hot gas region , prin cipally due to the level of
ionization which builds up in the heated flow . Molmud (13)has evaluated the
absorption distance for radiation via inverse bremsstrah lung and concluded
that , at the electron densities determ ined to exist for the referenced
calculation ( -u 800 kw of absorbed laser energy in the flow), the
absorption coefficient is 4 x lO~ cm 1 , and is not a major contri butor
in absorption. Since this absorption process is of limited extent,
emi ssion will also be limited. Thus , although high temperatures are
present in the chamber , the hot gas volume for the dimensions used in
this thruster design , yield an optically thin emitter whose radiation
to the walls will not be significant , particularly in view of the large
expected values of heat transport via conduction .

8.3.1.4 Gas Injection Cooling~of Thruster Chamber Walls

• Section 8.3.1 has indicated that the conductive heat transport
to the walls , for a gas film cooling of the wall , could be at the
100 kilowatt level for the gas temperatures involved and for the thruster
dimension employed. It has also been demonstrated there that the heat
capacity of the incoming methanol fluid Is not sufficient to allow a
regenerative cooling of the wall s by methanol fluid flow through the
chamber wall structure. The alternative of circulatin g excess methanol
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(returning some to the propellant tank) presents end-of-mission problems

when the remaining volume of methanol vanishes, and, in addition , allows
heat transport to the walls to result in a net heat loss with a subsequent
penalty to the total thruster operation (particularly at low power levels
where as much energy may be lost at the walls as appears in the useful ,
output, gas flow). A second alternative of using the heat capacity of
the thruster walls, with cutoff of thrusting when the walls pass- some
upper temperature limit is also unattractive since it l imits the allowable
burn time and also allows the heat loss to the walls to exist and to
detract from overall thruster efficiency.

Another approach to the cooling of thruster walls will be
considered here and will involve a form of regenerative cooling . Figure 70
illustrates this possible cooling scheme. A significant difference
between wall cooling wi th the inlet fluid methanol and wall cooling with
injected H2 is that a much larger ~T is allowed for the H2 injection than
for the methanol (where temperature rises in excess of ‘~. lOO°K could
result in a complete boiling of the incoming fluid , blocking further
fluid injection). In the gas injection cooling case, it is desirable
that the intervening walls be of high hea~~~nductivity and low heat
capacity for better coupl ing to the H2 gas and for reduced efficiency
penalties from non-recoverable heat investments.

8.3.2 Laser Radiation/Propellant Coupling Problems

8.3.2.1 Laser Beam Positional Change in Thrust Chamber

Figures 69 and 70 have illustrated a laser beam of diameter,

Db, which enters the thrust chamber along the axis of that chamber and
couples to the propellant in a region centered on the thrust chamber
axis. From Reference 12, however, it is apparent that there will be some
wander of the laser beam position. The extent of this wander is presently
difficult to describe precisely and will depend, among other things,
upon the mirror and concentrator attitude control system pointing
accuracy and the mirror and concentrator optical qualities , in the
presence of thruster firing and spacecraft motion relative to the l aser
Sean source. In order to prevent damage to the exterior surfaces of
the thruster by laser beam motion outside the limi ts of the wi ndow , the
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diameter of the window and the thrust chamber have been set at their
present va lues of ‘~. 30 an.

The possibility of a movement of laser beam position away from
the chamber axis leads to possibl e asyninetric introduction of energy into
the propellant. Figure 71 illustrates this off-axis coupling case. In
the condition illustrated there, laser beam deposition on the window 

—

holder has not occurred so that no damage has resulted yet from this
beam displacement. The energy introduction to the methanol and heat
transport to the chamber walls must , however, be perturbed away from
normal conditions by this laser beam shift of position .

It is outside the scope of this qual itative thruster study to
estimate the consequences of an off—axis laser injection condition .
Experimental determination of the flow conditions for this case are
possible , however , and should be considered a priority item in the
measurements program for the complete coupling/thrusting tests.

8.3.2.2 Laser Beam/Propellant Coupling Stabilization

The calculations of Molmud have utilized one-dimensional
coupl ing . In the actual thruster , coupling will depend upon r, z , and

• e (in cylindrica l coordinates), where the azimutha l variable has now
been included because of off—axis laser beam injection possibilities.
There are, in addition , temporal fluctuations which can be present, in
principle , even under conditions of completely constant propellant and
laser beam injection , and temporal fluctuations which may result from
variations in the input propellant as a result of heat exchange in the
thruster between outgoing hot gases and incoming cold liquids or gases.

The fluctuations In the laser aided thruster may be considered
to be analogous to destabilizations and noise in the combustion of
conventional thrusters. Since the laser aided thruster has so many
feature s not found in conventional thrusters, however, there is littl e
of direct bearing than can be found from previous chemical combustion ,
and the development should rely on direct measurement, using the Complete
coupling/thrusting tests. Description of the recommended coupling tests - -

is given In the Test Plan ia4)
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8.4 THRUSTER CLOSE-DOWN PROBLEMS

8.4.1 Inadvertent Laser Beam Deposition on Thruster End Walls

Section 8.2 has noted that severe damage to the thruster will
result if the laser beam is present in the thrust chamber In the absence
of methanol. This leads to a requirement for propellant onset prior to
laser beam initiation and a period of propellant continued flow after
the removal of the laser beam. Because the specific impulse of the
propellant released before and after laser beam injection is very much
less than ~~ during laser heating , there will be an overall effective
specific impulse and this has been given in Eq. (34) by

‘sp/eff ~~ (
~ 

+ Tpre + Tpo~) 
(34)

where Tt, Tpre and T
~05t 

have been previously described.

The discussion in this section will note two aspects of Eq. (34).
The first of these is that, at first view , T

~0~t 
can be substantially

shorter than the propellant flow period before laser injection (where
proper propellant flow and chamber conditions must be established). From
the standpoint of laser beam presence, a neglect of Tpost would appear to
be justified . There is , however, another consideration . This second
aspect is that the system must be left in a condition suitable for restart.
The particular requirements for restart w ii l be discussed further in
Section 8.4. The net result of a shut-down condition suitable for restart
will probably be that considerable gas flow (at least in the hydrogen
gas coolant) is required , and that Eq. (34), considering all factors, will
have both a non-negligible start-up and a non-negligible close-down
period. For short values of Tt’ these pre and post thrust periods, can
cause a considerable loss of effective specific impulse.

8.4.2 Final State Wall , Window , and Propellant Condition

Section 8.4 has noted that heat transport to the thrust chamber
walls may be large because of the very high temperatures in the laser
heated gas. In the presence of this heat transport, the thruster rear :
face window cannot have any appreciable temperature rise. The rear face
window also cannot have material deposition on it as a result of the

--
‘I
,, .
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thrusting since a surface l ayer would probably lead to excessive absorption
at the l ayer and consequent window damage. A final significant factor
here is that the decomposition products of methanol at 750°K include
substantial amounts of solid carbon. These several features, taken
together, will require a continued flow of hydrogen coolant gas after the
end of thrusting until two conditions have been achieved. The first of
these conditions is the complete cleansing of the system of methanol vapor
(to avoid solid carbon formation and deposition). The second condition
is the lowering of wall temperatures to that point that there is insufficient
heat content in these members to flow backward , after H2 coolant gas
cutoff, and heat the window to the fracture point.

Of the two conditions above, the easier one to satisfy is
probably the methanol cleansing , since the surfaces near this propellant
will be at elevated temperatures after the burn and will have no significant
inventory of methanol for evaporation and carry-out. The second condition ,
of sufficient wall cooling , may be considerably more difficult to achieve
since heat flows can be prolonged and large sections of the total thruster
(particularly from the throat to the nozzle exit) will be at elevated
temperatures .

8.5 SUMMARY

This section has described the laser aided thruster
as a new technology i tem. The gas temperatures involved move into a
previously unexplored regime of thruster operation . This factor is coupled
with a comparatively reduced flow of liquid propellant , thus requiring
any regenerative cooling of the walls by incoming fluid to function
properly under a unique set of circums tances. There is , moreover, the
possibility that the source of energy input (the laser beam) may wander
away from the thrust chamber center line , introducing asymmetries in the
laser/propellant coupling in the chamber , and compounding the problems
of essentially unexplored stabilization conditions .

These several factors argue for a series of laser beam/propellant
coupling tests in a laser coupling test cell in advance of any detailed
thruster design.
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1 APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF ORBITAL EQUATIONS

f- For Changing Altitudes:

Altitude changes involve both increasing and decreasing altitude
from the initial parking orbit.

Increasing altitude: -

Vci +M ~~
= V

~

Where

vel. increment added at perigee.
k V~ = vel at perigee

V~1 = velocity of initial circular parking orbit.

Now
- v - V /

~-p ciVn+l

f
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So 

~Vp Vci Vci

6v
P

_ v C1 Ev
i
~~~~~l]

Where
n 

~~
Ra/Rp

Ra radius from center of earth to altitude at apogee
R~ = radius from center of earth to alti tude at perigee
R1

ha = alti tude above earth at apogee

r = radius of earth (3444 NM)

alti tude above earth at apogee

and is the velocity increment added at perigee to reach alti tude ha~

For decreasing altitudes

• V
~1

_
~~

Va = V a

AV A V 1 -Va

P4ow 
_ _

Va = Vci \Jn(n+l)

So 

~
V a = V cj~~~

Vcj

Then 
_ _ _ _ _ _

~Va = V
~1 ~ ~/c~~+l-)) , whi ch is the

retro-velocity increment to be subtracted at apogee to get to a lower
altitude or perigee

-U8
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For Circularization

Circularization is required both at the increased and at the decreased
a orbital altitude.

Circularization at the increased altitude

Va + M / = V f

~
Va = V f~~ V

Where

~
Va 

= veloci ty increment added at apogee

Va 
= velocity at apogee

Vcf = ci rcular veloci ty at final alti tude.

Now

Va = Vcf %‘~n(n+l)

So

t
~
Va = Vc - V~ %‘n(n÷l)

L = Vcf (~ -.~c,~~~ ))  
, which is the

velocity increment to be added at apogee to circularize the orbit.

Circulari zation at the decreased alti tude

Vcf = V p~~~V
P

~
Vp = V p

_ v
cf
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Now

v~ = Vcfy~~~

here Vcf is V~1 when raising alti tude

~
Vp = V cftJ~~l

_ V
cf

J AV~ = Vcf 
( 

~j]~j~ - 1 
) f , whi ch is the

retro—veloc-i ty increment to be subtracted at perigee to ci rculari ze
at the lower orbit.

where:

= velocity increment subtracted at perigee

Vcf = circular velocity at the decreased altitude orbit

V~, = velocity at perigee after falling from apogee

::~— . —.
-
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APPENDIX B
ECCENTRIC ORBIT VELOCITY CALC ULATIONS

B— i . VELOCITY INCREMENT DETERMINATION WITHOUT PLANE
CHANGES FOR ECCENTRIC ORBITS

21,000 x 300 NM Orbit

Step 1: 100 NM Circular to 300 NM Circular

Where Vc is parking orbit circular velocity at 100 NM
100

/ /j~~ \ for ~V to be added at perigee= V~~ ‘V iii - 11 to reach some altitude from ap 100 parking orbit of 100 NM

for 300 NM final altitude:

— 

R
~~ 

- r+h 3443.93 + 300 — 3743.93 -• n — 

R~ r+100 — 

3443.93 + 100 - 3 5 ’~ 
- 1.056

1.028 /1.028 = 1.014

= V (0.014)p C100

= ~~ .~~/62628.22 NM
3/sec2

c100 yR 100 V 3543.93 NM

P100 = r + 100 = 3443.93 + 100

_________

V = ,‘i7~672 = 4.2038 NM/sec

= 25,560 ft/ sec

= 25,560 x 0.014 357.84 ft/sec for transfer ellipse
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For circularization

= 

~ 
- Vn~n+ij )

for circularization at 300 NM
n = 1.014

n(n+1) 1.014(2.014) —

= 0.989 1 - 0.989 = 0.011

Now 
____________

V~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ /16.73 = 4.09 NM/sec

3743.93

4.09 NM/sec x 6080.2 ft/NM = 24,868 ft/sec

= 24,868 x 0.011 = 273.55 ft/sec for circularization at apogee

• Step 2: ~V to get to 21,000 NM from 300 NM Circular

= V
~ 

(
~~ 

-

r + 21,000 3443.9 + 21.000 - 24~443.9r + 300 3443.9 + 300 — 

3743.9

n 6.53 so \/ =\J1
~~~~~~~~~ = 1.317

= 24,874 (1.317 - 1)

= 7885 ft/sec

k 
• - 
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So total ~V for 21,000 x 300 NM Is:

to get to 300 NM = 357.84

1
~
V a to circular at 300 NM = 273.55

~V to get to 21,000 apogee 
- 7885 00with 300 NM perigee

TOTAL = 8516.39

21,000 x 170 Orbit

Transfer Ellipse

= vc100 
(v~ 

-

Ra - r+17O 
- 3444 + 170 3614 — 

1 02n - - 

r+100 - 3444 + 100 - 3544 -

n = 1.02

= 
2(1.02) 

= 1.01 ; = 1.005

~~ = 25,560 (1.005 - 1)

= 127.8 ft/sec for transfer ellipse to 170 NM
from 100 NM parking orbit • 

‘

! ~
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Circularization at 170 MM

= 

~ (
~ 

.~[—i——)

n( , +1) 1.02 (1.02 + 1) 1.02 x 2.02 = 0.971

/0.971 = 0.985

Now

‘%J~~i) = 1 - 0.985 = 0.015

~~~~~170 
=v :=

~v/:3~ ~~~~~~= [17.33 = 4.16 NM/sec

3614 NM = 25,310 ft/ sec

t
~
Va = 25 ,310 (0.015) = 379.7 ft/sec

Transfer to 21 000 NM from 170 NM Circular Orbit

AV~ = V~~~~(\fj~- i)

= 
3444 + 21.000 

- 24444
‘~ R~, 2444 + 170 - 

3614 • 6.764

n= 6 . 7 6 4

- • -
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So 

= ________
= /1 742 = 1 32

with

= ~~~~~ i)

= 25,310 (0.32) = 8099 ft/sec

So total ~V for 21,000 x 170 NM orbits

to get to 170 NM = 127.8

~V to circular at 170 NM = 379.7

~V to get to 21,000 apogee 
= 8099 2with 170 NM perigee

TOTAL = 8606.7

600 x 250 NM Orbit

= 
~~~~~ (V~ 

-

- 

Ra 3444 + 250 3694- 

3440 + 100 ~~~~~~~~~~ 

= 1.0435
p

= = /1.0213 = 1.011

• ~V • 25,560 NM (1.011 - 1) = 281.16 ft/sec for transferp 
ellipse to 250 NM 

- -
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Circularization at 250 MM

Z
~
iV a 11c250 

(~ - ‘~i~~ii 
)

v~ ‘~
1 1 ________  • 4.12 NM/sec

3694 = 25,034.6 ft/sec

~~~~~~
) =~~~~~11 (1.~11 + ~~ k~~~4 a  0.992

Now

1 
~~~~~~~ 

= 0.008

= 25,034.6 (0.008) = 200.28 ft/sec

Transfer Ell ipse to 600 NM

AVp = Vc250 ~~ ~
)

• .! ~~. • ~+ 6 ~~~~~ • = 1 0953444+250 3694

~ /~~~~~~ 2(i.095) 
— /1.045 • 1.022

• 25,024.6 (0.022) • 550.8

.236 - 
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Total

to get to 250 NM = 281.2

AV a to circular at 250 NM = 200.3

~V to get to 600 NM 
= 550 8~ with 250 perigee

TOTAL = 1032.3

300 x 75 NM Orbit DecreasinQ Altitud e from 100 NM
Parking by a Transfer Ellipse to 75 NM Perigee

I 2 \ retro at 100 NM parking to
AV = V ~1 - V ( ~~~~ J reduce orbital altitude ata C 100 fl perigee to 75 MM

- 

Pa - 3444 + 100 - -n _
R — 

3444 + 75 3519p

~~~~~1) ~~~~ 07(~ .OO7) = 0.9896

and

(i 
- v~~)= 0.0104

so 
‘

~~~ 
= 25,560 x 0.0104 = 266.2 ft/sec for transfer ellipse

,
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Circularizing at 75 MM

- v~75 
(v~ 

-

~~2(1.007) 
• ii.oo~ = 1.0017

— — 0.0017

V, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ñiT~ — 4.219 114/sec

3519 — 25,649.5 ft /sec —

• 25,649.5 x 0.0017 — 43.6 ft/sec
C

Raising Altitude to an Apogee of 300 NM

- v~ ~~~ 
-

1.064

• /L~031 • 1.0154 
- 

-

• 25,649.5 x 0.0154 • 395.0 ft /sic
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I
We now have an eccentric orbit of 300 x 75 NM and the total AV

- 

~~~

- required was :

AVa s decreas ing altitude to 75 NM = 266.2

, circularizing at 75 NM — 43.6
-; PC

AV~. raising to an apogee of 300 NM = 395.0

TOTAL = 704.8 ft/sec

B-2. VELOCITY INCREMENT DETERMINATION WITH PLANE CHANGES
FOR ECCENTRIC ORBITS

21,000 x 300 NM Orbit

= 359 ft/ sec for transfer to 300 NM from 100 NM parking orbit

AVe = 274 f t/sec to circul arize at apogee for 300 NM orbit

‘ 

£Vp = 7885 ft /sec to ra ise to apogee of 21,000 NM

TOTAL • 8516 .39 ft /sec

Using the average orbital speed for performing the plane change as a first
approximation :

- 

V~, • V
~~~ \J~~ 

- 24 ,868 ~~~~~~~~ - 32,750 ft/sec

Va21~~~ 
- Vc211~~
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v~21 000 ~~~~~~~~~ = \f�Y~?i - 12.562 • 1.600 MM/sec

• 9728 ft /sec

A 6.53 ; V6.5~&.53~ ~
1O.O4067 0.2018 

-

So

V • 9728 x 0.2018 • 1964 ft/seca21 000

Vaver = 
32,750 + 1964 

= 17,357 ft /sec

From Page 11-48 Space Planers Guide

Plane Change, d!g AV , ft/sec

20° 6,000
400 12,000
60° - 18,000

72.52 + 22.56 — 95.08

Ass i ing the maneuvers and plane changes are done concurrently, as a fi rst
order approxi mation :

Tota l AV

2’J° 8516.42+ 6,0002 
— 7252x104+ 3,600x104 10.852x104 ; r • 10,400 ft /sic

400 .8516.42+12,0002 
• 7252x104+14,400x104 

• 21,652x104 ; r—  14,700 ft/sic

60 _8516.42+18,0002 
• 7252x104+32,400x104 

— 39,652x104 ; r— 19,913 ft/sec
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Now 

/

21,000 x 170 Orbit 
- 

-

-

V
~ 

= 25,310 ft/sec -

170

V = 9728
C21,000

—
~~~~p170 

— 

c170 V n+1

and

n = 6.764 ; 
\J~= 1.32

so

V = 25,310 x 1.32 = 33,409 ft/secp170

Now

Va21 000 
= VC21 O00Vn(~~l

-)

= 9728 x\J~-
76(~j 75J 1899 .5 ft/ sec

Aver orbital transfer velocity ~1,409 ;
1899.5~ 17 ,654 ft /sec
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Aus lng the maneuvers and plane -changes are done concurrently, as a
first, order approximation:

Total AV (Nenauvers and Plane Changes)

20° 10,500
40° 14,800
60° 20,000 

—

600 x 250 Orbit

V = 25,034.6 ft/sec

V
~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 115.487 = 3.935 ~~ sec

4044 = 23 ,926.7 ft /sec

So

V
~ 

= 25,034.6 x = 25,034 .6 x -1.022 = 25,585 ft/sec

Va = 23,927 x = 23,927 V~.095~.o9~ 
= 22,341 ft/sec

aver orbital vel = ~~~~~~~~~ + 22,34j 
= -23,963 ft/sec

For Plane Changes:

D )f l f l

From AF Planners Gwt-de
4Q0 10,600 Page 11-48
60° 24,900 Figure IIC-12

-242
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Ass uming plane change done concurrently with other maneuvers :

200 10322 
+ 8,3002 

= 106.5 x ~~~ + 6 ,889 x 1O = 6,995.5 ; r = 8,364

40° 10322 
+ 16,6002 106.5 x ~~~ + 27 ,556 x 1O4 

= 27 ,662 ; r= 16,632

60° 10322 
+ 24,9002 = 106.5 x + 62 ,001 x 1O’

~ = 62,108 ; f=  24,921

300 x 75 Orbit

V = 25 ,649.5 ft /sec
C75

v~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 4.09 NM/sec
300 ¼~

___
~~ ____I x 6080

3744 24,867 ft /sec

= V
c \J~~~~~~~ 

= 25 ,649.5 x 1.064 = 27,291 ft/sec

Va = VC Vfl(~ iJ = 24,867 x \/ 1 O64~~ O6~
—= 23 ,731 ft /sec

aver orbital vel = 25,511 ft/sec

Figure IIC-12

200 8,500
40° 17,000
600 25,500
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- 20° 7052+ 8,5002 
• 49.7x104 I- 7,225x104 - 7 274 .7x104 r • 8,529

~~~
• 1~~

2+17 OOO2 49.7x104+28,900x104 
- 28,950 x104 ; r 17,015 

- 
-

60° 7052+25,5002 a 49 .7x104+65,025x104 
— 65,075 x104 ; r 25, 510

The results of the ~V calculations for the eccentric orbits are
- shown in Section 3.
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